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UNC SSIFIED

PATENT SECRECY NOTICE

Material if this publication relating to

LAMINATED CHAMBER COOLING MEANS AND A SLOT
TUBE INJECTOR CONCEPT

reveals subject matter contained in U. S. Patent Application Seria'l
No. 319,047 and 725,954 entitled "High Pressure Rocket and Cooling
Means" and "Slot Tube Swirler Injector," respectively, which, have bee;,
placed under Secrecy Orders issued by the Commissioner of Patents,
These Secrecy Orders have been modified by a SECURITY REQUIREMfENTS
PERMIT.

A Secrecy Order prohibits publication or disclosure of the invention-,
or any material information with respect thereto. It is separate and
distinct, and has nothing to do with the classification of Gevernment
contracts.

By statute, violation of a Secrecy Order is punishable by a fine
not to exceed $10,000 and/or imprisonment for ziot more than two years.

A SECURITY REQUIREMENTS PERMIT authorizes disclosure of thLe inventi-or
or any material information with respect thereto, to the extent set forth
by the security requirements of the Government contract which imps;es h,
highest security classification on the subject matter of the application,
except that export is prohibited.

Disclosure of these inventions or any material information with respect
thereto is prohibited except by written consent of the Commissioner of
Patents or as authorized by the permits.

The foregoing does not in any way lessen responsibility for the
security of the subject matter as imposed by any Government contract
or the provisions of the existing laws relating to espionage and netional
security.
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PORTIONS or T14IS DOCUMENT CONTAIN IFIURJCT MATTER
COVERER MY A 11-91 PATENT OFFICE SECRECy *R*Eo WITH
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AJ DESCRIVAR ON PAGE A AND INDICATE* HEREIN. VmS.
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PMEANING OF T14E ESPIONAGE LAWS. TITLE 10 U. S. C..
SECTIONS 755 AND 704. ITS TV.ANSMISSION OR THE
NEVELATION OF ITS CONTENTS IN ANY MIANINER TO
AN UNAUTHORIZED P20RSO1 IS RONIUITED OT LAW.
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SECTION IV

TASK .4 - SUFPORTING DATA AND ANALYSIS

A, FIXED FUEL AREA PREBURNER INJECTOR

1. Introduction

(C) The objective of the fixed fuel area preburner injector subtask was
to design, fabricate, and test a fixed fuel area preburner injector that
would provide a temperature profile of less than 150'R peak-to-average at
an average temperature of 2325*R. The injector tested had 252 dual-orifice
tangential-swirl oxidizer and fixed concentric fuel area, elemeucs.

2. Summary, Conclusions, and Reconmmendations

(U) The fixed area preburner injector must operate on cold gaseous hydrogen
and liquid oxygen. The gaseous fuel allows throttling the fuel while still
maintaining a suitable injection velocity due to the compressible fuel
density change. On the liquid oxygen side, a dual orifice principle was
applied to a slot swirler element to provide suitable injection velocity
over the throttle range for the essentially incompressible liquid oxygen.
The slot swirler element was selected because of its excellent very fine
atomization and mechanical simplicity.

(C) Initial water flow tests of the liquid oxygen injection element were
conducti'ed to determine the element discharge coefficients, cone angle, and
stability during pulse testing. The originally selected element (0.095-
inch inside di.ameter) had undesirable vortex instability characteristics
at several flow levels. Similar tests of an alternative element (0.124-
inch inside diameter) showed none of the undesirable features encountered
with the 0.095-inch inside diameter tube. A series of water flow tests
were conducted to determine the significant injection element geometry
for vortex stability. These tests showed that there is a required relation
of slot area to tube area for vortex stability in the injection element
(A S/A <0.5) as well as that required for the element to meet the required
6P of the cycle.

(C) The 0.124-inch inside diameter element was selected for the fixed area
preburner injector with slot areas to provide the required engine cycle
injection AP's.

(C) Fou! teen full-scale preburner combustion tests were conducted with the
fixed fuel area preburner. The preburner temperature profile was signifi-
cantly improved over the results obtained with the variable area preburner
injector tested during Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401). A peak-to-
average combustion temperature profile of 76 0 R in a radial plane was dem-
onstrated at an average temperature of 2388 0 R. Damaged oxidizer elements
in a section of the injector in line with the temperature rake in a second
radial plane (thermocouples No. 31 to 39) distorted the temperature profile
causing a reduction in average temperature to 2325'R and subsequent increase
in measured peak-to-average temperature of 2150R.

23
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CONFIDN1AL
(C) Four ignition teasts were conducted to determine if the preburner would
ignit-, with a secondary helium purge flow rate and the low engine starting
tank head flow rate. Successful ignition and sustained combustion occurred
during all four tests. Four additional tests were programmed to simulate
the engine start transient& from the ignition flow rates to the 207%
fiow rate level, Purge timing during shutdowns was adjusted to study the
best engine shutdown sequence.

(C) During testing of the preburner injector, low frequency combustion
instability was encountered at thrust levels below 25% and several tests
were programmed to obtain data on influential parameters. An analog model
of the preburner injector, combustion chamber, and a portion of the test
stand was constructed to determine the influence of various parameters on
stability. Water flow tests of the injector assembly and single elemnent
test rigs were also made.

(U) it was concluded from the test data where high pressure drop orifices
had been installed in the facility lines that the test facility line volumes
were not the cause of the chugging. The analog model that duplicated the
test results of frequency and amplitude fairly well indicated that the low
secondary pressure drop and large secondary volume contributed signific;ntly
to the instability and that reducing the liquid oxygen injector secondary
volume would detune this cavity eliminating the instability.

3. Oxidizer Element Testing

(U) Tangential slot swirler elements are mechanically simple, durable and
provide excellent atomization. They can be easily manufactured from drawn
tubirg and the tangential slots accurately electric discharge machined into
the tube. To meet the throttling requirements of the preburner, a second set
of small "primary" tangential slots were added. At the low end of the
throttling range a reasonably high injection pressure drop can still be
maintained across these small "primary slots". The larger secondary tangen-
tial slots provide flow area and prevent the injection pressure drop re-
quirement at full thrust level from being excessive for the engine cycle.

(C) Oxidizer injector element inside diameters from 0.085-inch and larger
with the proper slot sizes will satisfy the cycle injection AP requirements.
Test elements were manufactured with 0.085-, 0.095-, and 0.124-inch inside
diameters, and the flow passages were sized to fit the pressure drop of the
engine cycle. It appeared that the smaller tube diameters would keep the
hollow vortex gas core small inside the element. Larger tubes produce larger
injection cone angles and better atomization. The dimensional characteristic!
of these elements to meet the engine cycle AP are presented in Table I1.

24
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(C)(U) Table II. Element Dimensional Characteristics

Tube P/N ID As Ao As/Ao Number Primary Primary Length
(in.) (in.) (in.) of Slots Diameter Holes (in.)

(in.)

AKS-5360 0.085 0.017 0.00567 3.0 3 0.0145 2 3.090

AKS-5361 0.095 0.0103 0.00709 1.45 3 0.0145 2 3.090

AKS-5362 0.124 0.0101 0.0121 0.84 3 0,0145 2 3.090

(C) The sizLng of tangential slots was based on water flow element discharge
coefficient data shown plotted in Figure 1. With the eLement inside diametet
and total secondary effective area required by the preliminary engine cycle,
the total secondary physical area for an element can be obtained from the
curve. Earlier experience showed that slot widths of less than 0.015 inch
were difficult to manufacture with any degree of repeatability, while slot
widths-to-diameter ratio (W/D) of more than 0.20 were undesirable with the re-
quired length-to-diameter ,ratio (L/D) because of deterioration of the element
spray coft angle. With the total element secondary physical area slot width
limits known, it was possible to choose the number and length of the secondary
flow passages. Because of their small size, the major portion of the primary
pressure drop occurs across the primary slots making the primary flow insensitive
to any small changes in static pressure inside the element. Therefore, the
primary passages were sized by the engine effective area requirements combined
with the primary discharge coefficient experience from earlier testing.

L.. . .
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(U) Figure I. Data From Prior Tangential DFC 65430
Entry Oxidizer Element Testing

(U) The individual oxidizer elements were water flowed to determine individ-

ual effective flow area and cone angles. The flow testing required a test piece
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that (1) contained the individual oxygen injection element, (2) separatnd the
primary and secondary cavities, and (3) provided vianifolding in the slot areas.

(U) The first flow blocks used were welded units containing a single
oxygen injection element with the primary-to-secondary cavities sealed
with braze material as shown in Figure 2. The primary i•nd secondary
manifold heights were the same as the Bill-of-Material injector to
simulate the pressure distribution. Pressure taps were provided inside
the manifold flow cavities to ensure accurate static pressure data. For
tests requiring gas core observation, the element tip was removed and re-
pliced with an optically clear lucite adapter as shown in Figure 3. The
adapter length (1.9 inches) was sufficient to enable observations of the
gas core behavior. This type of flow block was used for all liquid
nitrogen testing because of its positive braze seal between the primary
and secondary passages, thus eliminating a static seal p oblem at cryo-
genic temperatures.

(U) For repetitive flow testing, a quick-change flow block, which is shown
in Figure 4, was used. The individual primary and secondary manifolds
were formed by separate steel details bolted together. Rubber O-rings
were used to seal the primary from the secondary cavities. Injector
primary and secondary manifolds were simulated, and pressure taps inter-
secting the manifolds were supplied. Injection elements to be tested were
inserted into the flow block and held in place with the lccking screw.
Tubes tested for gas core behavior were shorter than the Bill-of-Material.
Optically clear lucite adapters were bolted to the flow block to provide
the additional tube length and means of gas vortex core observation.

Primary Flow Entrance Port

--Secondary Flow

S• ,Brazed All Around

Secondary
Pressure Tap

Weld .... Primary Pressure Tap

(U) Figure 2. Integral Flow Block FD 25207

26
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-Optically Clear
Lucite Tip

Pressure

U "Pressure Tap

(U) Figure 3. Integral Flow Block With FID 25208
Optically Clear Lucite Adapter

Secondary
Pressure Primary Inlet

Secondary
Inlet

- - Flow Ejmnent

Primary Screw
Peessure
Tap

(U) Figure 4. Quick Change Flow Block ED 25209A'

(U) Pulse chambers were made for water and liquid nitrogen pulsing tests.
1he Pulse chambers were constructed so that the elemant flow dischiarged
into a closed volume, which allowed pressure disturbances to he created
at the element discharge. The pulse chamber used in the water flow test
serics was fabricated from optically clear lucite and bonded wcinh epoxy
resin. This design allowed observation of the spray coen end the gas core.

27
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(U) The pressure disturbance, or pulse, was created inside the pulse
chamber by a burst of gaseous nitrogen supplied through an electrical
solenoid valve. The magnitude and time of the pulse was regulated bytrial and experience adjustment of the valve cycle time and UDstream
nitrogen pressure. Figure 5a shows a typical water pulse test setup.

(U) The liquid nitrogen pulse tests were conducted at a chamber back
pressure of 100 psig created with gaseous helium. The back p'ressure
requirement, plus possible thermal stresses from the liquid,nitrogen
bath, required that the liquid nitrogen pulse chamber be fabricated
from stainless steel. Pulsing of the chamber was accomplished by a
burst of gaseous helium supplied through an electrical solenoid valve.
The magnitude and time of the pulse was regulated by trial and experience
adjustment of the valve cyclý_ time and upstream helium pressure. Fig-
ure 5b shows a typical liquid nitrogen pulse test setup.

Primary r- Lucite
Secondary Flow Element _.--_GN2 in
Ftance Entrance-- \ Ti

E ntra n e . ~ LL u cite P u ise B ox

SecodaryWater Flow Only
Pressure LraiI

PortL Primary

Flow Block--I Pressure

Primary Flow Entrance Tap GHe in
"Lucite Tip

Secondary Mc tal Pulse Box"'• V!=l~l• !LN2Flow Entrance 
-J 

(LN 
2Secondaary vr~=l'

Pressure ITap L Primary
Pressure

Flow Block Tap - Drain

(U) Figure 5. Pulse Chambers FD 25210A

(C) The discharge coefficient data of the primary and secondary on the
selected elements were obtained by varying the element pressure drops
from 25 to 300 psi in 25 psi increments. The. dual flow discharge co-
efficients were obtained >,y setting the primary-to-total mass flow rateratios (p; ! /t between 0 and 100%. The single and dual flow calibrations
for the 0.095- and 0.124-in,:h inside diameter elements are showvn in
F £-.ures 6 and 7, res_,ac .iv._,v.

(C) To verify that the ' ..g of the 0.095-, 0.124-, and 0.085-inch in-side diameter flow pass -,.,s were in accordaice with Figure 1, which was
based on CaLliiar du_; t`,_' nt:-a entry data, test data from these elements
,.:ere plot Lcd as shown in Figure 8.
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(C) Generally, the larger the spray cone angle of oxidizer elements the
smaller the drop size of the spray. Small drop size promotes more rapid
vaporization and better mixing betwseen the oxcidizer and fuel, and provides
more efficient and uniform combustion. It is also desirable to havn the spray
cones impinge slightly prior to the establishment of the flame front. It is
possible to predict analytically the maximum and minimum spray cone angle and
where impingement will occur for a given thrust condition. For the
fixed fuel area injector at 100% thrust, 60 degrees was the miaximum cone
angle, and 39 degrees the minimum,. The predicted impingement was r.680
inch from the injector face at 100%. thrust, and a mtxture ratio P

~* ~*ijJ ~. 0

;a O 10 5

10*

K- 7
HIM ,,

ý(U) Figure 8. Element Diecharga Coefficient DEC 65433

(C) To verify that the predicted spray cone angles were valid, the
0.085-, 0.095-, and 0.124-inch inside diamneter elements were flowed at
the 20, 40, ani 60% simulated thrust levels, and the angles recorded
by direct observation of the spray above a graduated template. The
spray cone angles of the 0.124-inch inside diameter elements are shown
in Figure 9. The cone an&les for this elem~ent with water were withinl
the predicted limits at 1.00%. sitnndated thrust. The spray t:one angles of
the 0.085- and 0.095-inch inside diameter elements were of no value be-
cause of a fluctuating gas core and cone angle.

(U) To observe the size and mnovement of the gas. core during testing, a
plexiglass tip was installed on the element. For dxnstream pulse
testing, this tip discharged into a plexiglass box where the static
pressure could be forcid to rise ant~i decay W0 psi above amibient very
rapidly (250 milliseconds) by a goo pulze. High-speed movies at
300 frames per second film speed were taken to record the activ'ity of
the gas core during the pulse. The relative change of the gas core
dtameter gives a qualitative rating of the flow stability inside the
test element.

30
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(C) Figure 9. Cone Angle vs Thrust for DFC 65434
0.124-Inch Element

(C) The 0.095-inch inside diameter element was the first element to be
flowed with the plexiglass tip and pulse box. With secondary flow alone
and dual flows, the spray cone angle was observed to vary from the
nominal of approximately 45 degrees by as much as 30 degrees of the
included angle. The secondary manifold pressure fluctuated by as much
aa 5 to 10 psi during large' cone angle variations. It was also observed
that the size and formation of the gas core were unpredictable when the
primary alone was flowing at less than 250 paid, or when the secondary
alone was flowing at less than 72 paid.

(C) When the 0.095-inch inside diameter element was pulse tested at
207. si•mlated thrust, a primary pressure drop of 320 psi and a flow
ratio ( p /t) of 557, a large gas core was observed in the downstream
portion of the plexiglass tip with no visible gas core in the upstream
portion. The visible gas core was moving axially rLpidly and erratically
and appeared to be trying to form completely through the element from
the discharge. When the pulse occurred, the gas core was driven up-
stream approximatoly 957. of the length of the plexiglass portion of the
element. Immadiately, the core moved downstream and was discharged
completely before recovering.

(C) At 40. of simulated thrust on the 0.095-inch inside diameter element
and at a prinmary pressure drop of 460 paid and flow ratio (*p/ýt) of 27%,
the same beb-Wvior observed at 20%. was noted, before, during, and after
the pulse, except that a very smzll diameter gas core was observed in the
upper portion of the element.

(C) At 60% simulated thrust and at a primary pressure drop of 570 paid
and flow ratio (* /*t) of 17%, a large diameter, well defined gas core
was observed completely through the plexiglass portion of the element.
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The pulse did not visibly affect the gas core and, therefore, there
wae no recovery of the core.

(C) Preliminary testing on the 0.124-inch inside diameter element re-
vealed steady, well defined spray cones and gas cores at steady-state
conditions corresponding to 20, 40, and 60% simulated thrust on the
pump-fed test facility. Pressure fluctuations of I to 1.5 psi maximum
were noted in the secondary manifold. To determine if the fluctuations
in secondary cavity pressure were inherent in the element or if the
fluctuations were caused by the pump-fed facility, the test rig was
moved to a pressure-fed test stand. The steady-state conditions and
pulse testing were then repeated with no differences in the observed
or recorded data.

(C) At 20% rliulated thrust on the 0.124-inch inside diameter element,
and at an element pressure drop of 320 paid and flow ratio (*P/*t) of
55%, as mentioned, the gas core was complete and well defined at steady-
state. When the pulse occurred, the gas core was deformed and then
recovered.

(C) At 40% simulated thrust and at an element pressure drop of 460 paid
and flow ratio (4p/*,) of 277, the steady-state gas cote of the 0.124-
inch element was well defined. The pulse had no visible effect on the
gas core.

(C) At 60% simulated thrust and at an element pressure drop of 570 paid

and flow ratio (*ip/tt) of 17%, again the 0.124-inch inside element
exhibited a steady, well defined gas core at steady-state. The pulse
had no visible effect on this gas core.

(C) Preliminary testing of the 0.085-inch inside diameter element
exhibited poorly defined or unpredictable gas cores, with rapid axi.al
movement at all conditions. This element also exhibited I to 1.5 psi
fluctuations in the secondary manifold. The spray cone angle varied
as much as 30 degrees from the nominal of approximately 45 degrees. N
This element was dropped from consideration and no pulse testing was
conducted.

(C) Because the water flow testing of the originally selected element
design (0.095-inch ID) revealed a rapidly changing cone angle and
visually unstable gas core, an effort was made to correct this element
instability through modifications. This testing was qualitative in
nature because a fix for the instability was sought, and not necessarily
the causes of the instability. The following modifications to the
original element design were tested and 'ere unsuccessful at stabilizingthe element flow:

1. Length reductions of 3, 5, 8, II, 15, 19, 23, and 35%.

2. Ara& reductions at the element discharge ranging from
14 to 27%7
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3. An area reduction of 27% at the element discharge with a
reduction in length of 0.125 inch

4. An inside diameter of 0,120 inch producing an As/Ao
ratio of 0.965

5. An inside diameter of 0.1.20 inch and a 37% area reduc-
tion for the last 0,800 inch of the element

6. A 33% secondary slot area reduction by eliminating one
of three secondary slots leaving two slots spaced unequally

7. A 33% secondary slot area reduction by closing 1/3 of
each slot

8. A 33% secondary slot area reduction by having two equally
spaced slots

9, The element with the 37% area reduction opened for the
last 0.800 inch and 1/3 of each secondary slo.t closed

10. Top and bottom edges at the entrance to the secondary
slots machined to provide a radius and a curved lead
into the slots

11. All entrance edges to the secondary slots machined to
provide a radius

12. Reduce wall thickness in the region of the primary and
secondary slots by 9, 29, 54, and 68%

13. Inside diameter roughened 0.002-inch deep

14. A tube inserted to eliminate the gas core

15. Interchanged location of the primary holes and secondary
slots

16. Replaced secondary slots with 32 holes 0.020 inch in
diameter.

(C) To further investigate the effect of the secondary flow area to
the element area ratio (As/As), the secondary slots were modified on
two different 0.095-inch inside diameter elements to yield As/Ao ratios
of 0.300 and 0.542 as opposed to the As/Ao ratio of 1.5 on the original
0.095-irnch diameter element deeign. Flow from these elements were
stable when tested indicating that lowering the As/Ao ratio yields a
stable element.

(C) To judge the stability effects of prii-ary slot geometry, a 0.124-
inch ID tube was made and tested with one primary hole of equivalent
area to the two-hole original design. The element flow was stable and
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the cone angle was constant but the cone angle axis revolved in a circular
pattern. This configuration was considered unsatisfactory because of the
spray cone axis shift observed during tests.

(C) Another modification considered was a typical 0.124-inch ID tube,

except for a 0.095-inch inside diameter the last 0,300 inch of Lube
length. This configuration proved to be essentially stable during
initial tests. Pulse testing, however, showed that the gas core was
momentarily eliminated at the 20% and 407. simulated thrust flow points.
The core was not affected at the 60% thrust flow point. The configura-
tion was considered unsatisfactory because of gas core behavior during
pulsing,

(C) Because all the modifications attempted were unsuccessful at
stabilizing the element flow, and only one alternative design (0.124-
inch ID) indicated stable flow on water, a more comprehensive program
was initiated to determine both the cause of element instability, and
possible corrective action to the fundamental design.

(C) The first section of this program approached the cause of element
instability in terms of element geometry. Past performance and analytical
data had shown the influential parameter's to be: slot width, slot length,
element inside diameter, slot area to element area ratio (As/Ao), and
length of element to element inside diameter ratio (L/D). Sixteen
elements were fabricated to form a matrix covering these parameters at
inside diameters ranging from 0.075 inch to 0.124 inch. The test matrix
is provided in Table III and .he dimensional characteristics of the
elements investigated are provided in Table IV.

(U) Each element of the matrix was water flowed on the B-21 pressure-fed
test facility. Two individual tests were conduzted on each element.
The first test consisted of visual observations of the spray cone angle,
spray cone and gas core stability, pressure fluctuations in the primary
and secondary manifolds, and flow rate fluctuations while flowing the
element in the as designed length configuration. This test was then
repeated with the length of each element reduced by approximately 35%.
Because of geometry of the test rig, examination of the gas core could
not be performed during investigation of elements in the reduced length
configuration.

(C) Typical test conditions during the first test on the matrix elements
included flowing at primary AP's corresponding to the 20%, 401., and 60%
thrust levels with secondary AP's varying between zero and 250 psid.
Visual observations were recorded at steady-state points within this
range.

(C) The second test on each of the matrix elements consisted of water
flow calibration, oscillograph recording of primary and secondary mani-
fold pressures, and high-speed movies of the spray cone and gas core
while flowing the element in the Bill-of-Material length configuration.
Flow calibration was performed at flow splits (primary flow rate to total
flow rate, *p/4t) of 8.75% to 807% and high-speed movies were taken at
the 20M, 40., and 607. thrust levels while at the corresponding flow splits.
Movies were also taken at steady-state points ranging above and below the
fore-mentioned thrust levels.
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(C)(U) Table III. Test Matrix

Element Length

Short Length Configuration I Long Length Conftguratton

{Nnrntra I ID (in.) 0,075 0.085 0.095 0.110 0.124 0.075 0.085 "0.095 0.110 0.724

0 w

I I4 I 1.

61 n '# P H4 B L D P H1 a L D

-0 G'4K C 0 K C

U3 A,

,1.

C:

(00) 'TbleV. Dmesonalr ChartS~~a cteisic SoA_ ubAn Rtof Eleme ts Teste

Slot** (in.) (in.) (in.) (in) (An) A,/Ao Conf ig- Conf g.
4r1tion uret io

A3 0.361 0.0102 1).0950 0.01110 0.00710 1.563 20.31 33.80
- 3 0.150 0.023 0.0950 0.01035 0.00710 1.458 18.10 31.60

C 4 0.455 0.0110 0.1240 0.0200 0,01208 1.658 18.45 30.00

D3 0. 1997 0.0315 0.1235 0.01887 0.01198 1. 575 14,.31 24. 70

E2 0.328 0.0106 0.1205 0.00696 0.01138 M.12 15.75 26.35

F 2 0.108 0.032 0.1240 0.00690 0.01206 0.572 13.51 23.80

G 3 0.2734 0,0111 0.0855 0.00909 0.00571 1.592 21.58 36.60

H 3 0.085 0.0320 0.0860 0.00616 0.00580 1.407 19.25 34.10

1 4 0.4248 0.0111 0.0858 0.01884 0.O0N75 3.276 23.30 38.20

1 3 0. L780 0.0320 0,0870 0.01707 0. (0592 2.883 20.01 34.80

K 3 0.4592 0.0129 0. 1096 0.01776 0.00947 1.875 18.45 30.01

iL 3 0.1676 0.0270 0.1120 0.01356 0.00983 1.379 15,50 26.91s

14 3 0.2533 0.0O096 3.1091 0.00729 0.00940 0.776 16.71 28.50

SN 3 0.094,8 0.0027 O. 095 C.00078 0.00945 0.082 15.20 26.90

S0 3 0.214,0 0.0102 0.0763 0. 00654* 0,.00453 1.444 23.40 40.20

S3 0. 1420 0.0190 0.0800 0.00807 0,00500 L614 21.40 37.40

(C)A () elements incorporited two primry ;lots (0.0ý-inch diameter nominsa) upstream oT the sesctdary.
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(C) Table V tabulates the results obtained from the test matrix section
of the stability program. Figure 10 illustrates the test results tabu-
lated in Table V. The following conclusions were made on the basis of
these results:

1. Slot width is not significant to stability when the slot
area to tube area ratio (As/Ao) is 1.5.

2. Slot width is significant in creating stability in a
0.110-inch diameter tube with an As/Ao ratio of 0.80.

3. Slot widths between 0.010 and 0.030 inch are stable with
a 0.124-inch diameter tube at an As/Ao ratio of 0.542.

4. Tube diameter variation between 0.075 and 0.124 inch is
not significant to stability at an As/Ao ratio of 1.5.

5. All tubes of 0.095-Inch diameter and smaller are unstable
when their As/Ao ratio is greater than 0.80.

6. Reduced tube length decreases the magnitude of instability.

(U) The stability investigations showed that certain elements were more
stable than others. To confirm these results, it was decided to flow
selected elements with liquid nitrogen. The vapor pressure, surface
tension, and temperature of liquid nitrogen are similar to the corres-
ponding properties of liquid oxygen.

(U) The liquid nitrogen flow splits and differential pressures set for the
various test points were the same as the corresponding water flow tests.
The element discharged into a chamber pressurized to 100 psig.

(U) After the desired liquid nitrogen flows were set, movie and oscillo-
graph data were taken. During the data point, a 10 to 15 psig pulse of
helium was flowed into the chamber.

(C) The first configuration that was flowed with liquid nitrogen was the
original design 0.095-inch diameter element. These were conducted at
the engine cycle primary injection pressure (primary upstream pressure
to element back pressure) and secondary mass flow rate set to give the
cycle primary to total mass flow rate ratio corresponding to 20%, 40%,
and 60% thrust levels at an engine mixture ratio of seven. Chamber
pulses of Lpproximately 10 psi above steady-state back pressure were used.
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(U) Figure 10. Element Test Matrix Test Results FD 23225B

(C) The movies revealed the following facts:

1. Gas cores exist on liquid nitrogen flows

2. Cores were unstable at 207% and 40"1 thrust level at

steady-state conditions

3. Cores were eliminated by the pulse at the 20%0 and 407.
thrust level

L The core was stable at 607. thrust level

5. Theý ore was distorted but not eliminated at 60% thrust
level by the puLse.

(C) The oscillograph data showed fluctuations in secondary cavity pres-
sure of 0.5 psi at 20%, 1.0 psi at 407., and 1.5 psi at 60% thrust level
points.

(C) The second configuration tested was the alternative design; 0.124-
inch inside diameter element. Tests were conducted at flow rates corres-
ponding to 20%, 40%, and 60% thrust levels. Each thrust level was
pulsed. Two other tests conducted were a 60% thrust volumetric flow and
a 607. secondary sweep. The 60% thrust volumetric point consists of
setting primary and secondary flows corresponding to the liquid oxygen
volumetric flow rate according to the engine cycle. The 60% thrust
secondary sweep consists of setting 60% thrust cycle primary injection
pressure (secondary upstream pressure to eAement back pressure) from zero
to 400 psi.
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(C) The movies' rv"tI the folloving facts;.

1, ~CO~~ V~r~1ara~ aryng rom55% of thg diamaier a
2O7% 'Covust Ptnts to 607. at 561, thrust v iUDttric point.

N. Ius IS at 2,07. CSUsed an enlar'$mon of the core by 5%.
of :thte d 1iýt* r.

3, uIstn4 *0Z'n,4 607. thrauo t ýpointo had no ,effevt on
the coresa.

4. ore ata sipdts w re itable.

liure of 0 ps1 ia't 20%, '0. 1 ps~i 'a t 4 0'Z s nd 0'.1 psi ̀ 0 60% thrust , pins.

(C), The thiird cnf *'ýrsat ion tisted was a mdif~jcation 'to thke Ojlý4-t4ich
inside diameter tv~p The modif icat~tosi were ~ h~~()~ r
od4uqition was, ii~orporated in the trbqj)IQ2$ oc 0 n~t

.ide 41,ameter' of 0.O?,5.inch, (2) the ajot areaa W#4 004004 ue!
24A~ to 'accommod-atp- the b. 095- inch distiOter, at' the ýOp thitek$4~ti

overll ~emei~.presr~drop as requtted by tj''~i~ec

(C) Tests veire cond~ucted: a; f logs corr adrgt Q~4%
thrýAs t I eII plus w~ecordary sweeps at 4&X. and 6ý0% levels.ý

(C) The mo1vies revealed'the following, facts:4

4 1 Gas, cores could exisý: upstream o.f'the tube tip re, ttilc

2. The gas core at. 20% was relatively smalil (k2%, 3ýf tb
'diameter) and slightly unstable. Pulsing momentarily,
eliminated the Ras core.

3.The gas core at 40% war, still small (287. of tj~e tube
diameter) and rýlatively stable. 'Pul'sing agai~n momentarily
eliminated the gas core,

44. The gas core at,60% was small but stable. ?ulsing had

no vixible effect on the gas core.

4. Preburner Rig Testing

a. Hardware Description

(U) An eXiStilig preburner test rig fabricated during Phase I (Contract
AFO4(611l)-ll401) was modif Led for use ii, test-Ing rhe f~xo~d fuel area
prebvrner injectcr. Figure 11. shows the major details of the test rig
including the oxidizer dome, preburner oxidiger valve, co-.ibustion chamber,,
back pressure simulator, injector assembly~, and temperature rakes.
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(U) The oxidizer dome was modified to eliminate flange leakage and thus
permit higher rig operating pressures than were possible during Phase I
(Cu:ntract AF04(61I)-1140i) tests. Figure 12 shows tne oxidizer dome used
in these previous tests and the modified dome used in the current tests.
Thý modifications included a thicker flange, larger seal vent area, a

relief cut on the flange mating surface to move the bolt reaction more

directly in line with the pressure source, and tensilized strctch stuc:;
for higher loads.

(Origingl Design) (Revised Design)

(U) Figure 12. Original and Revised Oxidizer FD 23472
Domes

(U) The preburner oxidizer valve, which controls the primary-to-secondary
flow split, was basically unchanged from the configuration used during
Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401) testing, except that the upper and

lower piston rings were replaced with balanced piston rings.

(U) Thc combustion chamber liner was modified by reducing the distance
from the outermost injection element to the chamber wall to 0.5 inch.

(U) The back pressure simulator was modified to accept inserts of various
inside diameters, thus allowing a wide range of simulated chamber pressures.

(U) The injector assembly was an existing variable fuel area housing that

was bored and threaded to accept the fixed fuel area injetor block
assembly. The injector block assembly, which is shown in Figure 13, was
a brazement composed of the oxidizer elements, divider plate, oxidizer
block, and the Rigimesh faceplate.

(U) Temperature rakes were installed in two circumferential locations
at a:--ial distances of 7 and 11 inches from the injector face.

6t4Thi
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i injector Bloc
f.•..•' Assembly

IDivider
Plate Ouidiver

Block ieh
Faceplate

Ozidimr Injetioan Elinwots

(U) Figure 13. Preburner Injector Block VDC 23221C
.. . Assembly

(U) Figure 14 is a cross section of the fixed fuel'area preburner injector
and the following paragraph is keyed to this figure.

(C) Fuel is supplied to the circular fuel manifold (1) by the fuel system.
The fuel then flows through the feed holes (2) into the manifolding (3)
behind the faceplate Rigimesh and is metered into the con4ustion chamber
through annuii (4) around each oxidixet element (252 places). Liquid
oxygen is supplied t&N the injector from the preburner oxidizer valve, which
controls and meters the total oxidizer flow to primary (5) and secondary (6)
flow passages in the injector oxidizer plate (7). The two oxidizer flows,
primary and secondary, are use4 to maintain safe injection differential
pressures at ý,ll engine cycle points. The series of flow passages (5 and
6) delivers axidizer to t$e pritmqy (10) and secondary (11) supply mani-
folds. Oxidizer flow is transferred to the combustion chamber through
individual oxidizer elements (8). Each element has flow entries machined
tangent'lally to the tube, ID (9) rectangular slots for the 3econdary flow
and circulra holes for the pr'mary flvw. Element length is determined by
the wanifold heights of the fel (3)', primary oxidizer (10), and secondary
oxidisOeC(i.), and heights of oacb are kept to a minimum, consistent with
low dietribution losses.

(C) The irncen.ric fuel annuli of this design act as fixed orifices as
opposed to the fariable fuel metering area design. Two injector assemblies
were fabricated for this test program, each having a different fuel annulus
area. The initial testing (tests No. 1.01 and 2.01) was made with a fuel
annulus designed for 200 psi pressure drop at the design point of 100%
thrust mixture ratio of 7. The remaining tests were made with a fuel
annulus designed for 400 psi pressure drop at design point.
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(U) Figure 14. Cross Section of Fixed Fuel FMC 24990
Area Preburner Injector
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b. Test Facilities and Procedures

(C) The fixed fuel area preburner injector rig was tested in the E-8
test facility. A plan view of this facility is shown in Figure 15. The
E-8 test facility permits preburner testing to chamber pressures of
5000 psia. The preburner control configuration ts shown in Figure 16.

(C) The preburner starting sequence was initiated by diverting the re-
quired fuel and oxidizer flows from a preset overboard condition to the
injector. The diverted fuel and oxidizer were then allowed to stabilize.
The combustion chamber pressure at this point was less than 1% for tank
head ignition tests and 77, for other tests.

(C) After the fuel and oxidizer valves were in position and were stabilized
at the 7% level, they were switched to flow control. The run tanks were
then pressurized to the operating levels, and the preburner flows were
ramped to the desired equivalent thrust level and combustion temperature.

(U) The fuel mixture temperature control section modulated the valves
that regulated the GH2 flow into the mixing section and provided the
desired injector fuel temperature. The total fuel flow was determined
by measuring both the gaseous and liquid flow ral.es; however, only
liquid flow was controlled by the system.

(U) The oxidizer flow was also closed-loop controlled through the computer
with the necessary timing to maintain the required mixture ratio during
the transient.

/ /

S...

(U) Figure 15. Plan View of E-8 Test Facility FD 21139A
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(U) ,.'ure 16. Preburner Rig Control System FD 21136C

(U) Starting flows, automatic changes of flow levels, and test conditions
other than those scheduled by power levet, were programmed in and out of
thecontrol by the digital sequencer.

c. Test Results

(C) The test objectives were to evaluate: (1) temperature profile,
(2) tank h3ad ignition and start transient, and (3) combustion stability
pulsing with 80-grain charges. Both the 200 paid and 400 puid injector
assemblies were tested. A low frequency chugging instability was
present at thrust levels below 25% for all engine mixture ratio
conditions.

(U) Pulse guns, as shown in Figure 17, were used to introduce the pres-
sure upsets in the preburner test rig. In the combustion chamber, pres-
sure upsets were caused by the dissipation of the high pressure gases
from the gun barrel. The intensity of these gases may be regulated by
charge size and burst disk rupture level.

Combaution Chamber

(U) Figure 17. Preburner Rig Pulse Gun FD 25307
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(U) Each test is described in the following paragraphs. The measured
parameters are srummrized in Table VT and the calculated results are

uummarized in Table VIZ.

(C• Figure 18 shows the injector face prior to test L.01, iihlch was con-
ducted on 31 May 1968. Data at five of the six planned engine cycle data
points were obtained. The test was advanced before the last data point
condition was reached because of excassive combustion temperature result-
in& from a facility oxidiser valve oocillation. Data rp taken at 20,
and an equivalent engine cycle condition for mixture oif ' 6, and 7
and at 607, for mixture ratios o0 5 and 6. The chambý S puised with
"80-grain charges at 20% Cor mixture ratios of. 5 and 7 at 60% for a
mixture ratio of 5.

(C) Analysis of the data ftom test 1.01 showed that although combustion
stability was essentially J.nsensitive to the pulse gun discharges, a low
frequency (approximately 100 cps) system instability occurred on the ramp
from 7% to 20% flow levels and persisted through all three mixture ratios
at 20% thrust levels. The instability in chamber pressure was limited
to 150 psi peak-to-peak. On ramping from 20% to 607. the instability
stopped and did not recur at higher thrust levels. The maximum peak-to-
average combustion temperature profile at the 20. level was 124*R at a
mixture ratio of, 7 as shown in Figure 19. At the 607% level and a mixture
rAtio of 6, one O'f the oxidimer pump simulator valves (CV8) was required
to operate on a portion of its stroke where large effective area changes
are made by small valve stroke changes. The oxidizer flow control system
became unstable causing combustion overtemperature. The test sequence
was automatically advanced by the overtemperature prior to attaining the
607 thrust level and mixture ratio of 7 steady-state data point. The
peak-to-average combustion profile at 60%. level was 119°R at an average
temperature of 1848*R and a mixture ratio of 6 as shown in Figure 20.

(C) Pulse guns with 80-grain charges were fired at the 201. and 607, thrust
levels on test 1.01. The pulses at the 207. and mixture ratio of 5 and 7
levels caused a chamber pressure rise of 292 and 302 psi and combustion
recovered to normal levels in 10 and 6 milliseconds, respectively. The
pulse at the 60/. and mixture ratio of 5 level caused a chamber pressure
rise of 364 psi that dissipated within 10 milliseconds. The firing
of the pulse guns damaged the combustion liner in four places; however,
the damaged combustion liner was suitable for use on test 2.01.

(C) Test 2.01 was conducteA on 4 June 1968. The run was programmed for
data points at a mixture ratio of 5 at 207 thrust and mixture ratios
of 6 and 7 at 100%o thrust. The run was automatically advanced during
the flow ramps from the mixture ratio of 6 data point by an overtemperature.
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(C)(U) Table 71. Summary of Measured Parameters During Preburner lnjm

sest Thruat Date Sig No. Test Abtent OxC144aer Fuel Liner Oxidizer Ostdtaer
No. (B)(1) luild Wo. Dur..ton Pressura Injector Injector Coolant Inlet Inject•r Injector

(sac) (•sta) Met .c Inlet Temaratura PIriory Secondary
Temperature Temperature (OR) Inlet Inlet

R) (1P) Pressure Pressure
(pate) (pate)

1,01 20 31 May 1968 35117-1 33.9 1471 191.9 129.5 129 986 713
1101 20 31 May 1968 35117-1 14.71 192.1 144.4 144 971 699
1.01 20 31 May 1966 35t17-1 14.71 192.7 150.2 LSO 934 667
',01 60 31 May 1968' 35117-1 14.71 109.3 154.7 455 3401 2506
4.01 60 31 May 1968 35117-1 14.71 189.1 164.2 164 3125 2680

2,01 20 4 Jun 1968 35117-1 29.4 14.49 196.0 303.2 303 901 670
2.01 100 4 Jun 1968 35117-1 14,49 181.6 18i.$ 166 5171 4601

3.01 20 14 Jun 1968 35117-2 62.1 14.73 195.8 134.6 135 1053 619
1.01 20 14 Jun 1968 35117-2 14.73 196.8 133.1 133 904 614
3.01 20 14 Jun 1938 35117-2 14.73 198.5 131.3 131 700 596
3.01 60 14 Zun 19C8 35117-2 14.73 191.2 148.9 149 2783 2349
3.01 100 14 Jun 1968 35117-2 14.73 186.4 184.8 185 4322 4270
4.02 97 19 Jun 1968 35117-2 23.1 14.69 1$5.3 149.9 150 5062 4854

2.01 20 27 Jun 1968 35117-2 31.1 14.71 170.5 446.7 447 891 650
4.02 20 28 Jun 1960 35117-2 45.2 14.74 173.4 95.4 95 030 598

(1) Data point at percent esuivalant engine thrudt

S ii



Parameters During Preburner Injector Testing

Liner OxIlnje toraer Fuel Lt:nr 'hanberr Fuel uIqdlner Oxidtast
lesnt Inlet Injector Injector Injector Coolant Static Injector At Injector Injector

return Primary S.conary Inlet Inlet Pressure (ps id) Pctnsry Secondary
(31) Inlet T"let Pressure Pressure (pete) AP (paid) AP (pstd)

Aveuaure C-sure (psia) (pots)
(pati) opsta)

129, 713 745 74S 691 32.. 278 7.6
144 97L 699 729 729, a85 34.4 285 10.6

It 934 67694 694 652 W.0. 284 1.155 3401 28: ISS 2068 2s65 L06 692 07.4
164 3125 9600 t682 2682 234 85.4 585 90.4303 01670 753 73 "4 73 •. 4 246 7.2L

188 9171 4801 4618 4618 4285 168.7 929 403

135 1033 619 603 663 608 80.3 447 8.4
133 904 014 665 665 611 80.0 307 6.6
131 700 59, 665 666 611 76A1 111 3.9
149 2783 2349 2485 2485 2210 217.8 !49 76.1
s6s 4322 427C 4197 4397 3911 388 424 283

150 5062 48L54 5092 5092 4406 526 587 317

447 891 650 892 892 639 237 242 4.0

95 830 598 626, 626 589 35.1 220 6.8
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(C)(U) Table VZI. Summary of Calculated Parnmeters During

T05t DAtM No. Total Total Fuel Total Upper Liner Lover Ltner Total Liner Overall InJector IdealHo. Build No. Combined Flow Rate Otidtser Fuel Coolant Fuel coolant Fiow Rate hixtura Mixture Tomperaturflow Rate (lb /aan) Flow Rate Flow Rte Flow late (Ibm/ee) Ratio Ratto(l) ("R)
O(bm/see) (1bm/sec) (lbs/Ae) (1b0 /aec)

1.01 31 May 1IM 35117-1 23.72 14.4.6 9.26 0.21 0.21 0.42 0.64 0.612851101 31 Hoy 1968 35117-1 21.65 12.35 9.30 0.17 0.18 0.35 0.75 0.78 15041.01 31 May 1963 3S1•7.1 1•.84 10.57 9.27 0.15 0.16 0.32 0.68 0.90 17;61.01 3) May 1968 35117-1 85.04 46.63 38.41 0.73 0 54 1.27 0.82 0.85 16281.01 3•. ýiaj- 1968 33117-1 77.95 39.63 38.32 0.55 0.48 1.02 0.97 0.99 1081
2.01 . Jun 1968 35117-1 23.04 14,43 6,61 0.21 0.19 0.40 0.60 0.61 1390.. 01 ' Jw.n 1908 35117.1 142.61 65.32 77.49 0.99 0.69 1.68 1.19 1.22 2272
3.01 1 Jun 1968 35117-2 23.58 14.40 9.18 0.19 0.28 0.47 0.64 0.66 12903.01 14 Jun 1968 35117-2 23.74 14.36 9.18 0.19 0.28 0.47 0.63 0.65 12763.01 14 .A., 196S 35117-2 23.88 14.62 9.26 0.30 0.29 0.46 0.63 0.65 1261
3.01 14 J3w 1968 35117-2 77.77 39.8 37.92 0.80 0.91 1.51 0.95 0.69 1861
3.01 14 Jim 1960 35117-2 128.57 57.52 71.05 1.22 0.94 2.16 1.24 1.28 2369

* 4.02 19 Jun 19FI 35117-2 152.08 75.98 7X.10 1.66 1.13 2.79 1.00 1.04 1950
12.01 27 Jun 1968 33117-2 24.16 15.51 9.25 0.29 0.26 0.55 0.60 0.62 1552
14.02 28 Jun 1968 35117.2 23.96 14.77 9.19 0.17 0.26 0.43 0.62 0.64 1216

(1) InJector fuel flo rate - total fuel flow rati - total liner coolant flow rate (5) Measured temperature based or. rake No. 3(2) Based .'.n injectot mixture ratio (6) Throat Iffective• Area - 6.1.20 int 2

()AT maxtimum temperature - average, temperature at Il-inch location (s')(4) 0-5 Throat Effettive Ar 7.573 in.2c ( (averag.i temperature/ideal temperature)05 x S100 Throat Efeettve Area 8.00 to.2

uI *Tre fetweAe .0i.
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'd Parameters During Preburner Injector Testing

11 Injector Ideal Avereag AT v,* * Fuel Inj1ociou Oktdver Injection Fuel/O)idiser
a re ixitur Tuaperature(2) Combus•ton Proftle At 1¶ in.4 'velocity Velocity Homentum

o Ratiodl) (OR) Temferaturo at 11 itn.( 3 ) M) (ft/sec) (GtLIec) Ratio
(3) ("R)

0.66 1245 1268 72 98,0CW 99.3 495 131 5.8
0.78 1504 1U16 94 101.6(6) 103.9 555 133 5.4
0.90 17;8 1823 124 101.606) 102.A 545 132 4.6
0.85 1628 1589 107 98.0(6) 98.8 579 145 4.7
0.99 181 1849 119 98.216) 91.1 547 137 4.0
0.61 1390 1552(5) 25(51 102.0(7) 105.4(5) 1163 132 14.4
1.22 2272 2388(5) 76(5) 99.0(7) 102.5(

5
) 690 246 2.8

0.66 1290 1322 310 99.3(7) 101.3 813 221 5.6
0.b3 1276 1326 260 99.4(7) 102.0 805 160 7.7
0.65 1281 1266 144 98.707) 99.4 710 70 17.0
0199 1861 1793 211 99.0(7) 98.2 i28 136 6.2
1.28 2369 2325 215 99.7(7) 99.0 1022 198 4.0
1.04 1950 1920 i! 99.00() 99.2 1074 213 4.9

0.62 1552 1676 58 94.3 (8) 103.9 2088 119 28.3
0.ib4 1216 1.140 255 96.907) 96.9, 437 113 6.0

ratture based on rake No. 3

tv. Area - 6.620 in.
2

IvaAe - 7.573 in,2

Atve Area - 8.00 1u.
2
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(U) Figure 18. Injector Face Prior to Test 1.01 W~E 77800

20022

1100

(too

(U) Figure 19. Preburner Temperature Profile, DFC 651U0
Rig 351.17-1, Test 1.01, 11-Inch
Rake
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(U) Figure 20. Preburner Temperature Profile, DFC 65191

Rig 35117-1, Test 1.01, li-!nch
Rakea

(C) The acceleration to mixture ratio of 5 and 20% thrust level wis mad.--

with the fuel inlet temperature held constant, at _30COR ilusread of oeirl:'.

ramped to 1270R as in test 1.01. This a an attempt to determine ch~e
effect of fuel temperature on the system instability. DuCring 1:he ra9 p
from 7% to 20%, system instability was encountered0 The -nstabicity

persisted through the 20% data point and disappeared on the ramp to IO00'/.

The peak-to-average tenipera'ture on the acceptable temperature rake
()thermocouples No. 21 to 29) at a mixture ratio of 5 and 20% level wsas
25tR, and at a mixture ratio of 6 and Icont it was -5OR as shotdn in Fig-
uec 21. During the ramp to the mixture ratio of 7 ai t D00, the run was
automat7.Ically advanced because of high combustion t hmperature. !his wi:a
caused by thrge 20z data point and appa on t f the s1r00.-
where piktle or no effective area chante was made ý-:ith stroke chankes.
As a result, even thougr the oxidizer valve was closing as scheduledo

nie oxidizer flow w.as not reducing as required to matciý th~e reducingf•:•
flow for the mixture ratio of 7 set point at 100%r level.

(U) On tesL 2.0a, bwo of the combustion temperature rakes in the same

radial plane at 7- and 1l-inch axial planes (thermocouples No. 31 to 3ý'
o au-ench bythe large in Figure 21) indicated a reduction ef the tau
twhr lit lhe :hamber outside ara che rakes hid not shoken achang
,?reuoi dieduction during test 1.01, rqch indicatod chat the injector

had theen cdahaged on the first testh.n
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(U1) Figure 21. Preburner Temperature P-ofile, DEC 65192
Rig 35117-1, Test 2.01, 11-Inch
Rake

(U) The teardown inspection revealed approximately 33 oxidizer elements
burned in the secondary area. Figure 22 shows the injector face after
test 2.01, and Figure 23 shows the secondary burning. The burned ee7lc-nts
in most instances reduced the secondary flo- area. The burned elementr:
were concentrated in an area directly in !i--c L ie temperature rakes-
that showed a reduction in temperatuie at the c!'.amber outside diameter.
Consequen•ly, these temperature rakes are not representative of the -.ctual
injector profile. The burning of the oxidizer elements was attributed to

aspirating fuel into the- cavity during the extendecl fuel lag shut.,ovn.
To prevent this from recurring, the shutdown fuel lag was reduced and Jin-
creased oxidizer cavity purges were provided.

(C) The preburner rig was rebuilt using the backup injector, w:hich was

the same as the original injector, except that; the fue1 size was desig;ned
for a pressure drop of 400 psid at mixture ratio of 7 and 100.; thrust
level, instead of 200 psid. Figure 24 shows the face of the backup in-
jector prior to test 3.01.

(C) Test 3.01 was conducted on 14 June 1968. This test was prograr,,acd
2or data points at a mixture ratio of 5 at 20% thrust level, a mixture
ratio of 6 at 607% thrust level, and a mixture ratio of 7 at 100k' thrust
level.
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(UT) Figure 22. InJector Face After Test 2.01 F 796

(U) Figure 23. Injector Secondaty Burnied FE 77998
Area After Test 2.01
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(U) Figure 24. Face of Backup Injector FE 78185
Prior to Test 3.01

(C) Low frequency (approximately 100 cps) system instability deveioped
after the 20/. level flow rates had been attained while the fuel temperature
was being lowered to cycle set point. While at the steady-state 207.
thrust levels, the preburner oxidizer valve was moved to give primary-to-
total oxidizer flow splits of 86% to 45% at a constant cycle point fuel
temperature. The system instability persisted during this preburner
oxidizer valve excursion. The instability ceased after ramping away
from the 207. thrust level flow rates toward 60% set point.

(C) The maximum-to-average temperature at a mixture ratio of 5 and 207
thrust level was 144 0 R at an average temperature of 1266 0 R; hmwEfver, the
temperature profile deteriorated with an increasing fLow split ..s shown
in Figure 25. This effect of flow split on the temperature profile is
attributed to the result of built-in injector distribution, which is a
function of the match of individual oxidizer primary flow area to the
corresponding fixed fuel annulus area. This is substantiated by the fact
that the profile was not symmetrical. The injector was assembled by
matching the oxidizer total element area with the fuel annuli based
on the water calibration of the individual elements prior to assembly.
Oxidizer element primary area variation was 177 total span with 767. of
the elements falling in a 6% band. No attempt was made to match the
primary area to its respective fuel annulus thus explaining the deteriora-
tion in profile with increasing flow split.
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(U) Figure 25.' Preburner Temperature Profile DFC 66774
With ýPrtmarymtQ-Tottl Ox~idizer
Flow Split Variation", Rig 35117-2,
Vest 3.01, 11-Inch Rake

(C) The maximum-to-avI erage tempesrature at amixture ratio 4of 6 and 60%
th~ust level was 2llOR At an average temperature of 1793"R. The maximum-
to-average temperature at a mixture tatio o~f 7,and 100. thrust level was
215"R at an'average temperature of 2325*A,. (See figure 26.),

,t Mvt iLto T-.P - rI Avg 'to"
0 JH92 il

(U) Figure 26. Preburner Temperature Profile, DFC 65193
Rig 35117-2, Test 3.01, 11-Inch
Rake
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(U) The magnitude of the peak-to-average temperature may be attributed to
fuel. leakage around the faceplate piston rings causing low combustion tem-
perature at the outside on one of the rakes. The modified shutdown and
purge procedure worked property with no indication of hardware damage.
The procedure used wi,, to bring on a 2 lb/sec G.I2 supply and a 0.6 lb/Wec
CHe supply to the fut t side at shutdown. A smell GN2 supply was opened to
the prnmarv and.sscoin arY 4.tditer injector cavities at shutdown. One and
a half sendus aftter b*utiaew•, Lhe small 0N2 purge was calculated to have
cleared the majority of oxidizer out of the injector, and at this time,
a 0.25 lb/sec GHe purge was opened to the primary and secondary cavities
to create approximately 10 paid across the elements without causing
excessive overtemperature. At 2 seconds after shutdown, the 2.0 ab/6aa,
GH2 purge was turned off to clear the rig of any fuel.

(C) Test 4.02 was programmed for 100% thrust at a mxtrure ratio of 5
including the firing of a pulse charge. The test was automatically
advanced by a high combustion temperature just aitar Op top of the
propellant ramps to the set point. The pulse charge was not fired. The
test was advanced because the liquid hydrogen run tank was depleted,
which caused the fuel temperature to rise. The gaseous hydrogen control
valves, which are on fuel temperature control, started closing in an
attempt to reduce fuel temperature. This coutbination of events delivered
low fuel flow to the rig causing a high cowbuction temperature advance.
The cause of liquid hydrogen depletion was insufficient topping off of
the liquid hydrogen tank.

(C) The maximum-to-average temperature on test 4.02 was 115 0 R with an
average temperature of 1920 0 R, at 977, thrust and a mixture ratio of 5.
(See Figure 27.)

190-

i~oo

R.ig 35t11I72 TesI 4.02l IInc

. . . . . . ..•U A . . l *...... . ..

* ,p

r.190,

a® U 2 2. 2 2 2 . .l 1 . . ..1. 33 3 ? M 2

(U) Figure 27. Preburner Temperature Profile, DFC 66720
Rig 35117-29 Test 4.02, 11.-Inch
Rake
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(C) Tests 5.12, 6.01, 7.01, and 8,01 were ignition checks to determine
if the preburner would ignite with a secondary helium purge flow rate
(0.20 lb/eec) end the low engine tank heed flow rate. The ignition fuel
and oxygen flow rates were both below 1.0 Lb/sec. All four ignition tests
successfully ignited and sustained combustion. In tests 5.12 and 6.01
the oxygen was programmed to lead the fuel by 2 seconds. Test 7.01 was
a repeat of test 6.G1 with the oxygen and fuel flows opened to the rig
simultaneously. These two tests showed that the oxygen to fuel timing did
not influence ignition within th•,s time span. Tests 7.01 and 8,01 were
run at essentially constant total propellant flow rate and constant helium
flow rate with mixture ratio variations from 1.0 during test 7.01 to 0.5
during test 8.01. The flow rates for tests 7.01 and 8.01 are provided
in Table VIII.

(C)(U) TCable VII. Flow Rates for Tests 7.01 and 8.01

Test No. e2
(1b/sec) (lb/sec) (Ib/sec)

7.01 0.205 0.56 0.56

8.01 0.202 0.35 0.71

(C) Tests 9.01, 9.02, and 9.03 were liquid oxygen cold flows to determine
the response of oxidiser flow to the rig with a prograomed 420 millisecond
ramp of the oxidizer pump simulator valves and the oxidizer tank pres-
surized to 1700 psia. The delivered flow rate from these cold flows was
matched with the fuel flow rate for the simulated engine start transient
from tgnition flow rates to the 20. flow rates.

(C) Tests 9.04, 10.01, 11.01, and 12.01 were programmed to simulate the
engine start transients from ignition flow rates to the 207. flow rate
level, plus a fuel temperature excursion from ambient temperature to cycle
temperature of 127*& and back to ambient temperature. The rig shutdowns
for these tests omitted the initial low flow rate nitrogen purges to the

'primary and secondary cavities, but instead used the 0.20 lb/eec helium
supply to purge Zhe V'quid oxygen, The shutoff valve for the primary and
secondary helium supply, which previously hnd been approximately 40 feet
away, was close coupled to the rig on tests 9.04, 10.01, and 11.01.

(U) Test 9.04 was automatically advanced by high combustion temperature
after 2.75 seconds. Test 10.01 was automatically advanced by a low com-
bustion temperature after 2.0 seconds. The rig ignited, but failed to
sustain combustion. Test 11,01. was manually advanced by a low combustion
temperature after 3.60 seconds. .igain, the rig ignited but A.ailed to sus-
tain combustion. These tests showed that helium was being delivered much
earlier to the injector with the helium valve close coupled to the rig.
The early arrival of helium influences the ignition process causing un:
sustained combustion.

(C) Test 12.01 was made with the helium valve that opens the helium start
purge located in its original positioa, approximately 40 feet from the rig.
Because of the large volume between the helium valve and the rig, the
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helium flow rate arrives at the rig after ignition has taken place and

thus does not affect the ignition process. Test 12.01 ran successfully

through to the programmed shutdown. The required rapid chamber pressure

rise that simulates an engine start was attained. The chamber pressure

rise rate was approximately 4400 psi/sec. System instability was encountered

at the 20% flow rates as the fuel temperature was lowered from the ambient

to cycle set point. The instability began at approximately 290"R fuel

temperature. The instability disappeared at 230*R as the fuel temperature

was ramped up from 126*R to ambient. The effect of fuel injection tem-

perature on the temperature profile is shown in Figure 28, which shows a

reduction in profile with increasing fuel temperature. The valve that

opens the helium shutdown purge to the primary and secondary cavities was

close coupled to the rig as in tests 9.04, 10.01, and 11.01. The close-

coupled valve delivered the full helium purge flow rate to the rig rapidly,

which caused a high temperature spike just after shutdown on test 12.01.

-A~

7 17

(U) Figure 28. Preburner Temperature Profile, DFC 66721
Rig 351171-2, Test 12.01, 1- .ch

Rake

(C) Tests 13.01, 13.02, 13.04, 14.01, and 14.02 were programmed for fuel

temperature excursions from 300OR to 85 0R and flow divider valve excursions

from 90%. to 40%. primary-to-total oxidizer 
flow splits while at the 20%

flow rates. For these tests, orifices were installed in the fuel and

oxidizer stand run lines just upstream of the rig. 
The orifices create

a high-pressure drop in an effort to isolate the volumes in the stand

run lines from the injector cavities. In an attempt to correct the high

temperature spikes encountered during shutdown purge 
of test 12.01, these

tests were made with the close-coupled helium valve opening the primary

and secondary purges after approximateiy 0.100 
second delay. The delay

was tu allow more time for chamber pressure to decline and the fuel line

to bleed in an attempt to drive the mixture ratio above stoichiometric and

thus reduce the shutdown temperature spike.
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(C) Tests 13.01 through 14.01 were unsuccessful attempts because of various
control and operational problems. Test 14,02 was a suncaosful test to the
prograwned shutdown. $ystem Instability was encountered at the 20% level
as fuel temperature was ramped down past 290*R to the cycle set point of
127*R. The preburner oxidizer valve excursions at f~ycla tempereture did
not correct the system instability. The instaubility remained au the fuel
temperature was ramiped from 127*R to 2900R, The u.hutdown on test 14-02
had a high temperstuee spike even with the delayed opening of the shutdown
helium purge. Fi&Lre 29 shovis the injector fae~ at the conclusion of
teat 14.02.

(U) Figure 29. Injector Face After Test 14.02 FE 78445

d. Performance Calculations

(C) The characteristic velocity efficiency computed from rig pressures ari1
flow rates had an average value of approximately 99.5% as shown in Fig-
ure. 30. Figures 31 and 32 show the charaCL,-risti~c velocity efficiency
based on the average combustion temperature at the 7 inch and 11 inch loca-
tions, respectively. The results of both i-ýiicate an average 1lc* of
approximately 100% with a scatter baud of ±4-, The agreement of i~c* cal-
culated from measured combustion temperatures and that calculated from
rig pressure and flow rates tends to verify tIB validity of combustion
temperatures and the method used to calculate average combustion tem-
perature.
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(U) Figure 30. Characteristic Velocity, DWC 66722
Efficiency Based on Rig
Pressures avd Flow Rates(
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()Figure 31. Characteristic Velocity DFC 66723
Efficiency Based on Combustion
Temperatures at the 7-Inch Rake
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(U) Figure 32. Characteristic Velocity DFC 66768
Efficiency Based on Combustion
Temperatures at the ll-Inch Rake

(U) The oxidizer injector secondary effective area compared well with the
predicted levels determined from water flow tests of the individual ele-
ments and showed the same effect of flow split on effective area. A
comparison between preburner rig results and the levels predicted from
water flows of individual tubes are shown in Figure 33. Combustion rig
data and water bench calibrations inaicate that the injector used on
Build I had a secondary effective area about 7% smaller than the injector
used on Build 2.

(U) The calculated primary effective area had a la-ge amount of scatteri
particularly at low flow splits. This would be expected because slight
errors in the estimated flow split will result in proportionately larger
errors in the primary flow and primary effective area. The flow split
for the preburner rig tests was estimated from the measured preburner
oxidizer valve pressure drop and the water calilration of the preburner
oxidizer valve. The agreement between the preburner rig test data and
the predicted shape of the seccndary effective area versus flow split
curve indicated that the flow divider valve calibration provided an
acceptable method of deterininf.ng secondary flow rate.

(C) The oxidizer secondar,, effective area in zreased slightly with an
increaE.ng fuel to oxidizer momentum ratio as shown in Figure 34. Data
from t;sts 3.01, 12.01, and 14.02 were used with data points corresponding
to 20% thrust and a mixture ratio of 5. All points were obtained with a
constant prnburner oxidizer valve positi,,n to minimize the effect of flow
split on effective area. A slight increase in flow split did result,
however, when momentum ratio was increased as shown in Figure 35. This
makes the increase in seccndary effctive area with momentum ratio slightly
larger than is indicated, The incrcase in oxidizer effective area with
increasing momentum ratio was contrary 1:o the trend expected and that
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experienced during Phase I (Contract AF04(611),11401) testing, No change
in the primary effective area with ,-hanging momentrum ratio was observed
as shown in Figure 36.

(C) Two fuel injectors were tested. Build I (tests 1.01 and 2,01) hk~d
an injector sized to pxovide a 200 psi pressure drop at an engine thrust
of 100% bnd a mixture ratio of 7. Build 2 had an iijerctor si.;d to
provide a 400 psi pressure drop at the s.me eon('itions. The calculated
effective area., are shown in Figure 37. The scatter in the Build 1 <ta4ra
was caused by unaxplained injector instrumentation vairiations.
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(U) Figure 33. Oxidizer injector DFC 66769
Calibrat on
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5. Stýltty Invect.gatio.

(C) During ,testLng of the preburner inject.or, )ow frequency combustion
itistability was encountered while neratiug at the 20Y. thrust, level. T o
evaluate tho cauif of the .ontustion instability, several tests were
programmed to ntý,ain data on the suspected influentlal parameters. An
a.alog model of the preburner injector, combustion chamber, at-.. a portion
tf the tesc. stand was constructed to determine the influence of various
parameters on stability. Also, weter flows of the injector assembly and
sirgle element test rigs were made in an attempt to relate hct firings to
water flow tests.

a. Special Preburner Rig Tests

(U) Of the the possible causes of combustion instability, three of the
conditions could be controlled to some extent in a typical preburner test
without compromising the basic test objective. The three conditions were
(1) liquid ixygeh flow split between the primary and secondary, (2) fuel
temperature, and (3) separation of the test stand propellant volumes from
the preburnar rig. Por'tions of preburn•er rig tests were scheduled to
vary these parameters.

(1) Flow Split Evaluation

(C) At t0- 20% Lhrust cycle conditions during tests 3.01 and 14.02, the
oxidizer primary-to-total flow split was varied from approximately 30%
to 90% as shown in Figure 38. This change had no significant effect on the
combustion inatability eveý'. though the percent effective oxidizer pressure
drop varied from 4% to 577% of preburner pressuve as shown in Figure 39.
In the injector designed durin.g Phase i (Contract AF04(611)-11401), it
was possible to eliminate ý'oribustion instability by increasing the per-
cent effective oxidizer prebsvre drop above 4%. Because this was not
true with the current injector, it was concluded that this fully tangential
dual orifice element does not achieve the momentum addition at the sec-
ondary slot. Therefore, with the vapor core in the center of the element;
the oscillations in the preburner pressure bypass the high pressure drop
primary stream and come into direct contact with the low pressure drop
secondary.

(U) The range of primary and secondary pressure drop is shown as a per-
cent of chamber pressure in Figures 40 and ý'I, respectively. Thu primary
pressure drop is across a large range, but the secondary pressure drop
varies only between 0.6 and 1.7% of chamber" pressure. The primary pres-
sure drop is always well above the range where instability occurs when
compared to past experience. The secondary pressure drop, however, is
always lower than that required for stable operation. It was concluded
that the low secondary pressure drop contributes significantly to the
instability and the h gh primary pressure drop does not influence the
instability.
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(U) Some oscillatiuav iu the oxidizer injector almnsý always exist either
because of inherent inatabilittiea in the injector cavities or the possible
internctior, bntween the oxidizer spray cone and the surrousiding fuel flow.
The rep.table effect" on the frequency by chenging the oxidizer primary-
to-total flow split shown in Figure 38 indicates the oxidizer injector
affects une histability to some extent.

(2) Fuel ._'•pera•v're Evaluatiun

(Uf lnpr~rasing thi fuel 1.njection temperature consistently eliminated the
conbuirl~o instability as shown iu Figure 42. Changing the fuel injector
effective area at constant temperature by changiag from the low pressure
d--; to the hih pressure, drop fuel plate did not affect the combustion
inbtawWO.ity as shown in Figure 43. Therefore, it was concluded that the
fuel t.p•.&ateue, and not the fuel pressure drop or velocity, eliminates
the co',boustion instability.

(U) The -.ot probable theory on how the fuel temperature affects the
coribu'sti.n iastability ia, that the increase in fuel temperature decreases
the comb. z.ion delay enough to, uncouple the preburner combustion from the
oxid',xzr injeetcr.

(C) During test 12.01, the fuel injector temperature at 2W/ thrust was
varied extensively. Figures'44, 45, and 46 are traces that show the
path and the effecti o' .uel temperature on the amplitude and frequency
of the combt.istiou instability. The phase relationships are also indicated
in Figures 44, 45, and 46. the only two consistent phase relationships
observedwere that the secondary oxidizer cavity is in phase with the
chAmber oscillations and tie fuel manifold is 180 degrees out of phase
with the combustion chamber. It i- not understood what hearing this
particular phase relationship has on the stability problem. However,
the frequercy of the parameters was not always equal at a particular
fuel temperature. When frequencies are not equal, the phase relation-
ship between the Parameters is censtantly changing, which lessens the
significaeve of phaect relationships. Another significant item is the
large reduction in combustion chamber amplitude at fuel temperatures
above 180*R.
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(3) Evaluation of Test Stand Volumes

(Ur) During test 14.02, high p~ressorc: drop orifices ( AT > 0.6 ) were in-

sitalled in the stand li.nes just • t,pstrear, of the rig in an attempt to

isolat.e tf, a test facility fromr c:he rig. There was no significant change
in. eith-r the amplitude or •:hý- freqt, !ncy of the combustion ins tab i lity .

(U) Preburncx:r injector testing during Phase I #'Contract- AF04(611)-11.401)

sl~owed sta',)L• combustion at approximately the same flow rates, pressures,
-ind temperatures with t!'Ie identical Lest facility. Table IX c.ompares a
previnus test with :ýold fuel temýaperatures with a recent test.
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CONFIDE ALNTA
(C)(U) Table IX. Preburner Test Comparison

Item Phase I Current
(Contract Testing

AF04 (6 11) - 11401)
Testing

Rig 33447-5 35117-2
Test No. 49.CŽ 12.01
Primary Oxidizer Pressure Drop (paid) 50.7 233
Secondary Oxidizer Pressure Drop (psid) 15.0 9.3
Fuel Injector Pressure Drop (paid) 73.3 83.0
Fuel Temperature (OR) 118 147
Fuel Flow (Ibm/sec) 11.9 14.1
Oxidizer Flow (Ibm/sec) .3.7 9.1
Oxidizer Primary-to-Total Flow Split 0.22 0.59
Preburner Chamber Pressure (psia) 474 560
Chamber Pressure Amplitude (psid) 0 ±60
Chamber Pressure Frequency (cps) - 90

(U) Based on these observations it was concluded that the combustion
instability was not caused by the test facility.

b. Analog Model of Preburner Test Rig

(U) Many variables that could strongly influence the combustion instability
could not be readily controlled in a special test or change,, in the existing
hardware. An analog model was therefore constructed in which the suspected
variables were investigated to show the relative iniluence of each variable.

(i) Model Formulation

(U) A mathematical representation of dual-orifice oyidi.er, fixed fu~l
area preburner rig was formulated and progranuned on the analog computer.
The formulated system is illustrated in Figure 47. the simulation in-
cluded the preburner injector, preburner oxidizer valve, ccmbustion
chamber, and a segment of the stand propellant lines feeding the injector.
The propellant feed lines having a large L/D (fuel = 6-, oxidizer - 70)
were formulated as a distributed system. The inje'ctors with their con-
centrated volumes and low LiD were represented as a lumped narameter
system. The combustion chamber dynamics were represented by a gas
residence time constant and an oxLdizer vaporization delay.

(2) Program Verification

(U) The program was set up at idle thrust (Tfuel = 125°R) to attempt to
match with the instability of tests 12.01 and IL .02. The input contained
the oxidizer injector effective area vs flow split variation in Figure 33
and the oxidizer vaporization delays shown in Figure 48, The injector
effective area characteristic was obtained from test data and the vaporiza-
tion delay was derived from a relationship from NASA TN D-851 and modified
as influenced by oxidizer velocity.
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(U) A flow split and fuel temperature excursion was run om the analog
simulation with the results presented in Figures 49 and 30. The maU•
frequency trend as a function of flow split agreed with the tegt dita
with a slight increase with increasing flow split. No correlation -4
amplitude with the test data zould be made: however, the analog showe•
an increasing then decreasing amplitude with flow split. As previously
discussed, no conclusions were drawn from phase relationships. The
analog results as a function of fuel temperature agreed with the test
data as shown in Figure 50e

(U) Phase angles (relative to chamber pressure) differed simewhat between
the test and the analog. The test data showed that the oxidizer secondary
was always in phase with chamber pressure. The analog showed the oxidizer
secondary was in phase at low fuel temperature (high combustion delay),
but the phase angle increases with fuel temperature, reaching 100 degrees
at 300*R fuel. The oxidizer primary phase angle varied from 0 to 180
degrees during test with no apparent correlation. The analog showed the
oxidizer ptimary varied 50 to 160 degrees as fuel temperature is increased
and combustion delay decreased. During test, the fuel manifold was con-
sistently 180 degrees out of phase with chamber pressure. The analog fuel
manifold had a phase lag of 60 degreep A comparison of phase angles is
presented in Table IX.

(U) The inability to obtain a closer match of phase angles could be in-
fluenced by the fact that the high response instrumentation was not flush-
mounted in the injector cavities. Instrumentation passages were drilled
through the injector housing, which created volumes and could affect the
indicated pressure recording.

(3) Injector Cavity Volumes

(U) The primary, secondary, and fuel injector vol.umes-wer•. .aria4_.in the ..
analog to determine the effects on the instability. The results show
that a 20% reduction in secondary volume will stabilize the process as
shown in Figure 51. Variations in the primary and fuel volumes had only
minor effects on the instability.

(4) Injector Effective Areas

(U) The secondary and fuel effective areas were varied to determine the
effect on instability. (See Figure 52.) A reduction in secondary area
did influence the instability; however, a reasonable change in area (for

cycle considerations) will not eliminate the instability. A reduction
in fuel area has no ig-nificant influznczc c= thr- inctability, -while an
increase ot approximately 60% causes the analog to stabilize.
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(U) Tatle X. Phase Angle Comparison

Test Analog

Fuel Injector (deg) 180 60
Fuel Line (deg) 0 to 180 75
Primary (deg) 0 to 180 50 to 160
Secondary (deg) 0 25 to 100
Oxidizer Line (deg) 0 to 180 70 to 180

"Weitsel volvapl Pris811

Fuel , - 00 is,•It i -awy 11 Lad

-00 -,0 0 4+50 +lOO
"ts=POrCt ot M OU

(U) Figure 51. Predicted Volume Influence DF 66766
on Preburner Stability

N~tlinNORMe

I ut- 12.5

-Loa -0 60 -40 0 20 46 0 III 100

Mawr? AMI caw$o

(U) Figure 52. Influence of Effective Areas DFC 66767
on Preburner Stability
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(5) Effect of Instability on Engine Operotions

(U) A mathematical simulation of the 250K engine, 4.nici. was pLtogrammed
on the analog computer during Phase I (Contract AiO'Yt5I•)-1401), wab
used to detartaine what effects preburner injector , tability would have
on engine operation. This engine simulation was developed to study control
systems, therefore it contains the necessary system dynamics (turbopump
acceleration, heat exchanger dynamice, etc.) that affect starting, throttling,
and shutdown. The simulation is complete in that it contains all the turbo-
pumps, heat exchangers, propellant lines, combustors, etc.

(C) The engine was trimmed at idle thrust and nominal mixture ratio.
A sine wave was superimposed on preburner combustion pressure of such
magnitude to produce an instability of ±70 psi (±9%) amplitude. The
frequency of this sine wave was varied from 1 to 200 cps to investigate
the effects on the engine. The external forcing sine wave applied to
tho preburner chamber pressure was used to obtain the preburner instability
and was present in the system throughout the investigation. Engine feed-
back to the preburner reduced the instability such that the forcing
function alwaysi had to be greater than the resulting instability.

(U) The results of this investigation are shown as amplitude-frequency
plots of some of the major engine parameters. These plots are included
as Figures 53 and 54. Frequencies of 75 to 150 cps were experienced
during tests of the preburner. At this frequency level, most of the
engine variables have attenuated to an amplitude of approximately 17.
The exceptior to this are those variables directly associated with the
preburner injector flows, mixture ratio, combustion products, etc.

0 MI'll "",~ I.P p ;.d'

0 "i.i F•I V p Fl-p Speed
0 ain nattr (;h. •r t.t- (.tt. nDriving futnction? V tn. Burtir Chmeber Miflture Ratio

Ptebuvnsr (¢vbu.ttn i'i.,,uie ta .•t (tidit., i'e0 rl. kit.

(U• irr~brn~r Mixtutre Matte

.0 I0.0 IOt,' bidU.

(U) Figure 53. Predicted Frequency Response DF 66718
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(U) Figure 54. Predicted Frequency Response DF 66719

c. Water Flow Correlation

MU Water flow tests were conducted on the injector assembly and single
element flow blocks in attempts to correlate water flow with hot firing
instability through pressure fluctuations. The following paragraphs
describe these tests.

(1) Injector Assembly

(U) After the preburner test series, the entire preburner injector was
water flowed ýqith high response instrumentation. High-frequency and
high-amplitude oscillations existed in all fuel and oxidizer cavities.
Further investigation showed that these instabilities were present in
the stand system (B-21) even when the injector was removed. The injector
effective area was simulated by hand valves in the stand supply lines.
Watar was flowed through the test stand j "as had been done previously
with the injector in place, Pressure oscillations with high frequencies
and amplitudes were recorded. Table XI presents these data. It is con-
cluded that no diruct correlatlon could be made between preburner hot
firing instability and preburner injector water flows.

so
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UNCLASSIFIED
(2) individual Elements

(U) Even though a direct correlation between water flw frecqucncicý7,
amplitudes did not exist, the possibility remained that a shift i
sure oscillations away from a base line water flow woulJ indicate :
bustion stability shift. With this in mind, inlividual eiement water
flow tests were designed to determine if tbe vcna contracLa at the -
ondary tangential slot could be shifting and thus causTinh the - re
oscillations. To change the vena contracta characteristifs, tie sec.-
ondary slot entrances were rounded in steps as shownn Ln'Fif:lure 55. Tile

element was water flowed in condition 1 (Bill-of-Material) to est ablis
a baseline frequency and amplitude of secondary cavity pressure fl!ctuation.

The secondary cavity pressure oscillated at 150 cps and an rwmplitude 3-
3 psid. The element slot was reoperated to the shape of (.ondition 2.
Water flow revealed a secondary pressure fluctuation of 2.5 psid at
150 cps. With the slot revised as shown in condit ion 3 the cavity pressure
was 2 psid at 150 cps. The final configuration, shown as configuratioCI 4,.
gave cavity pressure oscillations of 2 psid at 150 cps.

Tube Cross Section Secondary Slot Shape

Condition I
(Bill-of-Material)

Q Condition 2

Q Condition 3

0 Condition 4

(U) Figure 55. Oxidizer Element Slot Modifica- FD 25236
tions for Water Flow Testing
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(U) An individual element GN2-water flew rig that discharged into a
pressurized chamber was fabricated. The pressurized chamber allows the
adjustment of the density of the GN2 to approach that of hydrogen in the
preburner. Fuel-to-oxidiser momentum ratios could be equated with GN2-
to-water momentum ratios with the GN2 flow remaining unchoked. Flow
conditions were varied to p-oduce a range of momentum ratio from 0 to 207o
and a primary-to-total flow split range from 0 to 100% about the nominal
coiditions. The coaditions provided in Table XII were established as
nomit.al test conditions.

(C)(U) Table XII. Nominal Test Conditions

E-8 B-21
Combustion Flow

Tests Tests

Primary pressure drop (paid) 235.0 235.0
Secondary pressure drop (paid) 9.3 9.3
Fuel side pressure drop (paid) 83.0 83.0
Fuel temperature (*R) 147.0 540.0
Fuel flow (lb/sec/element) 14.1/252* 14.1/252*
Oxidizer flov (lb/sec/element) 9.1/252* 9.1/252*
Primary-to-total oxidizer flow split 0.59 0459
Chamber pressure (psia) 560.0 145. 0
Momentum ratio (fuel/oxidizer) 12,7 12W7

*Total injector flow/no, injector elements

(C) A base primary and secondary effective area was established by cali-
brating the element with no GN2 flowing through the guel injector. The
calibration was made over a primary-to-total flow split ranga of 0 to
10.0%. This calibration is presented in Figure 56, The momentum ratio
was varied by varying the primary, secondary, and fuel side pressure
drops. This effect of momentum ratio on primary and secondary effective
area is shown in Figure 57. The primary area change at nominal momentum
ratio (12.7) is a 1.0% area change for an 8.04 moment~mi ratio change.
For the primary alone to produce an instahility in chamber pressure of
10% amplitude, it was calculated that the primary flow must change 26.5%.
This results in a momentum ratio change of 19.8%. This slope is also
presented in Figure 57. Comparison of these two slopes indicate that it
was not possible for the momentum influence alone to have caused the

observed combustion instability. The momentum ratio has the effect of
increasing the primary area over the base area. This could be caused by
a lowering of the static pressure at oxidizer discharge by the fuel
velocity. Data from the combustion tests show that the primary injector,
operating under nominal conditions, also had an area increase of approxi-
mately 15% above base calibrated area. Increasing the momentum ratio has
the effect of decreasing the secondary area. At nominal momentum ratio
(12.7) the sercondary area is being reduced at the rate of 1% area change
for 16%. momentum ratio increases. For the secondary alone to produce
10% amplitude in chamber pressure, secondary flow must change 40%. This
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requires a mom~entum ratio change of 4.3%. This slope is also presented
in Figure 57. Comparison of these slopea shovs that it would niot h~e
possible for this interaction of the secondary alone to cause the in-
stability.

(U) Ithe fuel injector was calibrated with ,012 with no flow through the
oxidiser element. M4omentum-ratio was varied by varying primary, see-
on~daryo and fuel pressure drops. The chamber pressure woo maintained
as necessary to prevent the fuel pressure ratio from exceeding critical
pressure ratio. The ~momentum was found to have no influence on fueil
effective area as seoon in Figure 38; therefore changes in fuel area could
not cause injector ins'tability. Upon introduction of oxidiser element
flow, the fuel area reduce's 5% and Iremains at this level throughout the
momentum ratio range. This phenomenon is unexplained but is not con-
sidered to have any bearing on the instability.

(U) Dynamic pressure instrumentation was installed in the water-GM2
flow rig (primary, secondery, fuel, and chamber) to measure any instability
that might occur., This instrumentation i~ndicated that intstabi~lities, of
the fe~suency'and amplitude observed during hot firings were not present.

0.0001

.4P

?4 PO

(U) Figure 56. Oxidiser Eloament Calibration DIV 68229
for Injector flow Tests
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(C) Table XIIZ presents the test re•ulte of the injector area cheese per
momentum retie chansQ as veil as the required change to give 10• chamber
pressure amplitude.

(U) Table XlII. Injector Area Change Per Momentum Ratio Change

Test Results Required for 10• Chamber

(•/•) Pressure Change

•rimary 1.0/-8.0 26.5/-19.8

Secondary 1.0/-16.0 40;0/o4.3

Fuel None --

• • i •L , i • ,L

(U) The fol!owing couclus•on• were made fro• the f!ow test:

1. The secondary oxidizer injector effective area is affected
by fuel flow but the simulated effect wee not large enough
to produce the observed instability.

2, The pzl•ry injector effective ares is also mffected by
fuel £10•, but the effect is not predicted to be large
enough to cause the *instability.

3. The fuel effective area is not significantly influenced
by oxidizer flow and does not cause the •netabtlity.

T
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BI. ROLLER BEARING DURABILITY TESTS
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COOFKNmAL
B. ROLLER BEARING DURABILITY TESTS

I. Introduction

(C) The objective of the roller bearing durability program was to evaluate
55 x 96.5 mm roller bearings for use in the 250K fuel turbopump. Testing
was conducted with liquid hydrogen cooling at a shaft speed of 48,000 rpm
and with a 1700-lb radial load. The radial load requirement resulted
from design studies of bearing loads based on hydraulic and vehicle
maneuver loading, and the pumo speed was established by the engine cycle
studies. Preliminary bearing tests, during Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401),
indicated that it was feasible to operate a roller bearing at these condi-
tions, but that roller end wear and skewing could affect bearing repeata-
bility and durability. The current program investigated the effects of
roller length-to-diameter ratio, roller crowning, internal clearance, and
roller-to-side rail clearance on roller end wear and bearing durability.
The ultimate objective of the program is to conduct 10 hour endurance
tests on ten sets of beari.ngs.

2. Sumnary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

(C) During the current program, which accumtllated 58.1 hours of test time
at 48,000 rpm, tests were conducted to evaluate the effects of roller
length-to-diameter ratio, roller end-to-aide rail clearance, internal
clearance, and roller crowning on roller end wear and bearing durability.
The tost matrix, shown in Figure 59 graphically shows the four variables
and the bearing configurations evaluated. Table XIV is a summary of the
bearing tests conducted to date on this program. During all the tests,
a 1700-lb radial load was applied to the load bearing resulting in an
approximate 1445-1b radial load on the reaction bearing. Five bearing
configurations (matrix points 3, 22, 23', 27', and 43') surpassed the
10-hour goal test duration at the design operating conditions.

(U) Because of the limited scope of the bearing program and the many
variables being evaluated, conclusions were necessarily made based on a
single test of a particular bearing configuration unless abnormal test
conditions indicated that a repeat teat on a configuration was required.
This technique was used to indicate the direction on the test matrix for
subsequent tests in an effort to reduce the investigation to the more
promising area.

(C) Based on the roller bearing tests, it appears that both roller end
wear and skewing can be minimized or eliminated by increasing the negative
diametral internal clearance and increasing the side rail clearance over
the normally used values. The 0.005-inch tight fit of the outer race on
the rollers is the negative diametral clearance required to maintain a load
on the rollers on the unloaded side of the bearing, when the bearing is
operating at design conditions and fabricated from stainless steel alloy
(AMS 5630). Roller skewing, which accounted for most of the bearing fail-
ures during the current program, was not found to be related to roller end
wear or roller end-to-side rail clearance if sufficient negative internal
clearance was incorporated in the bearing.
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CONFDENTIAL
(C) The increased length-to-diameter ratio, triple crown rollers did )v'
demonstrate the anticipated improvement in resistance to ro] ier s'e'in•
ever L/D = 1.000 single crown rollers. The longer LiD rollers dAmcI:•!L-•J
more skewing tendency than the L/D = 1.0 rollers with thc same iiterula?
clearance and side rail clearance as indicated h'. a conoarison o tr

points 1 and 11. Comparing matrix points 9', 47', and
7', 43', and 23' confirms this trend. (Refer to Tabie oIV.)

(C) The durability of a bearing configuration with a 0.005-inch negative
diametral fit (matrix point 43') was initially demonstrated on Build 3'.
The three subsequent tests on bearings with the 0.005-inch negative dia-
metral fit were terminated permaturely because of cracking of the reaction
bearing outer race. An analysis of the cracked races indicated that the
failures were the result of flexing stress cycles. The solution to the
outer race cracking problem appears to be adjusting the ring design to
keep the inside diameter in compression or to use a material with more
elongation and fracture toughness than the stainless steel (AMS 5630).
An outer race design fabricated from steel alloy (AMS 6260 with the inner
diameter carburized and hardened has demonstrated 12.6 hours on two bearings
without failure, and 9.9 hours on two other bearings before the outer race
of the load bearing failed. The most promising bearing configuration
tested used stainless steel (AMS 5630) inner race and rollers; an outer
race guided Armalon cage; a steel alloy (AIMS 6265) outer race, single
crown, L/D = 1.0 rollers with 0.020 inch roller end-.to-inner race side
rail clearance and 0.0043 inch negative diametral internal clearance.
It is recommended that bearings of this configuration be used in the
fuel turbopump.

3. Analysis

(C) Based upon experience gained during the fuel pump technology program
under Contract NASS-11714, a roller bearing configuration was selected for
the 250K fuel turbopump. The spring rate and capacity requirements of
the pump design necessitatnd a roller bearing to provide high radial
stiffness to minimize instabilities associated with rotor bouncing or
rocking modes. The design speed of 48,000 rpm and a shaft diameter of
55 mm selected for the fuel turbopump resulted in a bearing DN require-
ment of 2.64 x 106. A preliminary calculation of the radial bearing
loads indicated that the maximum loading occurs on the front fuel turbo-
pump bearing and is approximately 1700 lb. Analytical studies indicated
that 55 x 96.5 mm roller bearings should have a life in excess of the
10-hour life requirement at this value of load as shown in Figure 60.
The 55 x 96.5 ran bearing is the same as bearing B in Figure 60 except
that the outer race has been thinned to 96.5 mm outside diameter.

(U) After conducting screening tests ov several roller bearing and cage
configurations during the Phase I (Cont;,act AF04(6il)-11401) program, the
bearing configuration selected for test evaluation was a 55 x 96.5 mnm
bearing with races and rollers of stainless steel (AMS 5630) and a cage
fabricated from Armalon. The roller bearing is an inner race flanged
conýiguration and the cage is outer race piloted. The cuter race is a
thin rin, design that was sized to permit an outside diaýneter clearance
in We housing at operating conditions and is retained by a lateral load
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CONFIDENTIAL
across the end faces. This feature provided a stiff spring shaft support-

ing arrangement. The flexible outer race permitted the incorporation of
a negative intc.nal fit on the rollers, which is desirable to permit more

load sharing among the rollers, thereby reducing the roller loads and
ensuring that the rollers are never completely unloaded. This negative
internal clearance also provides more rotor restraint and reduces the
hydraulic-mechanical vibrator interchange on the turbopump.

3ý C 3(I0 l,,*,•eI :o .d for ,Il1 ] , i, ,r c vd i•, rl!;

C d fto Ii L,,'-ttsrd dri'-;
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(U) Figure 60. Roller Bearing Fatigue DF 52756
Life vs Radial Load
(50,000 rpm)

(C) The initial testing with roller bearings operating at these high
shaft speeds and radial loads indicated that roller end wear was most
probably the failure5 mode that would prevent obtaining the goal duration.

Subsequent testing showed that roller end wear could be significantly
reduced if the inner race side rail-to-roller end clearance was increased
from the normally used 0.001 inch to 0.040 inch; however, roller skewing
resulted.
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(U) It was theorized that if the outer race could be used as the guiding
mechanism by using its deflection to conform to th, roller crown, and if
the rollers were always in contact with both the inner and outer races,
that skewing could be eliminated. Because the existing bearing analysis
programs were not applicable to this unique bearing configuration, a
computer program was formulated to aid in the understanding of the bearing
elements. A complete description of the computur procram is included in
the Appendix.

(C) Thic new computer program indicated that a radial internal fit of 4

approximately 0.005 inch at ambient assembly conditions with stainless V
steel, rollers and races was required to maintain sufficient contact
between the rollers and both races in the unloaded zone when the 1700-lb
radial -oad was applied. This ambient assembly fic is adjusted wehen other
race materials are used to provide an equivalent operating condition.
Testing with this internal fit has eliminated roller skewing, and roller

end wear values of approximately 0.001 inch have been obtained after
10 hours of testing. Thir tight internal fit has caused failure of some
outer races and it it believed that these failures can be eliminated by
using a material with improved fracture toughness and elongation such as
carburized steel alloy (AM 6260 or ANS 6265) or an outer race that is
maintained with a compressive surface by shrinking a ring over the outside
diameter of the hardened roller track material. The first of these ap-
proaches was investigated, and six bearings surpassed the goal duration
with excellent results. Two others completed 9.9 hours before one outer
race failed in the area of thermal checks caused by the cage contact.

(U) The effect of surface hardness on calculated radial roller bearing
life is based on the following equation:

10/3
L (Fe

when hardness is less than 58

tRc13.6
whe c' -M

when hardness is over 58

Co C

where:

Rc - Rockwell Hardness
C - Basic Dynamic Capacity

Fe - Equivalent Radial Load
L - Revolutions x 106

This equation is from T.A. Harris, Rolling Bearing Analysis, John Wiley &
Sons, 1966, and indicates that as the bearing contact surface hardness is

decreased from a Rockwell Hardness of 58 that the calculated bearing life
is also decreased. Because the carburized surface hardness of the steel
alloy (AMS 6260) outer rades is in the Rc 59 to 61 range it ts anticipated
that the life of these races should be approximately the same as the
stainless steel (ANS 5630) races, which have a hardness in the Rc 56 to
62 range. 9
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4. Hardware Description

a. Bearing Test Rig

(U) The rig that was used for these tests was the same rig that was used
in the tests during Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401) except that modifi-
cations were made to the load bearing mounting and to the drive turbine
labyrinth seal areas. These modifications were made to improve the align-
ment of the load bearing and to improve control of the thrust load on the
turbine ball bearing.

(C) As shown in Figure 61, the test rig consists of four housings that
enclose a shaft driven by a radial inflow gaseous nitrogen turbine. The
shaft is supported by a 35-mm ball bearing (slave bearing) at the turbine
drive end and a 55-am rollar bearing (reaction bearing) at the opposite
end. The test load is applied through another 55-au test bearing (load
bearing) that is located adjacent to the reaction bearing. This bearing
test rig has the versatility required to test roller bearings with length-
to-di,•mter ratios of 1.000, 1.125, and 1.250.

Load Positio

OFoo In A

Turbine Bal Bearin

Fuel out-

(U) Figure 61. Roller Bearing Test Rig FD 19278H
Cutaway

(C) The test rig is operated at a shaft speed of 48,000 rpm with a
1700-lb radial load applied to the shaft through the load bearing. The
load bearing is mounted in a flexure unit that provides axial stiffness
and bearing i ".gnment while offering radial flexibility when subjected
to actuator Lads. The radial load is applied by a pneumatic actuator
through the load bearing. The reaction test bearing, which is just aft
of the load bearing, absorbs 857 of the applied radial load and the
trirbine ball bearing supports the balance of the load (1M7.).
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b. Rearing Configuration

(U) Figure 62 shows the basic bearing configuration used during these
tests, A common width was used on the inner and outer races to minimise
the changes required to the text rig rotor when different LID ratio
rollers were tested. The roller track width on the inner races was
adjusted by grinding the side ratis to establish the desired roller-to-
side rail clearance with each of the different roller colnfigurations.
Some tests were conducted with inner and outer races that were 0.8268-
inch wide instead of 0.935-inch wide because these races were available
from the P~hase I (Contract AFOA(611)-11401) program. These narrow races
werle used on the following bearings: $/N V-1, V-2, W-1, W-2, X-1, X-2, CC-i,
CC-2,,EE-i, and EE-2.

(C) Four types of stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers weere used in the bear-
ing program. Single crown rollers wich a length-to-diameter ratio of 1.000~,
and triple crown roller with iength-to-diam~eter ratio o'f 1.000, 1.125, and
1.2,50 have been tested.ý These roller configurations are shown in Figure 63.

Armake Cage

-II

(I)Fi,~tre 62. 250K Roller Bearing Configuration FD 25!22

"-A" -Singe* Crown(Nli)

.8 0.00 Gage L/D - 1.00 0.4331 0.217 .021

- oOW - iM Triple Con
Massurd at
Gk"' Plaint L/D - 1.000 0.4331 0.130-0.1M0

L/D - 1.125 0.47 0.146030

L/D - 1.250 0or414 0.16204224

-0.4231 dia RDWC4 Grad.
Newinal

(U) Figure 63. Roller Configurations FD 25523A
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(C) Roller length-to-d~ameter ratio, the roller end-to-side rail clearance, -

the amount of negative dianmtral internal clearance, and the amount of
roller crowning were the variables to be evaluated during the current
program testing before the final bearing design could be selected. The
negative diametral clearance of 0.005 inch was found to minimize the
roller end wear and to effectively control roller skewing. By maintaining
a load on all of the rollers, the beam structure of the outer race deformed
around the elements providing roller alignment and skewing restraint.
However, the negative diametral fit did adversely affect the outer race
durability because of the sensitivity of this hard material to particle
ingestion and irregularities in the microstructure. Substitute outer
race material of steel alloy (AMS 6260 and AMS 6265) was selected. The
inside diameter of the outer race was carburized to a depth of approximately
0.043 inch and hardened to a value of Rc 60. The core of the outer race
was maintained at a hardness value of Rc 40. This outer race configura-
tion was selected because it could be carburized and hardened, which
offered a hard-wear resistant roller track, and it put the inside diam-
eter in compression to minimize the effects of bearing loads. The notch
sensitivity and impact resistance of the outer race was improved signif-
icantly with this material.

c. Test Facility

(U) Testing of the roller bearing test rig is being conducted on the
B-13 test stand shown schematically in Figure 64. Gaseous nitrogen is
supplied for rig purging, for turbine drive, and for actuating the
pneumatic load piston. Gaseous hydrogen is used as the final prerun rig
purge and liquid hydrogen is used as the bearing coolant. Test parameters
such as bearing outer race temperature, speed, vibration levels, coolant
flow rate, coolant supply and discharge conditions, and load are monitored
and recorded.

d. Test Procedures

(U) The. general test procedures that were used on this test program were
as follows:

I. The test rig was purged and temperature conditioned to a
liquid hydrogen environment.

2. The radial load was applied in increments as the rig was
accelerated to 48,000 rpm.

3. 1he abort parameters of vibrations and outer race tem-
peratures are monitored to ensure that vibration levels
remained below 15g and to detect sudden rises in bearing
outer race temperature, either of which could indicate a
bearing failure.
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5. Test Results

(C) During this program, tests were conducted on the roller bearing test
rig to evaluate the bearing configurations listed in Table XIV. Sight
test bearings surpassed the goal test duration of 10 hours at design
conditions, and four other bearings completed 9.0 hours or more.

(C) The same test bearings were incorporated during Builds 17 to 21 and
accumulated 1.2 hours and 4 cycles. These builds were used primarily to
evolve build procedures on the modified test rig, to optimize the facility,
and to develop test procedures. The initial roller bearing testing of the
current program was with Build 17 of the bearing test rig. The configura-
tion of the test bearings was the same as that used on the last Phase I
(Contract A"04(611)-11401) endurance test, i.e., test matrix points 1 atid 2.
This configuration was selected to establish a new baseline following the
rig modifications that changed the load bearing mount arrangement and the
thrust load on the ball bearing. Both test bearings incorporated single
crown stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers with an L/D of 1.000 stainless
steel (AMS 5630) races, 0.040-inch roller end-to-side rail clearance and
outer-land-guided Armalon cages. Negative internal clearance was incor-
porated between the rollers and races; namely, 0.0038 inch on the load
bearing and 0.0027 inch on the reaction bearing at ambient conditions.

(U) The initial test of the current roller bearing program, Build 17,
began on 15 March 1968 and was terminated on 18 March 1968 when the shaft
locked on the third cycle after cooldown to liquid hydrogen temperature.
The teardown inspection revealed moisture contamination of the rig. The
test rig was cleaned and reassembled as Build 18, and testing was initiated
on 26 March 1968. The facility and rig purge procedures were modified to
prevent moisture contamination between tests and during cooldown. Testing
of Build 18 was terminated after 0.1 hour at design speed on the first
test cycle because of high vibrations at the turbine end of the rig. The
teardown inspection showed that the slave bearing had failed.

(U) The test rig was reassembled with the same test bearings used in
Builds 17 and 18 and with a new slave bearing. Testing of Build 19 began
on 10 April 1968. After the rig was accelerated to 20,000 rpm, to permit
final flow settings prior to accelerating to design speed, it was deter-
mined that the flow split to the test bearings was unequal and the test
was terminated. Before resuming, test facility modifications were made
to the bearing coolant vent systems to permit better control of the
coolant flow split. Attempts to resume testing were unsuccessful because
of a locked shaft. The teardown inspection did not reveal any reason
for this malfunction, except for the possibility that the roller ends
were Jammued against the inner race side rails. There was some fretting
on the outside diameter of the outer race of both test bearings and some
scuffing of the roller ends, but no measurable roller end wear. A series
of assembly and inspection checks on the test rig was completed in an
attempt to isolate the reason for this malfunction. The tests indicated
that roller bearings with tight internal fits tend to track with the
rollers in the center of the races if they are assembled in that position.
If a thrust load is applied to the shaft, the shaft will shift axially by
an amount equal to the internal clearance of the turbine slave bearing
and lock up with the rollers of the reaction bearing against the side
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rail. When this thrust load is released, and shaft rotation is continued,
the shaft returns to the original position with the rollers and races
centered. If the bearings are assembled with the rollers against the
side rails, there is a tendency for the rig to lock up before the rollers
become aligned in the center of the races. The assembly procedure for
the test rig was changed so that the rig was assembled with the rollers
of both bearings aligned in the center of the races and with the turbine
slave bearing in its rearward position to maintain the shaft in this
aligned condition.

(U) During all tests conducted prior to this time, the turbine discharge
had been throttled to provide a back pressure on the turbin. and a thrust
load on the shaft in a direction away from the turbine end. Because this
back pressure on the turbine was maintained by manual adjustment of the
test stand valves by the test operator, this procedure was not repeatable,
and there were periods of operation when the shaft thrust loading was not
in the desired direction or of the desired magnitude. The slave bearings
from Builds 17 to 19 showed tracks on both sides of the inner race indica-
ting a change in thrust load on the shaft. It was determined that if the
rig was operated without, throttling the turbine discharge, the thrust
loading on the shaft would be in the direction toward the turbine as a
result of the pressure from the bearing cooling flow and the shaft areas.
If additional thrust in this direction was desired, it could be obtained
by applying pressure in the bellows seal vent compartment.

(U) As a result of thase findings, Build 20 was assembled with the rollers
and races centered and the turbine slave bearing positioned with the thrust
load toward the turbine. The direction of shaft thrust loading was reversed
from that previously used to allow better control of the shaft thrust load-
ing by regulating the pressure in the seal cavity. The outside diameter
of the outer races of the roller bearings were silver flashed in an effort
to reduce the fretting at these locations.

(U) Testing of Build 20 was initiated on 8 May 1968. The bearing rig
was accelerated to design speed but was shut down after recording a set
of data because there were high turbine vibrations and the turbine slave
bearing outer race temperature was rising. A teardown inspection indicated
fretting cf the shaft spacers on the turbine end of the rig and one area
of rub on the turbine labyrinth seal. The vibration data showed that the
synchronous vibration (one per revolution) increased with the rig speed.
The evidence indicated that the turbine tie bolt did not have sufficient
stretch to keep the stackup tight at operational conditions. The turbine
tie bolt torque was within the blueprint limits on teardown; therefore,
lt appears that thermal and/or centrifugal effects cause .he tie bolt to
loosen during rig operation.VIF

(U) On Build 21, the rig was rebuilt with the same test bearings that were
used on the previous tests, a new slave bearing, and a new design turbine
tie bolt. A titanium (AMS 4928) stretch-type tie bolt was incorporated to
replace the Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) bolt. Testing on Build 21 was attempted
on 20 May 1968. During the cooldown of the rig, two rotational checks were
completed successfully and free rotation was verified. After the cooldown
was complete the rig would not rotate and it remained locked even when
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warmed to ambient temperature. The shaft was freed by rotating it back-
ward. Another attempt was made to test the rig, but without the rotational
checks during the cooldown, and the same results were experienced. A
series of ambient teats was then made that revealed that if the shaft
was in the rearward position on shutdown that the turbine did not have
sufficient breakaway torque to start the rig. If the shaft was in th6
forward or normal operating position on shutdown, the rig would start up
easily with the turbine drive. The rig was returned to assembly for a
teardown inspection, which revealed no change from the previous build.

(C) On Build 22, the rig was reassembled with the test bearings centered
and the slave bearing 0.007 inch from the front loaded position to com-
pensate for the thermal differences between the shaft and housings when
the rig was cooled down for operation. Thusb both the slave bearing and

the test bearings would be in their normal operating position after rig
cooldown. Testing of Build 22 was initiated on 27 May 1968 and terminated
on the third test cycle to design speed when a temperature rise on the
reaction bearing outer race was detected. A total of 0.9 hour test time
at design speed was accumulated during Build 22 with a total of 7 cycles
and 2.2 hours accumulated on the test bearings.

(U) The teardown inspection revealed one skewed roller in the reaction
bearing as shown in Figure 65. All of the other rollers were in good
condition, as shown Ah Figure 66, with an average roller end wear of
0.0004 inch and 0.0008 inch on the roller with the maximum wear. The
load bearing was in good condition, as shown in Figure 67, with an average
roller end wear of 0.0009 inch and 0.0011 inch on the roller with the
maximum wear.

~C4S

(U) Figure'65. Disassembly Condition of FE 77884
Reaction Bearing (S/N V-0)
With Turbine End of Rollers
Up (kild 22)
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(U) Figure 66. Disassembly Condition of FE 77883 /

Reaction Bearing (SIN V-1) ;
With Rear End of Rollers Up
(Build 22)

ObI

I
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(U) Figure 67. Disassembly Condition of FE 77891
Load Bearing (S/N V-2) With
Turbine End of Rollers Up(Build 22)
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(C) Because the reaction bearing from Build 22, which was identical in
configuration to the only Phase I (Contract A704(611)-11401) bearing to
surpass the 10-hour goal duration, did not repeat the durability evaluation,
the subsequent testing through Bjild 30 was used primarily to determine a
configuration that would prevent roller skewing. This series of tests
ended with Build 30 when both test bearings surpassed 12.8 hours at design
operating conditions.

(C) Build 23 of the bearing test rig incorporated test bearings with stain-
less steel (AMS 5630) rollers and races, Armalon outer-race-guided cages,
and the standard roller end-to-side rail clearance (0.0007 inch). The load
bearing internal clearance was 0.0006-inch tight and the reaction bearing
internal clearance was 0.0001-inch loose, (matrix points 29 and 30, respec-
tively). Build 23 was tested on 6 and 7 June 1968 and testing was terminated
after accumulating four cycles and 2.0 hours at design speed when the outer
race temperature on the turbine slave bearing and the vibration level on the
turbine end increased. The teardown inspection revealed that the slave
bearing had failed. The roller bearings were in good condition, although
there was high roller end wear. The average roller end wear was 0.0031 inch
on the load bearing with 0.,0062 inch on the roller with maximum end wear.
The average roller end wear on the reaction bearing was 0.0064 inch with
0.0121 inch on the roller with maximum end wear.

(C) Build 24 of the roller bearing test rig included the test bearings
from Build 23 and a new slave bearing. Build 24 testing was conducted
on 27 June 1968 and was termiinated after accumulating three cycl.es and
0.9 hour at design speed when the outer race temperature on the load
bearing increased. The teardown inspection revealed that one roller in
the load bearing had failed (skewed), as shown in Figure 68, and that the
inner race side rails had heavy spalling as shown in 7igure 69. Spelling
was also found on four rollers, and two additional rollers showed heavy
end scuffing. The average load bearing roller end wear was determinad to
be 0.0082 inch (not including the failed roller) with 0.0123 inch on the
roller with maximum end wear. The reaction bearing had two rollers with

moderate spalling and the average end wear was 0.0091 inch. The roller
in the reaction bearing exhibiting the greatest end wear had 0.0143-inch
wear and was one of the two rollers spalled as shown in Figure 70. The
roller end wear was on the turbine end of the load bearing rollers and on
the rear end of the reaction bearing rollers. The high end wear is attrib-
uted to the coolant flow pressure drop across the bearings. The accumulated
total cycles and time for the bearings used during Builds 23 and 24 (matrix
points 29 and 30) are 7 cycles and 2.9 hours at design speed.

(C) Build 25 of the roller bearing test rig contained stainless steel
(AMS 5630) rollers and races, Armalon o.,ter-race-guided cages, and 0.0016
inch roller end-to-side rail clearances. The load bearing internal clear-
ance was 0.0037-inch tight and the reaction bearing internal clearance was
0.0026-inch tight (matrix points 24 and 27, respectively). During final
torque checks of the rotor prior to final balancing, it was determined
that excessive torque was required to rotate the shaft and the required'
torque exceeded the drive turbine capability. The rig was disassembled
and roller drag on the inner race side rails was confirmed to have been
the cause of the high drive torque requirement.
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(U) Fi-ure 68. Teardawn Cu.-Aition of Failed FE 78430
Rol)ler (No. 4) qnd Cage ffro
Load Bearing SIN :_0

N

()F;ue69. Disassembly Condition of L,, ad FE 78/433
Be ar .io (Si r- it Turbino:1

E.ndl o f RolIc 1r s Up (B u ild: 2L~
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(U) Figure 70. Disassembly Condition of FE 78431
Reaction Bearing (S/N W-l)
With Rear End of Rollers Up
(Build 24)

(C) The configuration of Build 25A was identical to Build 25, except the
roller end-to-side rail clearances were increased to 0.0097 inch on the
load bearing and 0,0090 inci on the reaction bearing (matrix points 24'
and 27', respectively). Build 25A testing began 12 July 1968. The,fir3t
test cycle of 0.8 hour duration at rated speed was successfully comrn
pleted. On the next two acceleration attempts of the rig, the shaft
would not rotate. The shaft was freed by rotation in the reverse direc-
tion and required a break-away torque of 80 in.-lb. After being freed,
the rotating torque was determined to be 5 to 7 in.-lb in the direction
of normal rotation. Testing was continued and no further torque problems
were encountered during the subsequent 16 cycles. Testing was concluded
on 18 July 1968, after accumulated 17 cycles and 9.7 hours. During the
final test cycle, all three vibration readouts increased suddenly and
tile load bee-ing outer race temperature increased. The teardown inspec-
tion revealk that the load bearing inner and outer races had failed, as
shown in Figures 71 and 72. The load bearing rollers were severely impact
damaged, as showui in Figure 73, and one roller ear its cage pocket exhibited
some of the characteristics noted on rollers that had skewed during previous
tests. Sufficient roller end surface remained on 12 of the load bearing
rollers to permit end wear measurements and an average of 0.00034 inch and
a maximuna of 0.0017 inch were recorded on these rollers. The reaction
bearing was in excellent condition, as shown in Figure 74, and was reusable.
The average roller end wear of the reaction bearing was 0.00095 inch with
0.0013 inch ca the roller with maximum end wear. A metallurgical analysis
of the innier and outer races did not reveal any microstructure void or
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inclusions, nor could any evidence of fatigue failure be detertdned. From

th*eappef~iance of the inner race side rail chipping, it appears that thisI
dam~age was cauned by roller impacts on the side rails. Displaced tid.
ra%1l material could then have been ingested through the beating, causing
the inner #P4 outer raees to crack because of the increased loading and
P"Atsbla stre~ss*.oncentration resu~lting from these chips.

(U) Figuret 71. Inner Races of Bearings YD 24458
S/Ný X-1 an~d X-2 Following
Test of Build 25A
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(U) Figure 72. Outer Race Failure in the FE 78744
Unloaded Zone of Load Bear iog
(S/NX-2)Fbolling Test of

(Build 25A)SSSS6
OThs msS44"



(U) Figure 74. DisassembLy ConditioUn Of PC, 78782
Reaction Bearing, (S/N X-1)
With Turbine Ind of Rollers
U6pI (Build" 25A)

(C) Build 26 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated the new triple-
crown rollers. This build Iconfigutation also i.ncluded stainilesal steel
(ANS 5630) rollers and races, LID of 1.250 rollers, A0aslon outer-race0-
guided cagoo, and roller end-to-ilde: rail p1earances''of 0.040 inch. The

load be ring' internal clearance was 90.038-6iach tight,464 the reaction
bear inR internalI clearauCO- wa .,0C25-Lpch ,tight '(matýri po~int 12 and A1
respectivoy). Testing of fluil4,26 was condlmcted:4 on 23 July , I*#. After-
11 minutes' opration at, design speed of the, f irst, toot cycl*, the reaction
bearing outer race temperature and the vibration4 readouts increased suddenly.
The teardown inspection revealed that one roller in the're~action bearing
'had begun to skew as shown in Figure'75 and wae wedging between the side
rails. The probable caube of this failure was fouod to be the result of
the reaction bearing inner race not being fully seated, resulting in
approximately 0.025-inch I misalignment between the inner end outer races.

,No measurable roller end wear was detected on either bearing except for
the wedged roller, which exhibited approximately 0,0007-inch wear.

(U) The configuration of Build 27 of the roller bearing test rig was the

same as Build 26, except the reaction bearing rollers and cage were re-

placed with new pert. of the same configuration. ITesting of Build 27 was

completed on 29 July 1968 when, after 2 minutes operation at design speed
on the second cycle, erratic speed indications and excessive reaction

bearing outer race temperature were detected. The teardown inspection

showed that one roller in the reaction bearing had skewed and had worn
through the cage rib and was in contact with the adjacent roller as shown
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in Figure 76. Except for the damaged roller and cage described above,
the remaining parts were in good condition. The average reaction bearing
roller end wear was 0.00035 inch with 0.0005 inch on the roller with the
maximum wear. The average load bearing roller end wear was 0.0001 inch
with 0.0003-inch wear on the roller with the maximum wear. Figures 77
and 78 show the teardcwn condition of the reaction bearing and load
bearing.

(U) Figure 75. Disassembly Condition of FE 79085
Reaction Bearing (S/N Y-l)
Showing Skewed Position of
Roller (Build 26)
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(U) Figure,76. Disassembly Condition of FE 78915
Reaction Bearing (0/$ Y' IA)
Showing Skewed Position of
Roller (Build 27)

(U) Figutre 77.. Disassembly Condition of FE 78959
Reaction Bearing (S/N Y-lA)
With Turbine End of Rollers
Up (Build 27)
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(U) Figure 78. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 78907
Bearing (S/N Y-2) With Turbine
End of Rollers Up (Build 27)

(C) The test bearings incorporated in Build 28 were triple-crown, L/D
of 1.0 rollers, stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers and races, Armalon
outer-race-guided cages, and 0.010-inch roller end-to-side rail clearance,
The load bearing internal clearance was 0.0051-inch tight and the reaction
bearing internal clearance was 0.0026-inch tight (matrix points 43' and 47',
respectively). Testing of Build 28 was completed on 6 August 1968. After
1 minute of design speed operation on the 14th cycle, the reaction bearing
outer race temperature eid the vibration levels increased suddenly, mnd
the test was terminated. Approximately 6.5 hours had been accumulated
at this time. The teardown inspection of Build 28 revealed that one roller
in the reaction bearing had skewed as shown in Figure 79. Except for the
skewed roller and related cage pocket damage, the remaining parts of the
reaction bearing end wear was 0.00385 inch with 0.0075 inch on the roller
with maxim=u wear. All the wear was on the turbine end of the rollers.
The load bearing was in good condition and was reused in Build 30. Fig-
ure 81 shows the post-test condition of the load bearing. The average
load bearing end wear was 0.00257 inch with 0.007 inch on the roller with
the maximum wear. All the wear was on the turbine end of the rollers.
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(U) Figure 79. Disassembly Condition of FE 79271
Reaction Bearing (S/N Z-l)
Roller No. 5 (Build 28)

(U) Figure 80. Disassembly Condition of FE 79269
Reaction Bearing (S/N Z-l)
With Turbine End of Rollers
Up (Build 28)
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(U) Figure 81. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 79267
Bearing (S/N Z-2) With Turbine
End of Rollers Up (Build 28)

(C) Build 29 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated test bearings
with stainless steel (AY.S 5630) races and triple-crown L/D of 1.250
rollers. A roller end-to-side rail clearance of 0.010 inch was used in
both bearings. The load bearing internal clearance was 0.0049-inch tight,
and the reaction bearing internal clearance was 0.0027-inch tight (matrix
points 7' and 9', respectively). Armalon outer-race-guided cages were
used in both bearings. Testing of Buile 29 was started on 12 August 1968
and completed on 14 August 1968. Testing was terminated after 0.1 hour
at design speed on the sixth cycle because of an increase in the reaction
begring outer race temperature and vibration levels. At the time that
testing was suspended, approximately 3.1 hours had been accumulated.
The teardown inspection of Build 29 showed that two rollers in the re-
action bearing had begun to skew and had high end wear because of wedging
with the inner race side rails. The primary wear on the reaction bearing
was on the rear end of the rollers with an average wear of 0.0037 inch.
The maximum end wear was 0.022 inch on one of the skewed rollers and the
other skewed roller had 0.018-inch end wear. The post-test condition of
the reaction bearing is shown in Figure 82. The load bearing was in good
condition with only light wear on the turbine end of the rollers. The
average load bearing roller end wear was 0.00037 inch with 0.0098 inch
on the roller with maximum wear. Figure 83 shows the condition of the
load bearing.
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(U) Figure 82. Disassembly Condition of FE 79334
Reaction Bearing (S1IN AA-l)
With Turbine End of Rollers
Up (Build 29)

(U) Figure 83. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 79336
Bearing (SIN AA-2) With Turbine
End of Rollers Up (Build 29)
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(C) Build 30 of the roller bearing rig incorporated test beavingu u4 I
in previous testing. The reaction bearing (matrix point 27") was from
Build 25A and had accumulated approximately 9.7 hours. The load b"r-ing
(matrix point 43') was from Build 2$ and had accumulated apprc/alutely
6.5 hours. The react-ion bearing incorporated in Build 30 consisted of
single-crown rollers with an L/D ratio of 1.0, 0.009-inch roller and-to-
side rail clearance, and a 0.0028-inch tight internal clearance. The
primary end wear was on the turbine side of the reaction bearinS rollers
with an average wear of 0.00095 inch before testing on BuOld 30. The
load bearing consisted of triple-crown rolLers with an L/D ratio of 1.0,
0.0097-inch roller end-to-side rail clearan'e, and a 0.0049-inch tight
internal clearance. The average load bearing roller ent wear was 0,00257
inch nearly evenly distributed on bQth ends of the rollers before BuiLd 30
testing. Build 30 testing began on 16 August and was concluded on
20 August 1968 after 12.8 hours had been accumulated on the lower time, I
load bearing. During Build 30, ten test cycles were cowpleted with
6.3 hours test time at design conditions. The load bearing had accumu-
lated a total of 24 cycles with 12.8 hours of operation at design condi-
tions, and the reaction bearing had a total of 27 cycles with 16.0 hours.
The teardown inspection revealed that both test bearings were in good
condition and could be used for additionul testing. The average reaction
bearing end wear was 0.00213 inch with 0.0029 inch on the roller with
maximum wear. Both ends of the reaction bearing rollers were worn nearly
evenly. Figures 84 and 85 show the post-test condition of the reaction
bearing. The average load bearing end wear was 0.00318 inch with 0.0095
inch on the roller with maximum wear that was the same roller that had
0o007-inch end wear before testing on this build. All load bearing wear 4
was on the turbine end of the rollers. Figures 86 and 87 show the post-
test condition of the load bearing.

(U) Figure ?4. 3Disasseinbly Condition of FE. 79420
Reaction Bearing (S/N X-l) With
R~ar End of Rollers Up (Build 30)
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(U) Figure 85. Disassembly Condition of FE 79421
Reacti~on Bearing-(S/N X-1)
ýWith Turbine End of Ilollters,
Up (Build 30)

(U) Figure 86. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 79491
Bearing (S/N Z-2) With Rear End
of Rollers Up (Build 30)
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(U) Figure 87. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 79492
Be4ring (S/N Z-2) With Turbine
End of Rollers Up (Build 30)

(C) Botb roller bearLngs incorporated in Build 31 consisted of triple-
crown, L/D of 1,125, stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers and races. The
reaction bearing (matrix point 20') had a 0.051-inch tight internal
clearance and a roller end-to-side rail clearance of 0.0098 inch. The
load bearing (matrix point 20") had a 0.005-inch tight internal clearance
and a roller end-to-side rail clearance of 0,.0048 inch. Testing of Build 31
began or, 23 August 1966. A high turbite drive pressure was required to
start rotation' however, operational parameters were normal during the
first cycle as soon as the design speed level was obtained. One hour at
design speed were accumulated during the first cycle. The second test
cycle was started on 26 August 1968, but the rig failed to rotate. Six
attempts were made to accelerate the rig with the drive turbine after the
shaft had been freed by rotation in the reverse direction, but on each
atteunpt the shaft locked. On the seventh attempt, the shaft locked tight
and could not be freed by turning in either direction.

(U) During disassembly of the test rig, it was det.ermined that the locked
shaft was caused by the load. bearing rollers wedging into the inner race
side rails. Scoring on both ends of the load beariag rollers was very
heavy, as shown in Figures 88 and 89, and prevented the measurement of
end wear. Figure 9U shows a comparison, of typical rollers from the re-
action bearing (matrix point 2G') and the load bearing (matrix point 20"),
which were configured identically, except that the load bearing roller
end-to-side rail clearance was half that of the reaction bearing. The
inner race side rails of the load bearing also showed heavy scoring.
The reaction bearing was in good condition, except for an axial crack in
the outer race, which is shown in Figure 91. The primary end wear of the

11l3
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re•acton tearing was on 04 rear side of the rollers with an average
wear of 0.00018 itnh and 0.0005 inch on the roller with maximum wear.
Vigia& 92 shown the overall condition of the load bearing (matrix point
20") and Figuae 93 4how* 9wa condition of the reaction bearing (ma•rt•x
poinia 0 ).

(U) Figure 88. Rollers from Load Bearing FE 79574
(S/N BB-2) Showing Heavy Scoring
on Turbine End of Rollers (Build 31)

(U) Figure 89. Rollers from Load Bearing FE 79575
(S/N BB-2) Showing Heavy Scoring
on Rear End of Rollers (Build 31)
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(U) Figure 90. Comparison of Post-Teat Cordi- 110 24500
tion of a Typical Rol~ler from
Reaction Bearing (8/1ý 33-1) ant
Load Bearing (S/N 33-2) of
build 31

(U) Figure 91. Cracked Outer Race from FE 79499
Reaction Bearing (S/N B1-1)
of Build 31
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(U) Figure 92. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 79496
Bearing (SIN BB-2) With Turbine
End of Rollers Up (Build 31)

(U) Figure 93. Disassembly Condition of FE 79494
Reaction Bearing (S/N BB-1) With
Turbine End of Rollers Up
(Build 31)
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(C) build 32 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated bearins elements
used in the previous tests. The load bearing incorporated rollers from
Build 22 that had accwuolatod 2.2 hours, and the cage was fromt Build 6
(Phase I (Contract AVO4(611)-11401) prugram) that had 0.3 hour of teat
time. Both inner and outer racos were new. The reaction boating had
rollers selected from Phase I (Contract 00OA(610)-11401) test bearings
( Build* 12 end 15) with 1.5 hours on the maximu. time rollers; the cage
was from W14l 6 and had 0'.3 hour at test'time. The Inner race was from
Build 5 with no test time at rated conditions, and the outer race was new.
Both test bearings inctorporated siagle-crown. L/D ot 1.0 rollers, stain-
lest steel (MIS 5630) rollers and race* with 6uter-race-guided Armalon
cages. The load bearing (matrix point 22) had a 0.0052-inch tight internal
clearance and a roller end-to-side rail clearance pf 0.0199 inch. The
reaction bearing (matrix point 23') had a 0.0049-inch tight internal
clearance and a roller end-to-side rail clearance Qf 0.0099 inch. Build 32
testing began on 29 August and ended on 30 August 1968. Testing was ter-
minated after 0.1 hour at design speed an the sia~th cycle when the vibra-
tion levels and the slave bearing outer race temperature increased, and
the operating speed dropped off sign~ificantly. At the time at shutdown,
6 cycles and 137 minutes' of testing at design speed had been accumualated.
The teardown inspection revealed that, the shaft had cracketd halfway
through in the necked-down section on the turbine end. The crack allowed
the turbine skid of the'shaft tu deflect during operation, allowing the
turbine to rub heavily on the turbine hosusiag. The labyrinth seals and
the turbine s~pacer were also damaged by rubbing., The test bearings wera
in good condition except for the reaction bearing outer race, which was
cracked in the same location as the previous test (Build 31), as shown
in Figure 94. The greatest wear was on the rear end of the rollers in the
reaction bearing, while the load bearing railers wore on both ends in
nearly equal amoý%nts in.a random manoer., The roller and wear masurements
are shown in Table XV. Except for the outer rapes&, both roller bearings
were reused in Builds 35 and 36 of the test rig. Figure 95 shows the
overall condition 'of the reaction bearing (matrix point 23') and Figure 96
shows the condition of the load bearing (matrix point 22).

(U) Figure 94. View Showing Crack in Outer Race FD 25098
of Reaction beering,- S!N CC-i
(Build 32)
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(U) Fisure 95. Disassembly Condition of FE 79593 •:
Reaction Bearing (S/N CC-l) With
Rear End of Rollers Up (Build 32) ,•

00000000

(U) Figure 96. Disassembly Condition o£ Load FE 79S98
Bear•nK (S/N CC-2) With Rear End
of Rollers Up (Build 32)
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(C) In the investigation to determine the cause of the reaction bearing
outer race failures on Builds 31 and 32, a metallurgical examination qf
the fracture faces indicated that the point of origin was a small surface
depression on the inside diameter of the race on Build 31 and was a small
crack, approximately 0.0025-inch deep, on the outside diameter surface on
Build 32. Metallurgical analysis also indicated that the failures resulted
from flexing stress cycles and they were not associated with fatigue spal-
ling. With bearing operation at 48,000 rpm, a given point on the race is
subjected to 400,000 roller passing cycles per minute. After consulta-
tion with the bearing vendor and with the PG&A bearing group at East
Hartford, it was decided that the thin outer ring inside diameter should
be in compression to withstand the cycling stresses induced with the
tight internal fit and high shaft speed. The compressive stresses could
be induced by means of a microstructure change such as carburizing the
inside diameter of the ring; by shot peening the inside surface, or by
outside diameter restraint.

(U) The similarit y of the angular orientation of the cracked outer races
on Builds 31 and i2, coupled with the fact that the surface depressions
found at ,the origin of the fatigue failures were less severe than ob-
searved on previouIaly successful bearing outer races, indicated that
otresses in excess of the nornal operating levels were involved in these
failures. The bearing test rig housings were reassembled for A bearing
support alignment check.: This inspection showed that the reaction bear-

ong outer race carrier was misaligned by approximately 0.006 inch in the
plane of the outer race failure, and was loose from the rear housing
restraining pins. The damaged reaction bearing carrier was replaced and
'it wa&, both pinned and weld attached to the rear housing. In addition,
a strels relief heat tret cycle was instituted after the final grind
operation, which established the desired internal clearance on the bearing,

'omi•nimize residual stresses that may be present.

S Build 33 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated test bearings
with triple-crown, LID 1.125, stainless steel (AIS 5630) rollers and races.
The reaction bearing (matrix point 20') had a Q.005-inch tight internal
clearance and a roller end-to-side rail clearance of 0.0098 inch. The
load bearing (matrix point 21) had a 0.0051-inch tight internal clearance

a roller end-to-side rail clearance of 0.0198 inch. Testing of
Build:3ý began on 10 September 1968 and ended the next day. Testing was
terminated after 1 minute at design speed on the fifth cycle when a decay
in coolant flows and an increase in vibrations and in slave bearing outer
race temperature was observed. At the time of failure, 5 cycles and
1.3 hours of testing at design speed had been accumulated. The teardown
inspection of Build 33 revealed that the liquid hydrogen bellows seal had
failed. The test bearings were in good condition except for a crack in
the reaction bearing outer race. The crack was located approximately
180 degrees from the two previous failures as shown in Figure 97. The
rollers from both test bearings were in excellent condition with negligible
end wear, but did exhibit moderate scuffing on the turbine end as shown in
Figures 98 and 99. Failure analysis of the reaction bearing outer race
fracture faces again showed a brittle-failure originating in a small
depression in the roller track.
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(C) Build 34 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated the inner races,
single-crown, L/D of 1.000 rollers, and Armalon outer-race guided cages
from Build 32. New outer raco. were fabricated from steel alloy (AMS 6260)
with the inside diameter carburized to a depth of approximately 0.043
inch and heat treated to provide a hard surface in the roller contact
area. The reaction bearing (matrix point 23') internal clearance was
0.0039-inch tight and the roller end-to-side rail clearance was 0.0105
inch. The load bearing (matrix point 22) internal clearance was 0.0042-
inch tight and the roller end-to-side rail clearance was 0.020X inch.
These internal clearances correspond to values of 0.0049 and 0.0051 inch,
respectively, for the stainless steel (AMS 5630) races when adjusted for
the difference in coefficient of expansion between steel alloy (AMS 6260)
and stainless steel (AMS 5630). Build 34 of the bearing test r 4 g was
mounted and ready for test on 20 September 1968. During the initial
start sequence the turbine housing failed as the turbine pressure was
applied to start rotation of the test rig. The housing failed in the
thin section below the Marmon clamp flange and caused damage to the
turbine wheal and tie bolt. A detailed inspection revealed that the
outer parts were in good condition.

(C) Build 35 of the bearing test rig incorporated the same test bearings
that were used in Build 34. A new tie bolt, turbine, and turbine housing
were used on this build. Testing of Build 35 of the roller bearing test
rig began on 25 September 1968 and was ended on the next day. Testing
was terminated on ihe ninth test cycle at design speed when, after 0.2
hour of operation, a speed shift was detected and the slave bearing
outer race temperature increased. Build 35 testing accumulated 4.1 hours
and nine cycles at design speed. The teardown inspection revealed that the
slave ball bearing had failed. The test bearings were in good condition and
were incorporated in the next build to continue testing of this configura-
tion. End wear measurements sunmmarizing the condition of the bearings
after Builds 32 and 35 are listed in Table XV.

40

(U) Figure 97. View Showing Crack in Outer Race FD 25268

of Reaction Bearing (Build 33)
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(C) Build 36 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated test bearings
from Build 35. Testing of Build 36 began on 3 October 1968 and ended
8 October 1968. Testing was termInated after 8.4 hours at design speed
when outer races had accumulated 12.6 hours. The teardown inspection
of Build 36 revealed that both test bearings were in good condition and
could have been itmed for additional testing. Figures 100 and 101 show
the post-test condition of the reaction bearing, (matrix point 23').
Figures 102 and 103 show the post-test condition of the load bearing,
(matrix point 22). Table XV summarizes the roller end wear on both test
bearings after testing on Builds 32, 35, and 36.

(C) Build 37 of the bearing test rig was configured simllar to Build 36
to provide a repeatability test on the load bearing (matrix point 22) and
to evaluate the effects of increased roller end clearance on the reaction
bearing by doubling the largest Build 36 end clearance. Increased end
clearance is desirable for the 250K fuel pump to accommodate the hydro-
static thrust piston travel and the difference in thermal contraction
beýween the housings and the rotor assembly, Build 37 also usad wider
races and the reaction bearing roller-end-to-side rail cleairance was
increased Lo 0.040 inch. The test bearings had single crown L/D of
1.000 rollers, stainless steel (AIDS 5630) rollers and inner races, and
steel alloy (AMS 6260) outer races carburized and hardened similar to the
outer rings in Build 36. The races were 0.108-inch wider than the races
in the previous build and the cage width was increased accordingly. The
reaction braring (matrix point 3) had a 0.0040-inch tight internal fit
and the load bearing (matrix point 22) had a 0.0041-inch Light internal
fit. The load bearing roller end-to-side rail clearance was 0.020 fich.
Revisions were made to the test rig in this build to provide a double
labyrinth seal with a vent cavity to replace the carbon bellows seal,
thereby increasing rig durability.

gsOsssss

(U) Figure 100. Disassembly Cvndition of Reaction FE 80637
Bearing (S/N EE-1) With Rear End
of Poilers Up (Build 36)
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(U) Figure 101. Disassembly Condition of Reaction FE 80638
Bearing (S/N EE-1) With Turbine End
of Rollers Up (Build 36)

(U) Figure 102. Disa ssembly Condition of Load FE 80639
Bearing (S/N EE-2) With Rear End
of Rol lecs Up (Build 36)
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(U) Figure 103. Disassembly Condition of Load FE 80640
Bearing (S/N EE-2) With Turbine
End Rollers Up (Build 36)

(C) Prior to testing Build 37 of the bearing test rig, ýhe bearing coolant
system was revised to provide a series coolant flow arrangement tc reduce
the coolant consumption. The coolant was supplied to the reaction bearing,
and after cooling the two test bearings, it was tt to provide flow con-
trol through the slave bearing. Testing of Build 37 began on 16 October
1968 and ended on 21 October. Testing was terminated after 2 minut-:- on
the third cycle to rated speed because of high slave bearing: ;ter j, ce
temperatures and increased vibrations. Build 37 cestiiir ri. accu ,ted
3.9 hours of operation at design conditions. The teardown inspt-- u,,n
revealed that the slave bearing had failed but that the test bea, .ýgs
dere in good condition. Slight thermal Lracking was seen on both outer
races outside the roller track in the areL of cage contact. The average
reaction bearing end wear was 0.0011 inch with 0.0022 inch on the roller
with maximum wear. The average load bearing end wear wac 0.0002 inch
with 0.0004 inch on the roller with nmaximum wear. The wear was on the
turbine end of the rollers for both benrings with moderate scoring on
the rear end of both.

(C) Build 38 of the roller bearing te,,;t rig included the same test bearings
as Build 37 anu a new slave bcaring. Testing of Build 38 was prformed
on 25 October and the test was terminated after 2.3 hours of the first
cycle because of an increase in the reaction bearing and the slave bearing
outer race temperature that could ntot be reduced by increasing the roo.'ant
flow rate. The teardown inspection rerealed no appreciable damage to the
Lest bearing3 other than increaset thezmal cracking on the outer races as

shown in Figures 104 and 105. One crack had extended into the roller track
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but iU was cotasidered acceptable for continued testing. No measurable
change was noted La the roller end wear for either test bearing. The
Sslave bearing cage ball pockets showed wear frow the differential pres-
sure across the cage and from ball excursion,

I

(U) Figure 104. Reaction Bearing FE 80934
(S/N FF-l) Outer Race ID

Showing Thermal Cracks
(Build 38)
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(U) Figure 105. Loau Bearing (S/N FF-2) FE 80935
Outer Race ID Showing
Thermal Cracks (Build 38)

(C) Build 39 of the roller bearing test rig included the same test bearings
as Build 38 and a new ball bearing with a Salox cage iný'tead of Rulon as
used previously. Revisions were incorporated in the rig build to provide
bearing coolant flow under the inner race of the slave bearing in addition
to the normal flow path through the bearing cage. Testing of Build 39
began on 30 October and ended on 31 October. Testing was terminated
after 2 hours of the second cycle to rated speed because of increase in
vibrations, decrease in speed, and increase in the load bearing outer
race temperature. The test bearings had accumulated a total time of
9.9 hours. The teardown inspection revealed that the outer race of the
load bearing had cracked at the loaded side with the fracture faces co-
incid.nt with the thermal cracks as shown in Figure 106. Except for the
thermal cracks on the outer races, both test bearings were in good condi-
tion and the roller end wear was found to be nearly identical with the
previous build measurements. The average roller end wear on the reaction
bearing was 0.0011 inch with 0.0019 inch on the roller with maximium wear.
The average load bearing end wear was 0.0003 inch with 0.0004 inch on the
roller with maximum wear. Figures 107 and 108 show the post-test condition
of the -eaction bearing (matrix point 3) and load bearing matrix point 22).
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(C) Build 40 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated sing]e crown
L/D - 1.000, stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers and stainless steel
(AMS 5630) inner races with outer race guided Armalon cages. 'rile load
bearing cage had lateral cooling slots 0.055-inch wide (circular diameter)
and 0.035-inch deep machined between the pockets. The outer races were
fabricated from Inconel 718 (AMS 5663). The reaction bearing, matrix
point 3, had a 0.0028-inch tight inrtrnal clearance and a roller end-to-
side rail clearance of 0.0411 inch. The load bearing, MaLrix point 3,
had a 0.0031-inch tight internal clearance and a roller end-to-side rail
clearance of 0.0386 inch. These diametral fits are cquivalent to the
0.005-inch tight fit used with the stainless steel (AMS 5630) outer races
when adjusted for the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of
the two materials.

(C) Testing of Build 40 was completed on 6 November 1968. The test was
terminated after 1.5 hours of the first cycle when there was a speed
shift and an increase in the load bearing outer race temperature and
vibration level.

"t r•

(U) Figure 106. Condition of Load Bearing FE 81074
(S/N FF-2) Outer Race (Build 3'r
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CONIDENIAL
(C) A teardown inspection revealed that the load bearing outer race had
cracked in two places in the loadad zone and the roller path was severely
spelled and deformed as shown in Figure 109. The rollers suffered severe
impact damage particularly on the rear end as shown in Figures 110 and Ill.
The inner race side rails were heavily spalled as a result of the rollers
impacting with the rear rail, this cc,%dition is shown in Figure 112. The
cage sustained severe abrasive damage as a result of particle ingestion
from the rollers and races as shown in Figure 113. The overall condition
of the load bearing (matrix point 3) is shown in Figures 114 and 115. The
heavy damage on the load bearing rollers prevented measurement of roller
end wear. The reaction bearing was in good condition except for some
spelling on the outer race roller path in the loaded area as shown in
Figure 116. The rollers exhibited an average end wear of 0.0001 inch with
0.0005 inch on the roller with maximun wear. All wear was on the turbine
end of the rollers. Thie overall condition of the reaction bearing (matrix
point 3) is shown in Figure 117.

(U) Figure 109. View Showing Condition of Load FE 81239
Bearing Outer Race (S/E CG-2)
After Test of Build 40

4
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(U) Figure 110. Vies Showing Condition of Load FE 81245
Bearing Rollers (S/N G0-2),
Turbine End Up (Build 40)

(U) Figure 111. View Showing Condition of Load FE 81244
Bearing Rollers (S/N GG-2),
Rear End Up (Build 46)
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(U) Figure 112. View Showing Condition of L•ad FE 81241
Bearing Inner Race (S/N GG-2)
After Test of Build 4C

i ['
! ,

(U) Figure I13. Vie•, Showing Co1•dition of Load FE 81247
Bearing Cage (S/N GG-2) After
Test of Build 40
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(U) Figure 11.-. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81234
of Load Bearing (S/N GG-2),
Rear End Up (Build 40)

(U) Figure 115. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81233
of Load Bearing (S/N GG-2)
Turbitic End Up (Build 40)
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(U) Figure 116. View Showing Condition of FE 80830
Reaction Bearing Outer Race
(SIN GG-1) After Test of Build 40

(U) Figure 117. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81231
of Reaction Bearing (S/N GG-1),
Turbine End Up (Build 40)
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(U) MetallurgLcal analysis of the failed outer race from the Build 40
load bearing indicates that the Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) race was severely
overloaded, which can be attributed to the mechanical deformation in the
roller track. Heat generation from the deformed roller track appears to
have permitted further plastic deformation until the failure was completed
with the lateral cracks seen in the plastically deformed area. Metallur-
gical examination revealed that the microstructure in the failed zone had
transformed to a cast structure. The less heavily loaded reaction bearing
had begun spalling in the loaded zone and it is viewed as preliminary to
the failure encountered with the load bearing. It appears that the hard-
ness of Rc 44 on these races is not sufficient for the loads and life
required in this bearing application.

(C) Build 41 of the bearing test rig consisted of test bearings with
single crown L/D = 1.000 stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers, stainless
steel (AMS 5630) inner races, Armalon outer race guided cages with lateral
coolant slots, and steel alloy (AMS 6265) outer races. The reaction bear-
ing, watrix point 3, had a 0.0036-inch tight internal clearance and a
roller end-to-side rail clearance of 0.0391 inch. The load bearing,
matrix point 3, had a 0.0040-inch tight internal clearance and a roller
end-to-side rail clearance of 0.0393 inch. These diametral fits are
equivalent to a 0.0046- and 0.0050-inch tight fit, with stainless steel
(AMS 5630) outer races respectively, when adjusted for the difference
in coefficient of expansion.

(U) Build 41 testing, was begun on 18 November 1968 and was ended the
next day after accumulating 10.1 hours. Testing was terminated after
1 minute of the 6th test cycle when a speed shift and an increase in
the reaction bearing outer race temperature were observed.

(C) A teardown inspection revealed that one roller in the reaction bearing
had skewed as shown in Figure 118. The cage pocket from another roller
showed the characteristic "dog bone" wear pattern associated with insuf-
ficient roller prelond. The equivalent negative internal clearance on
this bearing, 0.0046 inch, was the lowest value tested recently. The
inner race showed light chipping on both side rails with the turbine end
more heavily damaged. Moderate thermal cracking of the outer race was
detected in the cage contact areas on each side of the roller track. The
average roller end wear was 0.0082 inch with 0.012 inch on the roller
with the maximum wear. The turbine end of the rollers exhibited the
heaviest wear. The post-test condition of the reaction bearing is shown
in Figure 119 with detail views of the rollers, inner race and outer race
shown in Figures 120, 121, and 122, respectively. The load bearing was
in excellent condition as shown in Figure 123 and could be used for
further testing. The average load bearing roller end wear was 0.021 inch
with 0.0048 inch on the roller with the maximum wear. Both ends of the
rollers exhibited some wear witb the maximum wear on the rear end.
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0(j) Figure 118. View Showing Skewed Pocsitinn (f FE88

Roller No. 7 in R,ýacttoii Bcarii-
Cage (S/N 11H-1) After Test of

Build 41

00) F14ur'' 1 19. View' shoin~g (Overl I Fcd L 17 01214
of ReactLion Bc c'rin, :S/ 1N HE-1),

Tcrbinc En~d Up 1



(U) Figure 120. View Showing Condition of Re- FE 81478
action Bear.ng Rollers (S/N 1lH-1I),
Turbine End Up (Build 41.)

(1T) Figure 121. View Showing Condition of Re- FE 81475
action Bearing Inner Race
(S/N HH-1) After Test of Build 41
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(U) Figure 122. View Showing Condition of Re- FE 81473
action Bearing Outer Race
(SIN HI1-1.) After Test of Build 41.

(U) Figure 123. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81216
of Load Bearing (S/IN HH-2),
T.urbine End Up (Build 41)
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(C) Build 42 of the roller bearing test rig incorporated single crown
L/D - 1.000 stainless steel (AMS 5630) rollers, stainless steel (AMS 5630)
inner races, Armnlon outer-race-guided cages with lateral cooling slots,
and outer races fabricated from steel alloy (AMS 6265) with the inside
diameter carburized. Both test bearings had a roller end-to-side rail
clearance of 0.0202 inch and a negative diametral internal clearance of
0.0043 inch. This fit corresponds to a 0.0053-inch internal clearance
with a stainless steel (AMS 5630) outer race,

(C) Testing of Build 42 began ork 2 December and was concluded on 5 Decem-
ber 1968. During the test program, 15.3 hours of bearing operation at
maximum load and speed condition, and 305 acceleration cycles were accumu-
lated. A bearing coolant reduction survey was also conducted. No increase
in outer race temperature was observed when the coolant flow was reduced
from 31 gpm to 10 gpm in increments of approximately 5 gpm. Below 1.0 gpm
coGlant flow, a rapid increase in bearing outer race temperature was
observed and the coolart flow was increased back to 31 gpm where the
outer race temperature again stabilized. After completing all program
objecLi~aa Lgh4 test rig was pulled from the test stand to permit teardown
inspection of the bearings.

(U) Post-test inspection of the roller bearings revealed that both bear-
ings were in good condition and could have undergone further testing.
The only discrepancy noted was thermal cracking of the outer races in
the areas of rage r-ntact as shown in Figure 124. Enid wear measurements
showed moderate wear on the reaction bearing and extremely light wear on
the load bearing. The wear on the -eaction bearing was on the turbine
end with an average wear of 0.0070 inch and 0.0098 inch on the roller
with the maximum wear. Figures 125 and 126 show the condition of the
reaction bearing rollers. .The wear on the load bearing was on the rear
end with an average wear of 0.0005 inch and 0.0014 inch on the roller
with the maximum wear. Figures 127 and 128 show the condition of the load
bearing rollers, The overall condition of the reaction bearing is shown
in Figures 129 and 130, and the load bearing is shown in Figures 131 and
132. The roller bearing qualification test program was concluded with
the completion of the Build 42 best.
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(U) Figure 124. Enlarged View of ID of Outer FAL 14328
Race Showing Numerous Thermal
Cracks

(U) Figure 125. View Showing Condition of Re- FE 81801
action Bearing Rollers (S/N JJ-l)
With Rear End lip (Build 42)
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(U) Figure 126. View Showing Condit~ion o~f R. FE 81802
action Bearing Rollers (SIN JJ-1)
With Turbine End Up (Build 42)

(U) Figure 127. View Showing CondiLion of Load FE 81803
Bearing Rollers (S/N JJ-2) With
Rear End Up (Build 42)
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(U) Figure 128. View Showing Condition of Load FE 81804
Bearing Rollers (S/N JJ. 2) With
Turbine End Up (Build 42)

(U) Figure 129. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81794
of Reaction Bearing (S/N JJ-1)
Turbine End Up (Build 42)
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(U) Figure 130. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81793
of Reaction Bearing (S/N JJ-l)
Rear End Up (Build 42)
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(U) Figure 131. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81796
of Load Bearing (S/N JJ-2)
Turbine End Up (Build 42)
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(U) Figure 132. View Showing Overall Condition FE 81795
of Load Bearing (S/N JJ-2)
Rear End Up (Build 42)
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C. PUMP INLET EVALUATION

I. Introduction

(U) The objective of this test program was to obtain supporting data for
the design of the inlet configuration to be used on the liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen turbopumps. Because of engine packaging considerations,
the proposed demonstrator engine has a flow distributor at the inlet to
each main turbopump as shown in Figure 133. The effect of an inlet flow
distributor on the head-flow and suction characteristics of the inducer
was investigated using water as the test fluid. These data are being
used to design a suitable pump i.nlet configuration within the demonstrator
engine envelope.

(U) Figure 133. Proposed Demonstrator Engine GS 7466A
Showing Inlet Flow Distributors
at the Fuel and Oxidizer Inlets
(Circled Areas)

2. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

(U) Nine inlet 4onfigurations were evaluated during the preliminary study
as shown in Figure 134. Electrical analog studies of these candidate
configurations were performed and the head loss coefficients shown in
Figure 134 resulted from this study.
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(U) Figure 134. Candidate Inlets and Predicted FD 23194A
Pressure Loss

(U) Two configurations were selected as a result of this electrical analog
study for evaluation on the water test loop. These were a short radius
elbow with turning vanes and a single inlet without guide vanes similar
to configitrations No. 1 and 5 of Figure 134. Although an elbow inlet
with •uide vanes was the best design analyzed from a head lo3s and
veluity distribution standpoint, it was less suitable for the fuel
pump because of the severe space limitations. The single inlet without
guide vanes was a more flattened design that would satisfy the envelope
requirements of the fuel pump and was selected as the second candidate
for evaluation on the water test loop.

(U) Three inlet configurations were tested on the water loop using an
existing 350K oxidizer pump inducer fabricated under Contract NAS8-20540.
These were: (1) a straight inlet to establish baseline inducer performance,
(2) a 112-degree elbow inlet with turning vanes, and (3) a 112-degree
flattened pancake inlet.

(U) Suction characteristics of the 350K inducer with the straight inlet*
compared favorably with predicted levels. Peak suction specific speed
was near 25,000 rpm (gpm)l/ 2 /ft 3 Ai'.
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(U) Suction petformance with the elbcow inlet compared favorably with LhaL
of the straight inlet and with predicted suction perforrmance levo a.
Kaxiuum demonstrated suction specif.c speed was 24,000 rpm (gpm) ! 2 !ft 3 /4.

(U) Suction perfor'mance with the pancake inlet also compared favorably
with that of the straight inlet and with rredicted levels of suctichn
performance. Maximum demonstrated suction specific speed was
23,500 rpm, (gpm)l/ 2 /ft3/4.

(U) Indicated noncavitated performance with the straight inlet was about
15% lower than determined during oxidizer primp tests under Con-
tract NASO-20540 using L02 and LN2 as the pumped fluids.

(C) The noncavitated head coefficient versus flow coefficient slope was
steeper with the elbow irtlet and the head coefficients were higher at
low flow coefficients than obtained with the straight inlet, the I.ead
coefficient flow coefficient characteristic with the pancake inlet was
approximately the same level as with the straight inlet, Liu• • I di.-
continuity between 1low-to-speed ratios 'of -0.46 and 0. 18.

(U) Higher noise levels eaianate from the pancake inlet at low flow-to-
speed ratios and also at high speeds indicating a possible structural
problem.

(U) Large static pressure losses occur in the inlet section of both tne
elbow and pancake housings at low flow-to-speed ratits. These losses
appear to he pump related and are accompanied by severe inlet pre3sure
oscillat ions,

(U) The various inlet configurations were tested over the ranget of flow-
to-speed ratios expected in the engine throttling rang,; however, maximum
speed and flow rates were restricted by test stand limitations 't about
40%. of design. It is believed, however, that the test results can be
extrapolated to design conditions.

(U) The elbow inlet appears to be superior to the pancakc inlet and is
recommended for both the fuel and liquid oxygen pumps although some

slight modification to the inlet may be required to fit this configuration
into the engine envelope on the fuel pump inlet.

3. Testing

(U) The pump inlet evaluation test program was conducLed using the existing
closed loop water test facility in test stand D-34, which is shown in Fig-
ure 13.,. This facility includes a 250-hp d-c motor gearbox unit cnpable
of closely controlled speeds up to 9000 rpm. The test stand has one 5-
inch and two 8-inch parallel loops with flow measurement capability from
zero to 4000 gpm. A schematic of the D-34 test stand is shown in Fig-
ure 136. The test rig incorporated an existing 350K liquid oxygen turbo-
tuiap inducer, which demonstrated a suction specific speed capability of

23,000 rpm (gpm) 1 / 2 /ft3/4 in liquid oxygen during the 350K Liquid Oxygen
Program, Contract NAS8-20540.
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(U) Water testing of a straight inlet section, shown in Figure 137, was
conducted to establish a baseline, Testing was then conducted on a short
radius elbow with turning vanes (Figure 138) and a pancake inlet (Fig-
ure 139). Each of these configurations was constructed with transparent
windows to permi.t taking photographs of the flow patterns at the inducer
inlet. However, the lucite material was easily damaged by inducer tip
cavitation as shown in Figure 140 and little useful information was ob-
tained. In each configuration, damage to the viewing section necessitated
replacing the window with a steel insert or fiberglassing over the window.

(U) Testing was conducted by setting a positive inlet pressure at the rig
and then accelerating to the desired speed. Flow rate was varied to deter-
mine the head-flow characteristics, and inlet pressure was reduced until
cavitation occurred to determine suction performance. The test results
are aummari,'ed in Table XVT.

I 00

(U) Figure 137. Straight Inlet Test Installation FE 75097
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(U) Figure 138. Short Radius Elbow With Turning PC 16029
Vanes Inlet Test Installation

(U) Figure 139. Pancake Inlet Test Installation FE 76743
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(U) Figure 140. Cavitation Damage on Lucite FE 75129
Viewing Section

(C)(U) Table XVI. Cavitation Test Data

Flow Speed Q/N Inlet Pressure Suction Net Positive
(gpm) (rpm) (gpm/rpm) at 3% Cavitation Specific Suction Head

(psia) Speed (ft)
(rpm) (japm) 1/2\

ft 3/
Straight Inlet

1450 7000 0.21 12.5 22,600 27.0
1.540 8500 0.18 17.8 20,900 40.0
1260 7000 0.18 13.0 19,900 29.0
1670 7000 0.24 13.9 21,900 31.0
2025 8500 0.24 19.2 22,600 43.3
1750 8500 0.21 17.4 22,800 39.0
1035 7000 0.15 15.4 15,300 35.0
1030 7000 0.15 14.6 16,700 32.5
1260 8500 0.15 20.0 17,400 45.0
420 7000 0.06 22.0 7,800 49.0
500 6000 0.08 14.6 9,900 32.5
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(C)(U) Table XVI. Cavitation Test Pata (Continued)

Flow Speed Q/N Inlet Pressure Section Net Positive
(gpm) (rpm) (gpm/rpm) at 3% Cavitation Speci1fi.c Suction Head

(psin) ,Speed

Elbow With Turning Vanes

1910 8500 0.23 18.2 22,500 42.0
1750 8500 0.21 16.4 23,250 38.0
1455 7000 0.21 11.3 23,060 26.3
1545 7500 0.21 12.3 23,900 28.5
2015 8500 0.24 17.4 23,700 40.5
1670 7000 0.24 12.1 23,450 28.1
1565 7000 0.22 11.7 23,100 27.5
1495 8500 0.18 17.9 20,200 41.5

Banjo Inlet

1250 8500 0.15 20.7 17,370 44.7
1550 8500 0.18 16.3 22,830 36.0
1830 8500 0.22 16.9 23,450 38.5
2050 8500 0.24 21.3 21,400 47.2
1770 8000 0.22 17.2 22,500 37.0
600 7000 0.086 17.3 11,330 37.5

1010 7000 0.14 14.0 17,100 30.5
1220 7000 0.17 11.0 22,950 23.5
1575 7000 0.23 13.2 22,200 29.0
1695 7000 0.24 15.1 21,100 32.8

4. Analysis

a. Cavitation Performance

(U) Suction performance was based on an inlet pressure in a straight
section of line upstream of each of the inlet housings. The approximate
locations of the inlet pressure taps are shown in Figures 141, 142, and
143. The suction specific speed versus unit flow for the straight,
elbow, and pancake inlets is presented in Figures 144, 145, and 146,
respectively. These curves are based on 3% inducer noncavitating head
fall-off. The percent predicted head coefficient versus net positive
suction head for all cavitation points is provided in Figures 147 through
152. In some instances, the 3% head fall-off point was not reached;
however, it was apparent visually and from increased noise, that the
inducer was cavitating. Percent predicted head coefficient versus suction
specific speed is shown in Figures 153 through 158.
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(U) Suction performance of the 350K inducer for all three inlet configura-
tions was as predicted. The predicted levels for the elbow and pancake
inlets used the baseline level for the straight inlet, corrected for the
expected total pressure losses in the elbow and pancake, respectively,
using the lose factors predicted by the electrical analog study shown in
Figure 134. The predicted total pressure loss through the elbow inlet
was small, thereby providing a suction specific speed curve that: is
essentially the same as the baseline straight inlet. Predicted peak
suction specific speed for the pancake was 23,700 rpm (gpm) 1 / 2 /ft 3 / 4 ,
which represents a loss of 1300 rpm (gpm) 1 / 2 ift3/4 from the straight
inlet baseline.

(C) Data from the 350K pump rig using both L02 and LN2 obtained under
Contract NAS8-2540 are shown in Figure 144. Suction specific speed
values for L02 and LN2 data were corrected for recirculation flow and
thermodynamic suppression head and are also based on 3% inducer head
fall-off. Although the water tests were limited to flow rates and speed
of about 407. of design because of test stand limitations, the excellent
agreement between the water data and the high speed (20,000 rpm) L02
tests indicate that the water test results can be used to predict engine
requirements.

(U) At low flow-to-speed ratios, noise and vibration levels were considerably
higher than at flow-to-speed ratios near design. Large static pressure
losses in the inlet section of both the elbow and pancake configurations
accompanied by severe inlet pressure oscillations were also noted. During
throttling operation the pump would operate in the flow-to-speed ratio
range of these inlet disturbances. Several cavitation points were taken
with the pancake inlet at these conditions and suction performance was
as predicted. No cavitation data were obtained at low flow-to-speed
ratios with the elbow inlet, however, the results of the pancake inlet
did not indicate that cavitation performance was adversely affected.

b. Noncavitated Performance

(U) Noncavitated performance, which is shown in Figures 159, 160, and 161,
was based on a static discharge pressure measured in the discharge plenum.
Although this does not represent the true inducer characteristics because
of the additional housing losses, it was used for comparison because it
was believed that the plenum pressure measurement was the most repeatable.
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(U) Noncavitated head rise based on the static pressure tap at the impeller
discharge was approximately 15% lower than observed with liquid oxygen
during previous testing with the discharge pressure tap in a similar
location. The reduced head rise may be attributed to; (1) leakage past
labyrinth seals that could affect the static inducer discharge measure-
ment (the pressure tap location was directly upstream of the impeller
front labyrinth seals and the water test rig had no seals or impeller);
(2) the running blade clearance was greater for the water tests than on
the liquid oxygen tests. Although both pumps had the same assembled tip
clearances they operated at significantly different temperatures and the
difference in thermal contraction of the inducer and housing reduced
running clearance at liquid oxygen temperatures. The increased recircu-
lation flow during the water tests with increased tip clearances would be
expected to reduce head rise.

(C) The noncavitated head coefficient for the elbow inlet was higher and
had a steeper slope than the straight inlet. This effect is because of
the reduction of prerotation with the elbow inlet, At capacities less
than design, prerotation with a straight inlet is in the direction of
impeller rotation, which results in a reduction cf head. It can be seen
from Euler's equation for ideal head ,is-,

U2 Cu -U 1 C u

H2 1
i g

that with the tangential component of inlet fluid velk)city (CUl) positive
(i.e., in the 4irection of impeller rutation) a reduction of head results.
Prerotation with the straight inlet was investigated and is shown irn Fig-
ure 162, presented as an inlet line wall static pressure rise. It can be
seen that the pressure rise reached a mirimum (no prerotationj at the
design flow-to-speed ratio of 0.22.
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(C) The head coefticient1 , flow coefficient characteristic with the pan-
cake inlet was approximately the same. level as with the straight: inlet
but had a discontinuity between flow-to-speed ratios of 0.16 and 0.18.

(U) A comparison of the head coefficient, flow coefficient characteristics
for all inlets tested is provided in Figure 163. The velocity profile ob-
tai~ned from a traversing total pressure probe'located just: upstream of
the'inlet is provided in Figure 164. The curve indicates the effect of
the upstream bend. The magnitude of the variation about a mean velocity
is small and should not be a major factor in the inlet pressure disturbances.
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D. NOZZLE FABRICATION INVESTIGATION

1. Introduction

(U) An investigatirn of nottle fabrication techniques was conducted to
provide additional data and information to support the subsequent design
of the two-position nozzle. Sample nomale panels were fabricated to
evaluate manufacturing techniques, and successful panels were sutbjected
to hydraulic stress and thermal cycling tests to determine structural
capability.

2. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

(U) Nozzle design and fabrication optimization studies were conducted
and completed. It oas concluded that tlo material moot suitable for
constructing this two-position nozzle application w*s Inconel 625 (AMS 5599)
and that the internal corrugated design was the most feasible to fabricate.
An important factor in this selection was that the denign allowed the
use of standard stiffener bands on the smooth outer surface.

(U) It was also concluded that stiffener bands of the "dunce hat" ausign
would be used for the optimum lightweight configuration. The progressive
die forming process produced good corrugation decail with minimum eloo-
gation and was selected for final fabvicarl.on. Resistance seam welding
the assembly provided the easiest and most reliable construction methcd
and produced high quality stiffener bands, as substantiated by the
samples fabricated and 'he hydm~ostatic tests performed.

(C) Twenty-one thermal fat~gue tests were conducted o-i segments of the
sample panels. The proposed panel (0.005-inch thick corrugated inner
sheet with 0.010-inch thick outer sheet) could not compiete the required
minirum of 300 thermal cycles at the predicted, nozzle temperatures; in
fact, the average was 33 cycles. Ihe nozzie hot Wall temperature had•
to be decreased to 17601R, whichil 4000 below that desired, before
300-cycle fatigue life could be Achieved. Increacing the thickness of
the corrugated sheet to 0.010 inch allowed the hot wall temperature to
be increased to 2010*1 for 300 cycles of fatigue life, while causing
only a 10% increase in the total nozzle weight. Therefore, this 0.010/
0.010-inch thick nozzle configuration using the internal corrugation
design is recommended for the atbsequent two-position nozzle design.

3. Analysis
a. Design Study

(U) To optimize the performance of an engine using a lightweight, two-
position nozzle, it was necessary to design the nozzle to maintain the
inner wall temperature as hot as possible. This level of temperature
was controlled mainly by the material selection, material thickness,
coolant flow rate, coolant velocity, and configuration geometry.
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(U) it is desirable to txit the ecoling gases at as high a temperature aspassibl~e) %Mch vould be as nohon in Figure 165, To do this, the Inner
ho t wall musr"1 be run at &a higSh a tatpperati~re as pbysically possible
Zor thle e~ntire largth of the ilozsle (i.e., constant hot wall. temnperature).

~d

ItA ATIO -

(U) Iigtire 10- Fluid ThOape~rature vs Area Ratio YD 25317

(M Bac~up,*h 'heat f lux, (Q /A) decre'ases along the nozzle length, as
ahw~ in Figure16 ~ f~ilm, coefficient, h, is equal to (Q/A)AT, ýthe
itd* f Llu' coesftitet plottopd Against area ratio is as shown inFig-.
Ute 167:. ticause h /Atecoolant passageway flow area required,

g t~e, :ýzpot , is sh~ped as 'shown in Figure 168.

AREA RATIO
(U) 1Yigure 166. Heat Flux vs Area Ratio FD 25318
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b. Material Selettion

(U) All aval.lable material candidates were studied for use in th1ta
nozzle applicat1ton, pomparing physical properties, mechsaicat properties,
and ease of fabrication. The material had to have high strength at
elevated temperatutes and good ductility at both room temperature end
ej'avwtad temiperatiures so it could be fort,iled er ly Ond would exhibit
high thermal cycle fatigue stvength. Table XVII provides a ,comper'son
betwean thm final material candidates. I.conol 625 (AMS 5599) provad to
be ,the moot suitable for th•i 'application. T¶ble XVIII lists the perti-
nent material properties.

(U) Table XVII. Comparison of Material CandidataN

Elongation, %

Room 2000"R 0.2% Yield Strength Weldaollity
Temperature at- 200001t

(psi)

Incone . 50 *105 40,000 QeoA
(AMS 5599)

Haetelloy X 37 20 22,000 Feir
(Ai 5536)

lIastelýlqy N 45 12 22!,oo Fair
(PWA 1036)

Ni 200 50 *110 3,600 Good
(AM9S 5553)

TD Nickel 12 2 20,000 Poor
(NWA 1035)

Stainless $teel 50 35 10,000 Good
(AMS 5646)

*International Nickel DatM

(U) Table XVIII. FPoperties of Tnconel 625 ,(A1.S 5599)

De.nsity. - 0.305, lb/in

Ult'imate Tensile Strength at Room Temperature - 147,000 psi

0,27. Yield Strength at Room Temperature - 72,300 psi

0.2% Yield Strength at 1460aR - 53,000 psi

0.2% Yield Strength at 2160CR - 32,000 psis

Elongation - 50% at Room Temperature

Brazability - Good

Formability - Good

Corrosion Resistance - Excellent

Weldability - Good

1 -6
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c. Configuration Study

(U) A *tudy of difftrent hest sxý,;hangar oonfigura~itons -woo conducted.
Tablo XIX summuarizes the advantates and disadvantages of each configuration
studied. Several configurations were tliminsted duringj thin atu ,dy, with
only two candidates selected for further investigation. Thes" were the
corrugstnd inside and outside diameter configurations,

(U) Two additional sondwich. type configurations were investigated (rec-
tangulat, and trianigu'lav coolant pascages) in response to an Air'Force
request for altarnw':ive davienp and for Seometries suitable for diffusion
bonding. These configurations were not fabricated because of the limited
time allowable for this initial investigation and the nonavailabi~lity of
equipment for diffusion bonding.

d. Heat Transfer Analysis

(U) All work performead during the hoat transfer analysis assumed a low-
speed iniducer tapoft coolaot supply condition.

(1 Corrugated Geometry

(U) The design poi~nt weight 'flows utere set using a one-dimensional
"ideolize4' ant~lysis, Hlowover, a two-dimensional procedure was used
to, set, the, f lov area and icluoed-anole achedules and to inveatigate
the effects of geometry voriatipns. from the design point. The er,ernal.
corragatioa'design was evaluated firs4,1 To p rovent hoop failure, it-was

neesr o tah~s~ae fex~ra.bands to the nozzle outer diam-

eter. Corru~gations on t~he external surface made the band attachiment
extremely diffi~cult; thereforO, the internal'corirugation design was
choeon, iAecause this cppfiiuration increased the exposed swirface area
to the hot gaso,, a' 224 coo Opt !flow, increase, wee roquirid.

(2) tekrtnative Cofig~urotatvi o si4lysis

(U) The rectangula'r cool4nt poesscjio configuration was investigated f~rst.

Parametric curves were 'deve~.oped that defined the coolant passage geometry

at locations of primary interest, Using these geometries, the cross-I
sectional temperature distributton was estsb~ished, and coolant pressure
drop arnd tediperature rise trend information was obtained. Results in-
dicato that this, scheme offers a reduction in coolant flow relative to
the internal corrugati~on configuration with little change in weighit. *
(U)*I In analyzing th~e triangular coolant passage, the coolant flow re-

quirements were assumed to he identical to the rectangular configuration.I
Parametric curves were developed that defined the coolant passage geom-
etry. This configuration weighed more than the basic corrugated and
rectangular passage configurations. Figure 169 illustrates the thrc~e

basic designs with a weight and flow comparison.
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(U) Table XIX,. Configuration Study

I. , Slimplictytl of construction 1. Area toquicad WOMld dictat., a 0.020-io,
hl~hcap at It.Ine Iiacti it.l

pr asita tilar~co control probiv.

2. M~oir" uniform inner sheot l. Ilet Inner sheet would *sepnd appruat-
troporatur.o grodsintn witetly 0.210 In, off the radius at the. In-

Anunl ar lot durinit operation and wisuld close
off 0.0"0 tn. Itap due to cold (not og-
114andina) outer shoot

3. Wolls sl..eta Will sea entire coo~lant
Pressure 41a hoop proacturf at the
33 An. it station, aire "a .240,0010 pat

4. 110 Vibration control of jsn~jvr linter

S-I. MOW la *a$oailt itomid w~ich Is only
resstrained at inlet andl emit

2. 1. Ieao.th Inner sheet might~ reault 1, Noti1SE0fterulir*S stiffener bands, which
An baetaer n101211 Parfermiuenqe are cold and thu inner shoot (betng

stronger of two. aheela) expands
L. ltewr coolant, flow thant cocrukatOd a"Pmoximatealy 0.710 in. on the radius

11D and cota Off coolant paaaajeway or
buckles the tnnar shoot

Corrugated 0II 3, Can ha gather formed and apot walded
(weall die ctiquirod) 2. Difficult to attach atlffaners to

thin material

1. lUi. boosding strove because coolant
I$ On hot Alow atrenagth atd*
90.000 Pat banditsis

A. . Not Inner ahoot remvaave radial Oher- I. IS%. higher Coolant flow than outsida"ma growth An ceerussttono end baa tio costs. becausa of laroor surf ace aeaa to
tendencry to class off posaaagwaya he cooed/ (Oven With. stiffaner laudia)

2. BUiZ rocket waste. fabritcation diffi-
2 * Can be gother foread and spot welded aulth to ordar to heap iatconcinuiv ties

Corrugated to ("a~ll die seqitIred) out~ of hot Sao otreams
3. Aptrai aec ttxIomant

A. Night, allow axial jiroath wsitth folded
imatesral betide em flat aheet. itherebry

S. hernaeas flat aheet is always thilter
than corupton tbassctoforatlio
had en enhanceod ":ifin effect at the
welIds

4.1. leas rigid couatruttiom 1. Heaavy beacuse of AS Ats bra&* material
and double wall thickneams between

Z. Allows Installation of stiffenar Pasagewaeys
bonda directly to tubea without
closing off passageway 2. Taper of tha tubea would be compli-

cated to maintaion required area and
Tuua2. Rulierienca anid teat data are avail- c trcueforonco

Tubularable firom RU.1
3. lapanaiwat to fabricate (tubpq, nan-

4. Iees eupostad ourfee area than drelf. retort)
catmigwdriacio 3. $Iinfat loee
flow requirement 4. Difficult to attach atiffener rings

to thin Wolf tube

5. Creait number of tubes at Inlet (2330
roted tubes)

6. Migh temprature pushing broade lieit

7. Devietions firom er@& schedule to
dodooth out costour would requitre
More coolant flow

S. Moe* pressure drop for eaw, coolant
flow as ins confitguratiota 3.
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(U) Table XIX. Conf.i~uration Study (Continued)

S I. listd structura it %1k planes 1. 06podla ot iletitos ttou taem

2. Adaptabl* io bonigll in the flat. 2. Tolie'nea Cotuol to Maith vidlo fletl
then hydren otutn amid be difficult

1. full $leo (entire nomcic) ties would
e letOelty ofu to for ;dntn t II pon-wOIfs I so 64II Ipays weoto force first or full

lan ioMe W,ý"t1 be necessary

4. .C pasibktnoy in Milstl as welt so

5. Diffioclt to predict ilnide flik goal-

tietkt du" o s ueetntoild flow path

6. poor ftei area control eziolly

7. Ahould otalpt loal area reductionsa
to increase host traonafe

.. It radial pwith it not altrled by 1. Corrliatloe angles twold have to be
.tt•homeat to the (liat. thrmal caltter to obtain a given arva @eho-
-adial slrsth to takes ti corrug• - data sta. te *, O at&a wod be cut p-
Iteon with little ttoflt oan aro prout•atoe tit hall for oath oorvult-

tion. Shallowgema coveter agles t
2. Night allo hydrforla'i to In -in pow heat tansf•er" oside-outside at*

OSnble Coiruotuei - d. Dtificult to attach stt(toners *ad3. ke stroea froe tooiaw pressure pfnvenv buckling

S. hil hoop lastd mitt he tranomitted
to thj stiftfner beands. brmcoa *or-
ruptgar ao Ceo.t take loadm

.I. 1 le 4omttuatiel tor buckling 1. H1igh Ibendin street ow trioello t
rots, hot aide free coolent proecurv

2. Coolkot flow requiraeont similar
to 2 above lbokeuso O' atotmi 2. Itruts may buekle because of thermal
surface area growsth

samndich Doeign . adial greth Would be tolered 3. Ditficult to fabricate
f fliat Aheet deforms between

Sapp"tt 4. autt rocket nesrle fabrilation prol-
leO similar to inside otrupattns

4. simplifies euppt bonddo

5. Gsp Iselght very 6uell at inlet et-
S. Mistlmm s~ ort o a *o o d 0"10664 to tieo, thhereoore. heavy - relatively

hot 06 - thoI i ft Pm eq4uire- thick vbs will bei required to keep
moto neltiv* to ovatigaratiousc 3. the lip hoight to reasonable values

a, c at the inlet ratioth

. 5pobor n asier to 4tol rthatisw ldw i. Proebkyy wore pressure drop the*
f aof igotrstiooe 2. 3, S Oad 6 Contfiguration 2.
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(U) Figure 169. Nozzl~e Configurcation FDC 25321A
Comparison

*e. Structur~l. Band Study

(U) Several configurations of the sheet metal support bands for the
ring-stiffened translating noxzle under hoop compression were Ptudied.
Of all the configurations, the inteoral "rib," the "hat band," and the
"dunce hat" designs seemed more promising, and these we d studied In
detail. The "ri.b" band was found to have serious adverse pressure drop
effects as compared to the "haL band" or "dunce hat" configuration*.
Of the two remaining configurations, the "dunce hat" stiffener had the
beat characteristics (ease of fabrication, moment of inertia, buckling,
etc.) and showed a 33% weight savings in comparison to the "hat band"
design. Figure 170 shows that- the "dunce hat" design has the largest
moment of inertia tor a givon material cross section of the Raveral
configrations studied. A comparison of the band weights for different
applications is shown in Figure 169.

4. Fabrication Investigation

a. Method Selectilon

(U) The first step in this fabrication study was to select a method to
form the corrugated section of the assembly. Several techniques were
considered, including explosive forming, hydrostatic forming, and die
forming. The explosive forming metlbod waa used previously on a small
dump-cooled nozzle extension of an RLIO nozzle, but material thinning
and difficulty in holding tolerances elintinated this method., From the
t:wo remaining methods, die forming was selected because it uffered the
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highest degree of succese. Figore 171. illustrates the type of gather
forming die selected to form'i the sample panel and low cycle thermal
fatigue test samples. The corrugated sheetsi were joined to the flat
sheets by resistance welding (as was successfully deewnnstrated in~ the
IWOQ dump-cooled nozzle program).

(U) A die. was fabricated to form corrugated panels, but with a panel
size reduced to l8-inch long and 16 corrugations wide. The co~rrgation
height was varied from 0.293 to 0.350 inch over the 18-inch sample.' The
samples represented the nczstle inlet configuration where maximum
thermal str03968 Occur.
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41
(U) Figure,171. Gather Forming D)ie FD 23215

b, Fabrication

(U) The firs? corrugated sheet formed with the die siL was mcespured and
found" to have ct'arugation heights' ICA~ below tho blueorin; requirements.
The material spriog-back after forming had caused this. Th'a fitol die
set for the actual noxsle wtill be desagned ,to componasatl for this Mato-
rial 'spring-back to obtain the blueprint limits. It was impractical to
seoftesrgbck alth rrtaepaeswrpacdirework this, die set because it was for simple panels only.-To eliminateI

retort, annealed "at 1875*F 1 25*F for.30 minutes: in hydrogen, cooled
in the retort, 'an then restruck With, tho formin& dio. This increased
the corrugation height ta withinA 69 ~ this blue'pr±'nt requirements.

(U) Thei corritgated sheets were then resistance seam weldeqd to flatý
sheet stock to'make sample aiseviblies, IAs shown in Figusre 172.

(U) Figure 172. Corrugation Sample Panel YD 23227 '
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(U) Altitude and sea level configuration supporting bands ctf tha "hat
band" style were spun. These rings were cut into segments and tacked
in place on the flat side of the sample assemblies to maintain their
position during the braze cycle. Silver braze wire was thet, tacked
in place at the joints of the stiffeners and the assembly run through
the furnace brage cycle. The stiffeners would not need to be tack
welded to the full-scale nozzle, ;s was done in the case of these small
segments, but would be fixtured and held in position.

(U) Three assemblies were made that demonstrated the integral band
design. The corrugated sheets were resistance welded to stacked segments
of a spun ring, The ribs of the rings were then welded to form the
assembly, as shown in Figure 173. The corrugated sheets were also cut
into smaller segments and seam welded to special shaped flat sheeta
for thermal fatigue subassembly samples. The sample panels were cut
into segments &nd used as hydrostatic pressure 4est specimens.

5. Test

a. Hydrostatic Pressure Test

(i) Unrestricted Specimen•s

(U) Three two-corrugation pressure I:est specimens were made per Figure 174.
These specimens are sections of the sample 12-corrugation panel assemblies.

(U) Figure 173. Integral Bund Design Sample ID 25322

Panel
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(U) Figure 174. Hydrostatic Test Samples FD 24993

(U) The first specimen pressurized failed at 225 psig. Examination
revealed thac the specimen foiled at a spot tack weld that was outside
the s'esi-stance weld width. The failure is depicted in Figure 175a. The
corrugated sheets were spot tack welded to the flat back sheet prior to
resistance welding of the assemblies. The resistance welds were supposed
to cover the spot tacks. The teat specimen failed at one tack weld that
was not centered and the r4istance weld had not covered it.

(U) The next two specimens were pressurized and failed at 275 psig and,
400 psi&, respectively. ,o;h asp.cimenuscarted to roll up as sboWn in
Figure 17Wb, and both failed at the 6dge ofthe resistance weld, but at
rondcm points along the specimer.L.

(2) Restricted Specitfien

(U) All of the umrestricted specimens tended L roll up. To essure
that th is rolling did not cause early failures, a specimen was tack
welded along the edges (four plaqes both sides) to a 1/8-inch steel sheet.
This specimen was pressurized to 380 Onig, at which point one of the tack
weli:* tore loose and caused a leak in the corrugation, as shown in Fig-
iure 175c. The other tack welds on the No, I corrugation side still held,

so the No. 2 corrugation was pressurized. This corrugation held until the
other tack welds on the No. 1 side broke loose; when the No. 1 corru&ation
folded up, the No. 2 corrugation failed next to the resistance weld. This
againr indicated that the rolling up caused premature failures.

(AU) Th4 second specimen was seam welded on both sides t. the 1/8-inch
thick +late, as shown in Figure 175d. This specimen had both corrugations
pressurized to 1300 psig. At this pressure, one corrugation failed next
to the ieam weld. The other corrugation held 1300 p.Lg wl.th no failure.
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(U) Figure 175. Failed 'Hydrostatic Test Samplers PD 240.4,

b. Resistance Weld Quality Teats

(1) Micro-Examination ol Joints

(U) A section of a sampla corrugated panel was taken to the Materiilsý
Developm~ent Laboratory (HDL),,mounted in plastic,,and euarained to
determine the qiuality of the resistance weld, The "~unted specimen
and a closeup of the Joitit are shown in Figure 176. Table UQ shows the
results of this examination.

(U) Surface burning and expulsion were present in the seam welds. These
conditions can cause rejiection and must be elimiAnated on the final
assemubly.

(U) During this examination, the thickness of tho O.OO5-inch thick co'r-
rugated sheet was checked to see if thinning had occurred during die,
forming. Microucop!.c and micrometer reading& chowed no mueasurable thinning
had occurred.

(2) Tensile Test of Resi.stance Welds

(U) The tensile tcat specimens were co:n3tructed by cutting the sheet
into 1--inch wide strips, 12-inch long. The two thicknesses to be evaluated
were stacked and resistance welded 6 in. from~ the end, giving a I-inch
length of weld to be tested. The two ends of the same thickness material
were folded back together and the load applied to these'ends, as shown
in Figure 177.
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Mounted No.1. Sample Panal Bpecmen

Closep of Joint Of Specimen

(Ui) Figure 176. Resistance Weld Examination FD 25323
Spec imen

(U) Tabl~e XX. R~esis~tance Weld Measurements

No.1I No. 2 No. 3
(in.) (in.) (in.)

Penetration into 0.001 0.001 0,1001
0.005 in.-thick material

Penetration into 0.005 0.004 0,003
0.010 in.-thick material

Weld nugget width 0.045 0.044 0.040
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(U) The 1inittol tests were conduict~edvith 0.005-inch thick LIncdnel 625 (A4$5599)
we~lded to 0.Ol0-indli Inco~e 1 625 (A4S, 5599), wl~th the following results:

Ma~ii~'uzr~a LoAdo lb

225 i89 1~b average

125J

* Exarrhvition of the wetids aftor failure revealed the weld nuggets to be
0.030- inch apart ("center-to-center) and the' nugget diameter was 0.C20 inch.
The nuggets should overlap as Lllustrate4 ir Figure 177. A seconid test
conducted with this material combination showed the following results:

Maximum Load, lb

4 35I
302 357 lb average

336J
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k-a~minationrk~vo.Rled the wt*td "a*gget diumertev tiQ be O.025 Mr Ch 4003
nuggetsI wers overla ping, ýAthA,,O3O ivich center-trý,,onc~r dstarowe.

Figure 174' o howe the spectmens 06oM the first two 'testv

(I) i~g)re p7. ~ A~e icot I-I IT$Sts *V 8O3O,

(UJ) The n~ext ~et a ,W~ 4te, du4c te~ WitfaQlO-n thickIn 1uciel '25 \ýAM4 5599)

we Ided to 0.0,10~41 h thV.4,WIenI-,o% 625,("M 5~~ with the foilo4g~eu.

3113

The weld rmiggets werOQ.Q35jnch~in dt~iaueýerand nug~ot: center- to!-cený,e

distance was 0. 010 inch:` reoulting~in aSOb olverlapp~ng seam weld0

()Tear Test of Resistance Weld,

(U) An inch wide'piece of 0.005-inch thick1 oencnell 625 ( tS 99) and

0 1.010-inch thick Inconel 625 (AS55'99) we re teit~~ ' ýeded Vtug the

length for 2 inches and cente~red 0.500 inch from the tidge. Tim a~cis'no
welded were pulled apart, and a ma~ximuum force oaf 7.ý lb averago ¶Z-& re-

corded, as showr.~ in Figure l77c.' AlL specimens tore even ly, wi th the

original'torn edge rounded with a 0.015-inch raditus. The weld nugget

was 0.020 inch in diame~ter.

c. Thermal Fatigue Investigation,

(U) An attempt was made to predict the LCF life for the corrvgatf.,4nI o~f,

the two-position nioz~zle. The prediction system used was the S. 3. Hauson J

technique, which tisea the universal slopes equation for calculating the,
predicted LCF life. When using this equation, it is reqjuired that, for,
low cycle rites and relatively high temperatures, an additlonal check
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0b. W do to des*zrn~t~e if the falux.. Mitght be ýiMe dependent at creep
1,4~d1P.aj A che.* vas madi. and the limit case for the expected operating
C40*tt'i0A use not cV*%ap ýut fcstigpaO rupitured. theielote, the Hanson

qs fovifx so acted vo1uaa of ratal atrain was used to detewmline eyeZ

'a ~fl~imate e ttei ty Itn t

U Ttal otrain rangietI
(V) EBeosuia prqdiction of LCO bsca,~s move of a definition of WIF range
than iq~attusl predicttod numberk,,it ihduld be understood that when
itttuý1;pon tirnn ate t.nstrted in tta,,vquation, estimates of elevated

t~me~eureLCF behavxor ;aen boe wýe es follo S.

I., Aa an ep,ýimstat of thie lower, rezge of life, use either 10%,11f
or 17f'(0reap), whizhavýýr to t~a Tower. For, the two-position
UOMMla, the temperAtures were such that the lower limit case
was 11for LC?', notqIj uaeap rupture.

2. Au an estimate of *Iveragti life. use two' times the lower
renge life.

* ~3. As an*tmt fuprrahge of life, use 10 times the
lower rangoe )life.,

* (U) Th,#*4, L4mitas, which,'the LCY test data should fall within, are shown

in figure 179. 'The actual t~st data f rom Lhe LCY' test sire also shown on

tbis figure az IOet~n ,tVittl'Pin the acceptable predicted scattler of test data
It ehouid ,ob noted that there are no published data for reduction of
area (required to detormiae ductility for the Manson equation) for thin
sheet metal'. pw6 labo~ratory tests indicated values around 20% to 30%
and werea used to 'establ'ish the, limits shown in Figure 1.79.

(C) The puIrpose ýpf.the thermal fatigue investigation was to develop a
method to sim'ulate in the laboratory the nozzle thermal stress that would
occur during .actu4 noxzle firiags. The theoretical nozzle temperatures
to, be obtair~ed witih the corrugated inside diameter design were: (1) cor-

*rugetioo crown temperaturo to be 20600R; (2) resistance weld at the valley
temperstuze to be 18000R to l9UOJOR; and (3) center of the cold side tem-
pereture tQ be 1501ýe. These conditions exist at the coolant inlei to
the nozzle and produce the maximum temperature difference from cold side

* .to crown in the nozzle.
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(U) Figure 179. Strain vs Cycle Life for DFC 68256
Inconel 625 (AMS 5599)

(1) Flat Sample Tests

(U) Corrugated segments of the configuration shown in Figure 180 were used
for the initial investigation of heating and cooling techniques. The
heat was supplied with a portable quartz lamp unit producing 75 watts
per square inch. The flat side of the specimen was first air-cooled and
then water-cooled by suspending it in a water bath. One of the specimens
had a 1/8 inch coating of Rockide applied to the flat side of the resistance
weld area and the center of the cold side exposed.

A-

0"25

5.000-

Weld
Both Sides

Ref
Section A-A

(U) Figure 180. Initial Thermal Fatigue Sample FD 25324
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(U) The data from these tests, shown in Figures 181 through 184, shiwed
that different heating and cooling methods were required to obtain Ithecorrect temperature difference.

(2) Finned Sample Tests

(U) Thermal fatigue specimens of the configuration shown in Figure 185
were constructed to evaluate cooling with copper fins (0.040-inch thick).
Co~i1derabte tFme va3ýr!-4 davelopF¶m sit induction coil geometry that
would give a broad hesting pattern ocirosi the, corrugated samples. Finally,
the twin-coil configuration, which is shown in Figure 186, vat developed
and testing begun. The first tests were run witb the copper fins suspended
in liquitd nitrogen. Adciitional. tests were made with prechilled helium
gas flowing through the corrugations, but no liquid nitrogen on the fins.
The final tests were run with prechilled helium and the cooling fins in
liquid nitrogen. The best results were obtained'with the cooling fins
in liquid nitrogen and no helium coolient (16250 AT). The test results
are shown in Figure 187.

'AA

T11

4 I T34~.sa

(U) Figure 181. 4T Investigation DFC 63252
With Air-Cooled
Back
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(U) Fi gure 184. AT ,Irwestigatior& With DFC 68255

Water-Cooled Back %n4

In~ulated Weld Joint

C/C ThemiocoupIo Wira
Ceram~ic Insulitod Where It
E~ntersn Corruation

A

Silver Sle

*0060 Copper I
___ ______ 0.040 7 .1

Sect ion AA

(U) Figu~re 185. Thermal Fatigue Sazrple With FD 25325
Cooling Fine
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(U) Figure 186. Thermal Fatigue Cycling Setup FD 24996
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(3) Evaluation of Cooling Fin Thickness

(U) When it was determined that a corrugated sample with copper cooling
fins would best simulate engine conditions, the next step was to optimize
the thickness of cooling fins. Rather than waste 43rrusated specimens,
flat sheets of 0.0165-inch thick Inconel 625 (AMS 5599) the same size asi
the specimen were used and different thickness copper fins were brazed on
the plate. Tha thickness ranged from 0.040 to 0.125 inch. The resu.ts of
these teats are shown in Figure 188.

(U) A, 0.250-inch thick cooling fin was brazed on a ý,orrugated sample and
compgr,;d to a Q.060-inch thick finned sample. These results are also
shown in Figure 188. The results shown the optimum cooling fin thickness
to be 0.065 inch.

Induction

ColThickneoo T1 (1) T2 :ET A T
T2 T1  0.0166

0.040 2006 790 1292

00066 v21ý10 410 1700~-

Thickness (T Copper 0,125 209C 4.16 1654

T

0065 2150 1600 320 11130 .-

(Both Jides)
0.250 2105 1696 30B 1713

() Figure 188. Cooling Fin Thickness Test FDC 25327

Results

(4) Corrugated Can Configuration

(U) A corrugated can configuration was tested in an attempt to obtain
the required temperature difference. A 4-inch diameter can, with cor-
rugations on the outside diameter and a manifold for flowing a coolant
in the corrugations, was constructed. A standard circular induction coil
was placed around the can and prechilled helium 1,;as used for the coolant.
The can was heated, then coolant flow was started. The results are
shown in Figure 189.

(U) The third test run with the oxyacetylene torch proved that the cold
side was being induction heated, and that this test r,thod could not be
used. To keep induction heating from occurrir.g in the corrugation, and
to assure heating with radiant heat, a n,,tal shield was used on the
fourth test. The cooldown time was too long (4 minutes) to makc this
test realistic, and good temperature gradients were not achieved.
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(U) Figure 189. Test Results of 4-inch FDC 25328A

Diameter Corrugated Can

(5) Line Resistance Heating Using the Proximity Effect

(U) Induction heating or flame heating in the laboratory appeared to heat
the crown of the corrugation higher than the valley. For this reason,
high frequency resistance heating, using the proximity effect, was in-
vestigated as a means of localizing the heat where required.

(U) This type of heating is a form of resistance heating (where the
current is passed through the material, causing the material to heat).
To control the path of the current in the specimen and, therefore, control
the heated areas, the proximity effect principle was used. This principle
states that if the high frequency alternating current being delivered to
resistance heat the piece of metal is passed through a lead that is run
parallel and very close to the metal surface, the return current in the

specimen will follow a path directly under the lead- The concentration
of the current under the lead is dependent upon the height of the lead
above the surface. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 190.

(U) The first test was run as illustrated in Figure 190. A flat sheet
0.016-inch thick and 10-inch long was heateC. Thf2 distance, d, between
loops was varied to determine how close the woops could be spaced and
still have effective line heating under 1004 of the lead-in. At d = 0.500 inch,
the sy.zLem line heated, but at d = 0.400 inch, the current cook a straight
1lne between the inlet and discharge post.

(W) The second test was run with another thermal fatigue spiaimen and L;1e
1jný1 heater saL up as shown in. figure 191. The copnea lead- was insulat-ec

'the specimen by coating the copper with Rockide- With c',e cooling

fitos in liquid nitrogen, the test was run and results obtained as shown
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in Figure 192, The temperature difference between reststance weld
and cooling fins was less than 1000", anu the welds were hotter than
the craoWr of the corrugations. In an effort to inc'eaee the tempera-
t'are difference, the lead-in coil was raised by placing 1/16 inch
ceramic spacers between coil and specimen. This decreased the tempe'ra-
ture difference even more, as shown in Figure 192. Thi. type of heat-

ling was discontinued benause of temperature difference 'i.mitations and
also the difficulty in attaching and spacing the coil trom the specimen.

Current -a (High

S~~Mo.aI To Be iH leatedo --- Current in Metal S.0 Current Out
IteatedWill Follow Path Directly Cr

Unde.r Input Lead

Current In Current Out

(U) Figure 190. Line Resistance Heating Using F) 25329
Proximity Effect

k;Upper
Braze + Elec•

- ""• ''" • JoJoin

Braz~e
J~nnt

Plastic Hose X Thermal Specimen
for Coolant Flow

A

~-~----------~- -Sect~ion A-A

A--,

(U) Figure 191. Line Heater Assembly FD 25330
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(U) Figure 192. Line Heating Test Re~ulto FPC 25 31A

d. Evaluation of Final Design Thermal FatigUe Spgmifen

(U) Using the data previously obtained, five thermol fatigue specImenx•,
as shown in Figure 193, were designed and procured. Thes•e specimens
were used to determine the final cnnditions for low cycle fatigue tests.

S~~7.2W0:

Both Sides

1 70.6 1.640

2 Esach T/C Wires from Fins

I-..-1.490

_ _ 4.510
4.490

(U) Figure 193. Thermal Fatigue Sample FD 25332
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(0) The co rugatictis of the first specim~en nould not be pressurized.
The cooling fins were ininersod irn liquid nitrogen and the induction
heater pattern Set.. 'the induction ccil was set 0.160 to.O.180 inch
above the crown of the corrugation and the Induction heat power setting
pt.acd at 10% to 12%. The desired temperatures and• those obtained on
the ficrst test are shown in Figure 194.

T I (OR) T 2 (OR) T (OR)

Desired 2060 1800 to 1900 160

Actual 2060 1820 300

(U) Figure 194. Initial Test Temperatures

(U) The crown temperature (Tl) was read from a thermocouple attached at
that point and from an optical pyrometer. The thermocouple wires were
attached to the crown for these first tests so that optical pyrometer
emmisivity settings could be checked and calibrated.

(U) The automatic timer was set to produce a 20-second heating cycle and
a 21-second cooldown cycle. The heating cycle is 3hown in Figure 195,
which is a reproduction of the visicorder tape on these firnt tests.
These times were sufficient to let all temperatures reach steady-state
before the next cycle began.

Co•ldtiom Cooling Pins in L14,
No Prewre in Cornlrtions
ilAuiton Coil 0eo to 0.2?O1in.

Above Cron * Corrugation
Induction CoO Power Sotting at 10•

Ts - 2060 HeatingVem -20ar

Cooling Time - 21 ikc

N__T 1774%R

7T.a 30b'R

T- T, - 19M T2 - I7IWR

0.006-in. thk P3~ - 006uR
Incone! V9 CAMS 55991-- 0,C in. thk

. Inconol 621$
T5- 3001 (Ald 306W

+ 20 Sec.ndo, After Induction

Heater Was Torned On T4 - 3061
-0.062 in. Copper

T4 a 1770'R Cooling Fine

(U) Figure 195. Visicorder Tape of Heating FDC 25333A
Cvclr Tests
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(C) The :f.iLt spelmen completed 100 cycles Ind was tiler) exomined. Ther",Il
fat igu crc.us wne's vtsible in all four corrugat."on,, ascshown In FiguLre 19b,
and appoared to have occurred early in the IN0 cycles. Because this
specimen was not pressurizfd, the exact number of cycles at times of
failure could niot. be deterinl.ed. The fai1ed aroa was sectioned and
photographs were taken Ftgksre 197 shows proe stde of the crack In the
0.005-inch thick .tuconel 625 (AMS 5599) prLor I:o etching, It clearly
shows the hairge numher iof fatigue cracks in the area azound the fatlure.
Figure 198 shows the same failed area after etching, with the oxide btildup
on the surface and in the cracks. Contamination of the grain bou*ndaria
.s. a).So visible. The ovidatton ie more severe in thLs instance iecause
the specimlen was cycled many 0.(oes after the fallure had occurred.

(C) The se.-ond spectmen was assembled to allow pres~uri.atiron of the
passages ap shown in Figure 186. The 2060'R crown tenwperature point
with the cooling fins Ln liquid nttragen was repeated with this spec.imen
with the corrugatiotis pressurized to 80 psi , One corrugation failed
after 24 cycles; another failed at 45 cycles.

ý(U) Figure 196. Initial Thermal L, tgue FM 2576"
Specimen and Enlarged' view
S ýjCt,!iY vn Ttjor ing 1 Fn t i S~w
Fractures
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(U) Figure 197. Crack in 0.005-inch Thick FM 24964
Inconel 625 (AMS 5599) Before
Etching (SOOX Magnification)

(U) Figure 198. Crack in 0.005-inch Thick FM 24964

Inconel 625 (1Q45 5599) After

Etching (500Y. Magnification)
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(C) Up to this point, the temperatures strived for were the predicted engine
conditions. The test samples were then investigated to determine how the
addition of the copper fin to the cold side affected the strain simulation.
The increase in strength and stiLffness from adding the large copper fin cross-
sectional area allowed only a negligible strain on the cold side caused
by the mismatch force. Therefore, a smaller temperature differential
could be used to produce the expected hit side strain. Although the
nozzle would have a 2060°R hot side and a 150°R cold side, the finned
specimens only need a 2060°R hot side and 560°R cold side to produce the
same hot side strain.

(C) Three more specimens were run, setting temperatures as close to the
desired level as possible. The results of these tests are shown in
Table XXI. With the crown temperature 2060 0 R, the cold side became
1000 hotter than desired. Therefore, to produce the required hut side
strain, the crown temperature was raised l00OR on the final series of
tests. A photograph of the specimen being run at these final conditions
is shown in Figure 199.

e. Thermal Fatigue Testing

(1) Specimen Configuration

(U) The final specimens were assembled as shown in Figure 200. The 0.005
in. thick corrugations were cut from the corrugated panels. These panels
were struck on the new die set, annealed in a hydrogen atmosphere at
1875OF ± 250 for 30 minutes, and restruck to bring them to within 10% of
the designed configuration. The base sheet was 0.010 inch thick. The cop-
per fins were furnace-brazed at a temperature of 1475"F to 15000 F. This
temperature was required because the copper forms an eutectic with the
silver braze and lowers the melting point of the silver. The first two
assemblies through the furnace braze cycle lost their fins when run in
the thermal fatigue rig. The copper used for these assemblies was found
to be not oxygen-free, which caused voids in the braze when the oxygencombined with the purge hydrogen to form a water vapor at the interface

of the copper and the Inconel 625 (AMS 5599). New oxiygen-free copper fins
were made and used on later assemblies. The final assemblies are shown in
Figure 201, 202, and 203.

(2) Instrumentation

(U) A 1/16 in. diameter shielded copper/conitantan thermocouple wire with
a closed end was attached to the two center cooling fins. The tip of the
wire was brazed into the silver braze joint at the same time the fin joint
was being furnace-brazed. The chromel/alumel thermocouple wires for read-
ing valley temperature were attached in the Materials Development Laboratory.
The crown temperature was read using the optical pyrometer.
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(U) Figore 199. Specimen Being Tested at FE 76618
Final Conditions~

0

Sl~ver-Lead Ends p silver.Lead All Around
of Corrugations to to Seal Pressure Supply
Facilitate Prespurizinig Manifold

Corrugations 
to 8 s

2 eT/C Wires from Fins Lach Fin Must be on the
Corrugation Centerline ±0.0101
ior Full 4.500 Length-

(U) Figure 200. Final Thermal Fatigue FD 25334
Specimen Configuration
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C-M

(U) Figure 201. Thermal Fatigue Specimen Final FE 76594
Assembly (Top View)

(U) Figure 202. Thermal Fatigue Specimen Final FE,76592
Assembly (S.Lde View)
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(U1) Figure 203. `Ther~mal Fa'tigu'e Specimeti FIE 76593
, vi.nal As sernly (Bottoni V ie

(3) Fatigue Testing

(a) Peak Engine Condition Tests

(C) The following are the adjusted tempe-raturec r~eý,-essary to simulate

the predicted hot side straib. at peak eanine, condiitions'.1

Crown tem'perature -2160OR

Valley temperature -2160OR

Fin Joint Temperature -660"I~

300 thermal cycles required

(U) Specimens No. i and 2 were set to run at these temperature conditions,
but voids in the braze weakened the joinLs so that the joints failed when
a small strain was applied and the cooling" fins broke off before the
conditions could be set.

(C~) gpý,cimpn No. I h~d onp fin break loomic, but continued until the
corrugation failed at 36 cycles. Number 4 ran 25 cycles at these conditions
and then all the fins separated at the braze joint. Specimens No. 4 and
5 com~pleted 30 cycles before corrugation thermal fatigue failure occurred.
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(b) Determination of Crown Temperature for Required Life

(C) The No. 6 specimen was run at 1660 0 R crown temperature and 650OR
cold side. The specimen ran 1300 cycles without failing. The test was
stopped because the specimen far exceeded the required life.

(C) The crown temperature was raised to 1860 0 R, and three specimens were
cycled at this level. They ran 136 cycles, 189 cycles, and 137 cycles,
respectively, before failing (154 cycle average). The test was repeated
at 186 0 *R in an argon atmosphere. This test was to determine if excessive
oxidation of the surface was causing early failures. The specimen was
cycled 200 times prior to failure. This increase of l1 cycles over the
prior maximum was not considered sufficient to continue testing in argon.

(C) The crown temperature was lowered to 1760OR with a cold side
tempera-ure cf 660OR and three tests were performed. The first specimen
completed 350 cycles a.ad failed in the thermocouple tack weld. The tack
was made too close to the corrugation and had missed the resistance
iweld bead. The last two tested completed 680 and 441 cycles with failures
occurring in the resistance welds in both cases and a small leak occurring
nex-t to the cooling fin in the cold side of the 680-cycle specimen.

(C) All the resu1 ts of the thermal fatigue tests of the configuration
shown in Figure 200 are plotted in Figure 204. Figure 204 tndicates that
for a sample with O.005-inch thick corrugation and 0.010-inch thick flat
sheet, 1580*R is the maximum AT for a fatigue life of 300 cycles. The
cold side temperatures on all of these tests stayed within the range of
660OR ± 100

(4) Configurations Change and Associated Cycle Life

(a) 0.010 in. Thick Corrugation

(U) Six specimens were tabricated with 0.010 inch thick corrugated sheet.
The specimens were identical to the assembly illustrated in Figure 200,
.Axcept for the corrugation thickness.

(C) The first specimen was run at 1860OR crown temperature arnd 660OR
cold side temperature. The test was stopped at 1100 cycles without a
failure. The crown temperature was increased to 2160OR on the second
specimen and the cold side temperature set at 674 0 R. The specimen failed
after 115 cycles, and a photograph of the failed corrugation is shown
in Figure 205. These two tests bracketed the required 300 cycles.

(C) Two specimens were run at 2010OR crown temperature and 670OR cold
side. The cycle life was 295 and 281 cycles. The temperature was dropped
LU 1910 R on the next spccimen and cycle lifp incrPnerd to 960 cycleso
A photograph of this failure is shown in Figure 206.
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CONFDENTIAL

1060

ý%Gc i0c ha

0 12

o0 065

1400 1I

Ii IIIU

IN

U1008K

1000

MOFIENTMAL
90(), 175~ 20 - -300 400 560P M0 700 30 'no

CYCI.S LM I

(U) Figure 204. 4T vs Cycle Life for 0.005-inch DFC 65303
Thick Corrugations

(C) Figure 205. Photograph ol: Failed Co~rruga- FE 77547
tion With Crown Temperature
at 2160OR
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(C) Figure 206. Photograph of Failed Corruga- FE i7524
tion With Crown 1pniperatur .
at 1910OR

(C) These five tests proved that by increasing the thickness of the
corrugated sheet from 0.005 to 0.010 in., the maximum allowable crown
temperature for a 300-cycle thermal fatigue life could be increased from
1780 0 R to approximately 2000'R.

(C) The last specimen was cycled at 1910 0 R, but with the cooling fins in
liquid nitrogen. The cold side temperature stabilized at 219 0 R, giving
a WT of 1691 Rankine degreen. These conditions were set to determine
what effect an increase in strain at a constant hot wall temperature
would have on cycle life. The specimen failed at 441 cycles. Therefore,
a 34% increase in strain caused a 52% loss of thermal fatigue cycle life.

(U) It should be noted that the strain obtained with the fins in liquid
nitrogen is greater than a predicted nozzle strain, and, therefore, the
test was more severe than required.

(b) Inconel 625 (AMS 5599) Cooling Fins

(U) Two thermal fatigue specimens were constructed with the cooling fins
made of Inconel 625 (AMS 5599). The rest of the assembly was identical
to the configuration in Figure 200, with the corrugation and flat side
0.005-inch and 0.010-inch thick, respectively.
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(U) The purpose of these specimen tests was to Jetermine if assembling
and furnace-brazing corrugated sheets, flat bezk sheets, and cooling
fins (all of the same materia'k), would reduce the stresses built into
the specimen prior to fati.gue testing and, therefore, increase fatigue
life.

(U) The corrugation croum estarted to ripple as soon as heat was applied
to the first specimen. While the crown heating pattern was being adjusted,
the specimen failed. The crown had rippled so severely that it had torn
the 0.005-inch material next to the resistance weld.

(U) The second specimAnn was mounted and heat applied. The heating
pattern was being adjusted when it was noticed that the outside cooling
fin was beginniu& to separate from the 0.010-inch thick sheet at the braze
joint. Before the heating pattern could be adjusted, all the fins had
broken loose halfway across, thus relieving the crown stresses and
causing the part to overheat. Eutectic braze joints were formed on
these two samples. usiing pure uilveL juintt, wv.%Ad probably eliminate
joint problems, These were the only specimens available of this coafig-
uration, and production of more samples would havo, delayed the completion
of thermal testing. Therefore, it was decided to eliminate further
studies of this design.

(5) Thermal Fatigue Summary

(C) The following data si.znbrize the thermal fatigue testing of nozzle
design specimens:

1. Fatigue life at design conditions (Tcrown = 2160OR with VJC.30R
cold side):

a. 0.005-inch thick corrugation - 30 cycles

b. 0.010-inch thick corrugation - 110 cycles

c. Required nozzle life - 300 cycles

2. Corrugation hot side tenrapratuves that gave 300 cycles:

a. 0.005-inch thick corrugation - 1780OR

b. 0.010-Inch thick corrugation - 2000OR

c. Desigred nov,71e temperature - 2160OR with 660OR cold
side temperature

All the test data are summarized in Table XXII. The total strain for
each of these tests has been plotted against cycle life and is shown in
Figure 207. The strain was calculated using the following formula:

(total mShot (Thot - 70) + %,cold (70 - Tcold)

where:

etotal - Total strain (in./in.)

ahot - Coefficient of thermal expansion in in./OR

accld - Coefficient of thermal expansion in in./OR
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hot -Corrugation crown temperature in OR

Tcold - Cooling fin temperature in OR

These tast data are compared with the total strain data from the RL10
nozzle tube fatigue tests and are also plotted on the strain vs life
curve. An op,,rating hot wall temperature of 19100 R. has been selected
for tVe design t •he demonstrator engine two-.position nozzle.

141'4 C.14 W.'11)

(Ale -la 1 0vL1 6

NP

(U) Figure 207. Thermal Fatigue oi Inconel 625 DFC 65305
(AS5599) Tube vs Corrugated

w
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E. CONTROL.S COMPONENT TESTS

t. Main C'hamber Oxidizcr Valve

a. Introduc tion

(U) The main chamber oxidizer valve was tested during Phase 1 (Con-
tract AF04(611)-11401). Eight builds of valve F-33466 and five builds
of valve F-35106 were tested. This testing indicated that the disk seal

required redesign to attain the 10 sccs shutoff leakage goal established
for this valve. In addition, rotary shaft lip seals were developed that
required valvw design revisions to optimize the seal application to the
valve.

b. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

(I) Summary

(U) During this report period, design, procurement, and endurance testing

of four main chamber oxidizer valve shutoff seal candtdate configurations were

completed. The shutoff seal candidates were; (1) the iooseleaf Kapton

F-FEP Teflon seal; (2) the ,ilier-plated hoop seal; (3) the strap-actuated

seal, and (4) the cam-d(.tuatet seal. All seals were tested at cryogenic
conditions. None if the seals met the leakage requirements throughout
the cryogenic tests; however, the silver-plated hoop seal and the cam-
actuated seal test results indicated that additional development potential
existed for both. (See Section V-J for additional. tests.) Attempts to
replate the hoop seal indicated a need for improved access to the ins idt
of the seal for cleaning purposes, and improved plating procedures. Tie
cam-actuated seal element failed during the test, indicating a need for
improved support and a more flexible seal material. The shaft lip seal
support housing designs were revised and two seal thicknesses were tested.
A seal laminate of three layers of 0.005 inch Kapton F and one layer of

0.005 inch FEP Teflon bearing on the shaft gave satisfactory results.

(2) Conclusions

(U) i. The silver-plated hoop seal and the cam.-actuated seal
designs were considered to be acceptable shutoff seals for
continued development for the canted shaft butterfly valve.

(U) 2. The strap-actuated and looseleaf shutoff seals did not

appear to warrant further effort.

(U) 3. Laminated Kapton-Teflon lip seals met the leakage and

durability goals and were recommended for this application.

(3) Recommendations

(U) 1. Continue deveelopment of the hoop seal to improve manufacturing
methods and cleaning capebility.

(U) 2. Continue development of the ,-. -actuated seal to improve
durability.
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C. Hardware l)escription

(U) The main chamber oxidizer valve was designed and fabricated duriig
Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401). It wA designed to control the over-
all engine oxidizer-to-fuel weight ratio by regulating the flow of oxidizer
to the main burner injector. The valve is positicned by a rotary servo-
actuator as a function of the engine thrust ievel and the scheduled mix-
ture rati o.

(U) The main chamber oxidizer valve is located upstream of the main
burner injector, The valve is a butterfly type and incorporates a shut-
off seal for the oxidizer flow to the main burnIer injector. To accomodate
this shutoff feature, a canted shaft with integral disk was selected so
that an uninterrupted disk sealing surface would be provided. Incorpora-
tion of the shutoff seal in this valve eliminates the need for a separate
shutoff valve between the main chamber oxidizer valve and the main
burner injector.

(U) The canted shaft arrangement requires a split main housing for
assembling the valve. Widely spaced double roller bearings are incor-
porated to take the loads produced by the maximum valve pressure drop.
Shaft thrust bearings are required to restrain the shaft against the
flow-pressure thrust loads resulting from the canted shaft. These flow
loads are minimized by partially pressure balancing the shaft to oppose
them. The valve configuration at the end of Phase I (Con-
tract AF04(611)-11401) is shown in Figure 208.

d. Facilities

(C) Testing was conducted in the B-22 test stand shown in Figure 209.
For environmental endurance tests, the valves were mounted in the stand
and instrumented as shown schema'tically in Figure 210. The tests were
performed by submerging the valve in liquid nitrogen or liquid argon and
pressurizing with nitrogen to internal pressures of 50 to 6000 psig.

The valves were cycled at these conditions and valve seal leakages were
measured periodically. For the later tests, liquid argon was selected
for the cryogenic bath to ensure that all of the nitrogen leakage vapor-
ized at the valve external ambient pressure. This allows satisfactory
steady-state leakage measurement accuracy for all data points. Leakages
of 0.14 to 5200 secs were measured by a series of gaseous nitrogen flow-

rates. Lower leakages were measured by positive displacement leak detectors.
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Low-Pressure Vent

4 , Thrust Bearings
Roller Bearin~gs

(U) iguer20voactuCamber Oxiize Inaegre Valve38
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(U) Figure 209. B-22 Cryogcenic Static Cycle F*C 13799
Test Stand

MO0VPPWI

MOVOPI

MOVITNMOVOT1

Header Descri~ption

MOVIT) MCOV Inlet Temperature
MOVIPI MCOV Inlet Pressure
MOVOPI MCOV Outlet Pressure INOII LN2 Container
MOVPPI MCOV Position2
MOVOTAIMCOV Outlet Temperature

(U) Fig',ire 210J. Main Chamber Oxidizer Valve FD 23066A
Irias rume~ixLation Szhemtic
(B-22 Stand)
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e. Tosting

(1) Valve F-33466-guild No. 9

(U) Main chamber oxidizer valve F-33466-9 incorporated the following
sealing configurations:

1. A Looseleaf (OD bonded) Kapton F-FEP Teflon disk seal was
used (O05-inch thick sheets Inr' alter-nate layers). Aii
Inconel ring loaded each outside Kapton F layer against
the housing faces to prevent leakage around the seal.
Figure 211 sbows the shutoff seal. configuratton.

2. A primary lip seal of laminated Kapton F (two layers)
and flP Teflon (one layer next to shaft) of 0,015-in.
total t'Ycknees w*% uied. The lip seal retainer WOa
modified to mate with the thinner lip seal.

3. An :v-erted V-ring center flange static seal assembly
that loaded the 0.015-inch thick laminated Kapton F
static seals was used.

4. The primarj shaft seal housing was modified to isolete
static ,eal leakage from the primary lip seal leakage.
A verit pabsage was added to th, valve inlet housing to
conduct this leakage overboard.

//

(U) Figure 211. Laminated Kapton Shutoff Seal FD 25481
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(C) The disk seal leakage at 50 paid was 3 accas G2 with the valve at
ambient tompermturs, and the torque required to rotate the valve shaft
was as follows:

Rotation out of disk soal 125 in.-lb
Cloekwise and counterclockwise rotation 15 to 20 in.-.b
Rotation into disk seal 200 in.-lb

(C) The valve was mounted in the B-22 test btand for an environmental
endurance and leakage test; 5000 partial stroke actuation cycles, 250
shutoff cycles, and 153 pressure cycles were performed. Leakager from
the primary IJp seal, disk seal, pritmary shaft seal housing, and the
main housing center flange primary static seal are shown in Figure 212.
The maximum bearing cover primary static seal leakage was 75.5 secs and
the maximum inlet flange trapped Teflon primary static seal leakage was
1.9 scca. The outlet flange primary 0-ring static seal vent was capped
after 2500 actuation cycles and 125 shutoff cycles due to excessive
leakage. The secondary and vent shaft seal leakages remained less than

e.4 sccs throughout the test.

(U) The valve was removed from the B-22 test stand when the outlet flange
static seal leakage exceeded the stand limit. The torque required to
rotete the valve shaft at ambient temperature was as follows:

Rotation out of disk seal 85 in.-lb
Clockwise and counterclockwise rotation 10 in.-lb
Rotation into the disk seal 90 in.-lb

(U) Dicassembly of the valve revealed the following:

1. The primary lip seal was in good condition with
negligible wear.

2. A section of the disk seal had failed as shown in Figure 213
and was found in the outlet housing. One dink seal axial
support ring was bent as shown in Figure 214.

3. The shaft disk outside diameter was scored where it con-
tacted the bent support ring.

4. Contamination particles were imbedded in the Teflon coating
of the outlet flange primary O-ring static seal.
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(U) Figure 213. Failed Portion of Disk Seal FE 74152
After Test

(U) Figure 214. Disk Seal Axial Supporting FE 74153

Ring After Test

(2) Valve F-35106-Build No. 6

(U) Main chamber oxidizer valve F-35106-6 incorporated the following
sealing configurations:

1. A silver-plated hoop disk seal with a 0.011-inch tight fit
on the disk. (See Figure 215.) The disk seal was installed
on the shaft disk in the closed position by heating the seal
to approximately 250OF and cooling the disk in liquid nitrogen.

2. The Inconel 718 (AMS 5663) disk sealing surface was 0.090-

inch wide with a 5,microfinish.

3. The revised shaft lip seal design as shown in Figure 216.
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4. 0,019-inch thick lamitiotad Kapton F (3 layors) and FE? Teflon~
(I'layer next to shaft, primiary #nd secondary shait lip se&ls.

54. A trcl~pedi 0.010-inch thick laminated Kapton prinwry in,4st
fl~ange static goal.

(U) Figure ^415. Hoop Shutoff Seal FD 24949A

(U) Figure 216. Lip Seal Package FD 24852
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(C) The valve was mounted in the B-2k test stand for an environmental
endurance and leakage test; 10,000 partial stroke actuationl cycles,
600 shutoff cycles, and 500 pressur- cycles were completed. This
endurance test was conducted with the valve submerged in liquid nitrogen.

(U) Indicated disk seal leakage was somewhat unstable and varied with
time as shown in Figure 217. The measurements were apparently affected
by variationq in vent line vaporization rates due to both variable flow
ratos and cooiLig bath levels. The values shown on Figure 218 are the
final readings taken at each point. After the endurance test was com-
pleted, an additional 100 shutoff cycleas were performed using helium
as the pressurizing and leakage test fluid to improve stability. During
these tests, the valve position fok minimum leakage was found to be
3.2 degrees from the full closed poivtion. The test rebults using helium
as the pressurizing medium and with the valve at 3.2 degrees opeL, are
shown in Figure 21,9.

lea c .)Ft v U' ý .5,. Tamoers£,vo

1W0

jk~ wr*-Le -fe.1,0 CC

UPW', !"rV..UriX Ait£ f 10,500 Cycles

0.2-
S TtI t. 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20

TIM - wint

(U) Figure 217. Hoop-Type Disk Seal Leakage DFC 65061
vs Time, Rig F-35106-6
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(U) Figure 219. Hoop-Type Disk Seal. Leakage vs DFC 65063
Total Cycles~, Rig F-35106-6

(C) No m2echanical malfunctions were observed during the test. The
thrust bearing cap primary static seal leaked excessively at pressures
above 2000 psig. The vent was copped after 2625 actuation cycles.
The primary and secondary shaft seal and static seal leakages during
the test are shown in Figure 220.

(U) Prior to disassembly, the ambient temperature disk seal. leakage
at 50 paid GN2 was 1,.33 scce with the disk positioned at 3.2 degrees
from the closed position. At the closed position the leakage was 4.5
scca. No othet seal leakage was evident.

(U) Disassembly of the valve revealed no significant parts deterioration
The disk seal showed some wear on the silver-plated hoop Real surface
as shown in Figure 22!.. The shaft disk sealing surface is shown in
Figure 222. Seal-to-disk fit was 0.0035 tight. All other parts were
in excellent condition.
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(U) Figure 22]. Hoop Seal Surface After Test, FE 77114
Rig F-35106-6

(U) Figure 222. Shaft Disk Surface After Test, FE 77111

Rig P-35106-6

(3) Vnlvý? F-33466-Build No. 1.0

(U) M~aini chamber oxidizer valve F-33466-10 incorj~orated the following
modifinations from the previous build.

1.. A silver-plated and Teflon primer~ coated 0.3)O5-inch thick
Inconel X (AMS 5598) seal clement, as shown in Figure 223,
was used for the dish seal. The seai element was contracted
against the disk surface by a shaft lug and circumferential
strap. A 0.Ol2-incIh shim was usod to adju'st the seal load.
Ambient seal leattage was I sccs at 50 psid of GN2 ptiLcr to
cryogenic test. rigure 224 shows the shutoff seal cortiffiara-
ti.on.
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2. A seal actuating lug w•s wilded to the shaft. The disk
had a flat (cylindrical) sealing surface 0.090 inch wide
with an 11 micro inch surface finish.

3. The revised shaft lip seal package design used is shown
in Figure 216.

4. A laminated seal of Kapton-F (3 layers) and PEP Teflon
(1 layer next to shaft) was used for the primary shaft
lip seal. The total thickness of this lip seal was
0.019 inch,

5. A trapped 0.020-inch thick laminated Kapton-F seal was

used for the inlet flange static seal.

6. An Inconel X (AMS 5667) inverted U-ring center flangO static
seal assembly was used for the center flange static seal.
It loaded two 0.015-inch thick laminated Kapton-F seals.

7. A Teflon-coated Omega-shape design, which incorporated
an assembly preload spacer and was pressure encrgizod to
follow flange deflection during operation, was used for
the discharge flange static seal.

8. A rotary hydraulic bervoactuator was used.

OAM! in

(LO Figure 223. Shutoff Saal Prior to Test, FD 24858
Rtg F-33466-10
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(U) Figure 224. Strap-Actuated Shlutoff Seal FD 24851A

(C) The valve was mounted in the B-22 test stand for an environmental
leakage and endurance test; 10,000 partial stroke ectuation cycles,
500 shutoff cycles and 500 pressure cycles wece completed. This endur-
ance test was conducted with the valve submerged in liquid Argon.

(U) Liquid nitrogen boiloff at %he start of each measurement point re-
sulted in indicated disk seal leakage variation with time as shown in
Figure 225. The values shown in Figure 226 are the final readings taken
at each set point. An ambient temperature GN2 purge to the discharge
housing prior to each disk seal leakage measurement point was apparently
only partially effective in removing the liquid nitrogen that had accumu-
lated in the housing.

(C) No mechanical malfunctions were observed during the test. The thrust
bearing cap and shaft seal housing static seals leaked excessively at
pressures above 1200 psid. The vents were capped after 2625 actuation
cycles. The primary and secondary shaft seal leakage is shown in Fig-
ure 227. The static seal leakages are shown in Figure 228.

(U) Prior to disassembly, the following ambient temperature seal leakages
were measured at 50 psid GN2 :

Disk Seal 0.80 secs
Shaft Primary Static Seal 0.0059 sces
DischArge Static Seal 0.0182 sccs

No leakage was detected at the other seals.

(U) Disassembly of the valve revealed the following,

1. A glycol base oil was found on the inlet surface of the disk.
(See Figure 229.) The same type of.1 was subsequently fouvd
in a line used for the valve pressure check just prior to
teardown. 30
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2, The disk seal uas in good condition. The Teflon primer
wes worn throogh in two local areas of the *eal surface.
These conditions are shown in Figures 230 and 231.

3, The shaft dick had minor seal surface scratches, 4nd
Figure 232 shows a typital dimk soal surface condiLLon.

4. All other parts were in. ecellsnt condCtion as shown in
F igure 233.

* V.1w. l' SLt. *I g,..

sat V4•wt&4 st .Lqlu
AtrVM To~Skwq

too

0 ON2 C•'w~,,,tt,.4 aelore Cyclat

CO I S .. _S •

e~ ~ ~ M $ min5 •O ZS

(U) Figure 2'25. Strap-Actuated Disk Seal DFC 64959
Leakage vs Time,
Rig F-33466-10
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(U) Figure 229. Glycol. Conttamination on Inlet FE 77 8413
Side of Disk,, Rig F-33466-10
(Disk is 2.990 'inches in Diameter)

0.800in.

Ma7W

(U) Figure 230. Shutoff Seal After Endur- FD 24853
ance Test, Rig F-33466-10
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(U) Figure 231. Shutbff Seal. After Endur- FD 24854
ance Test,.Rtg 0-31460-10

(U) Figure 232. Disk Seal Sur~face Af ter Endur- FD 24856
ance Test, Rig F-33466-10O
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Ringj sum Ring

(U) Figure 233. Strap Actuated Disk Seal, FD 24855
Rig F-33466-10

'(4) Valve F-35106 - Build No. 7

(U) Main chamber oxidizer valve F-35106-7 incorporated the ifollotwing
sealing configurations:

1. A Kel-F disk seal element contracted a~gai~ist the disk sur-
face by a cam-actuated tapered slip ring., (See Eigur 234'.)

2. A spherical chrome plated inconel 118 (AMlS 5663) disk 0041
surface with a 9.5 microfiniskb. The cam actu.ation lug was
electron beam welded to the shaft.

3. A trapped 0.020-linch thick laminated Kapton F primary
inlet flange static seal.

4. The center fGange static seal was an Inconel X (AMS 5667)
inverted U-ring stattic seal assembly that load~ed a portionA
,of the Kel-F seal element against the inlet housing and a

0.020-inch laminated Kapton-F seal against the discharge

5. The discharge flange static seal was a Teflon-coated4
omega-shaped design that incorporated an assembly preload
spacer and is pressure energized to follow flange def lec-
tions during operation.

6. The bearing cap static seal was 0.010-inch thick laminated
Kapton-F formed around the outside diaimeter-oi a rin~g.

(C) The valve was mounted in the B-22 test stand for an envirownental
endurance and leakage test, 10,000 partial stroke actuation cycl.es.' 500 f
shutoff cycles, and 260 pressure cycles were completed, The test was
conducted with the valve subnte~rged in~ liquid Argon..¶
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(U) Figure 234. Cam-Actuated Shutoff Seal, PD 24991
Rig F-35106-7

(U) The Disk seal leakage measurements varied with tifme as shown in Fig-
ure 235. The values. shown in Figure 236 are the final readings taken
at each set point. The disk seal leakage prior to pressure cycling was
less than 0.025 sccs. The seal failed during either pressure or actua-
tion cycling after 125 shutoff cycles and 2500 actuation cycles had been
completed satisfactorily.

(C) The test stand supply valve actuator failed after 250 pressure cycles
so the remainder of the programed 500 pressure cycles was not performed.

The discharge flange primary static seal leaked excessively above
1000 psig. Primary shaft seal leakage is shown in Figure 237 and static
seal leakages are ahown in Figure 238.

(U) Visual inspection of the disk seal prior to disassecably revealed
failure of the Kel-F seal element. Pieces of the seal were found in both
the inlet and the discharge housings. The seal condition after the test

is shown in Figure 239. Failure of the seal element at the edge of the

shaft cutout, as shown in Figure 240, appears to have been caused by either

a reverse differential pressure across the seal or seal drag during valve

opening after the pressure cycles. The possibility of excessive reverse
pressurization during pressure cycling existed because of valve inlet
and discharge cavity pressurizing line volume differences. The shaft
disk sealing surface is shown in Figure 241.
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(U) Figure 239. Disk Seal After Test, FE 78243
Rig F-35106-7

Figure 240. Area of Seal Element Failure FE 78241
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(U) Figure 241. Shaft Disk Sealing Surface FE 78242
After Test, Rig F-35106-7

(U) The diacharge static seal, which had been used in several test series
without recoating the seal surface prior to this build, had insufficient
contact load. All other parts were in excellent condition.

2. Preburner Oxidizer Valve

a. Introduction

(U) Lizring testing of the sleeve-type preburner oxidizer valve during
Phase I (Contract V1704(611)-11401), it was found that the wear character-
istics of the BeCu piston ringe on the chrome-coated main housing were not
acceptable. The objective, therefore, of this subtask was to investigate
improved 4urface coatingp and a pressure balanced piston ring design.

(U) A series of teats was conducted to obtain an improved surface coating
and a piston ring pressure balance study was made.

(U) Four cyclic endurance tests ware made to evaluate the design changes
on th6 wear characteristic4 of the piston rings operating at high dif-
fereptiai pressures.
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b. Sunrmary, Conclusiov~s, and Recommendations

(U) The wear results on all four configurations tested demonstrated
acceptable wear characteristics. The piston ring leakage on all four tests
was also acceptaLle. A variation in leakage observed between the teste
was prianrily because of variations in the fit between the piston ring and
housing. Strain gages were installed on the secondary 4leeve and actuator
shaft on RigS F-33458-7 and -1 to determine actuator loAds for balanced
and unbalanced piston ringb.

(U) As a result of the test program the following conclusions and recom-
mendations have been made:

1. Precision chrome coating has been seleeted for the pro-
burner oxidiner valve appl$catiou bectuse the plating
techniques are sufficiently developed. The application
of molybierwu-chromium will require further coordina-
tion vith an outside vendor or in-house plating shop
to produce consistent results. Further development of
molybdenum-chromium is recommended for extremely high
load application& where the wear characteristics of
precision chrome is not acceptable.

2. The balanced piston rings provided acceptable wear
characteristics and a reduction in actuation force as com-
pared to the unbalanced rings; however, further force re-
duction is desirable to minimize actuator power require-
ments.

c. Electrolytic Coating Investigation

(U) After it was discovered that the wear characteristics of the BeCu
piston rings on the chrome-coated main housing were not acceptable,
a program was initiated to develop and evaluate a weer resistant
electrolytic coating that would be superior under high loading stress
at cryogenic temperatures. A chromium-molybdenum alloy was considered
the chief candidate because reports had been made that small amounts
of molybdenum in chromium produce improvements in wear resistance.
Several preliminary tests were conducted to compare adhesion quality,
abrasive wear, surface characteristtcsa and corrosion resistance of
normal chrome plate to a chromium-molybdenum alloy. When chese tests
were completed, force-wear tests were conducted on all candidates to
determine the best wear resistAnt coating. The following paragraphs
generally outline the test procedures that were followed.

(1) Preliminary Tests

(U) Several stainless steel (AMS 5646) panels (about 3 in. x 3 in. x
0.25 in.) were plated on one side with chromium or chromium-molybdenum
alloy. The chromium-molybdenum alloy was electrolytically deposited
from a chromic acid bath into which about 3 ounces of molybdenum per gal-
lon of solutioa had been anodically dissolved. The cotmposition of each
panel was analyzed to determine the percentage of molybdenum in each
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deposit. It was found that the amount of molybdenum in the deposits
varied with plating conditions. Plating at 1.5 amperes per square inch
and 110 to 130*¥ yielded deposits containing about 1% molybdenum.

(U) Adhesion tests were then made. Holes (0.27-inch diameter) were
drillod from the unplatsd side to wLthin 0.06 inch of the plated surface.
A steel rod (0.25-inch diamoter) was then inserted in the hole and pros-
sure was applied until the rod was forced through the plating. An exam-
ination was made of the break area to find indications of adhesion quality.
Comparing the results (Figure 242) revealed that the chromium-molybdenum
alloy plate has the same adhesion to stainless steel (AMS 5646) as regular
chrome plate. Examination of low power magnifications of the pressed out
portions revealed that the crack pattern on the alloy plated surface was
finer and not as severe as on the regular chromium plated surface indica-
ting that the alloy plate was softer than the chromium plate.

3.9X Mognification 8.4X M mifiation

IX Msgnification

loX Magnification PAL 1S49

(U) Figure 242. Adhesion Tests of Chromium and FD 25271A
Chromium-Molybdenum Plating on
Stainless Steel (AMS 5646)

(U) Abrasive wear tests were then made of chromiumn and chromium-molybdenum
alloy deposits. A Taber Abraser Model 174 with a CS-10 Calibrase Wheel
was used to make these tests. The test results, which indicate the alloy
has about six times the abrasive wear resistance of chromium, are shown
in Table XXIII. Vrevious tests of the alloy in an amsler machine showed
an improvement of six to eight times over chromium plate.
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(U) Table XXIII. Taber Abraser Wear Testing of Chromium

and Chromium-Molybdenum Alloy Electroplate

Cycles to First Indication of Failure

Chromium Chromium-Molybdenum

4000 23,000
3000 19,000
4000 31,000

(U) Surface characteristics of both the chromium plate and the chromium-
molybdenum plate were then compared. Figure 243 shows magnified views
of stainless steel (OMS 5646) surface's after plating with both materials.
The characteristic heavy crack pattern noted on conventional chrome is
reduced substantially on the alloy.

Chromium Ciwmnuw•c4-xdum

, ,~

2aOX Magnification •

(U) Figure 243. Surface Characteristics of FD 25272A
Chromium and Chromium-Molybdenum
Plating on Stainless Steel
(AMS 5646)

(U) When the plating is conducted in a bath using ultrasonic energy, the
differences are more pronounced. By comparing the regular chromium and
chromium-molybdenum plates shown in Figure 243 with their counterparts
from a bath using ultrasonic energy shown in Figure 244, ultrasonic
plating results in: (1) a reduction in number and size of surface cracks
on the chromium plate, (2) elemination of cracks on the alloy plate, and
(3) a finer texture, expecially for the alloy. These results suggest
that plating in a bath using ultrasonic energy will result in denser de-
posits with corresponding better wear and corrosion characteristics.

(U) Corrosion resistance tests were then made with stainless steel (ANS 5646)
panels plated with 0.001 inch of either chromium or chromium-molybdenum
alloy. These samples were placed in a salt-spray test chamber for 250 hours.
As shown in Figure 245, rust spots were evident on the surface of the chro-
mium plate but no indicatioas of corrosion were noted on the alloy.
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cbraiumCbmm~ium.MoIybdenum

5.7X Magnification
(U) Figure 244. Surface Characteristic of FD 25273A

* Chromium and Chromium-MolyhIenum
Ultrasonic Plating on Stainjess
Steel (AMS 5646)

Chromium Chromium-Molybdenium

6.7X Magnification VL14

(U) Figure 245. Chromium and Chromium- FD 25274A
Molybdenum Plated Surfaces After
250 Hours of Salt Spray Testing

(U) The results of these preliminary tests clearly indicate that a chromium-
molybdenum alloy electrodeposit is generally superior to a conv'.ntional
chromium electrodeposit. Ultrasonic agitation used with the chromi~um-
molybdenum alloy plating appears to have mnerit in t~hat the deposits~ appear
to be free of cracks, denser, end more wear resistant.

(2) Force-Wear Tests

(U) Force-wear tests were required to screen the candidates for the pre-
burner oxidizer valve. The Materials Developmotnt Laboratory (MDI.)
coefficient of friction machine, shown in Figure 246, was adapted to
enable the disk and rider specimens to be inwnerssd in liquid nitrogen.
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(U) Figure 246. Coefficient of Friction FD 25275
Machine

(U) The disk and rider specimers were secured to the power shaft and
Lransf~er shaft, respectively, of the frictiort machine and were immlersed
in liquid nitrogen. The start of each test was delayed until nitrogen
boil-off was minimal. A normal loge. of 97 lb was then applied to the
rider specimen and the disk was rotated at a surface speed of 6 In./sec
as adjusted vith the variable speed irive. Dynamic friction force
curves9 were obtained for each rider-disk combination at various points
during the 250 cycle test runs. Friction force curves were used to obtai.n
sliditLg friction coefficient data. Coefficients of friction were calcu~-
lated by dividing the friction firce (lb) by the dead weight normal lo~d
(ib).

(U) From the test program, summarized in Table XXIV, the following con-
clusions were drawn.

1. Both the chrome (0.001-inch thick) and the molychrome
(0.0015-inch thick) plated disks running against uncoated
Berylco 25 (AMS 4650) rider specimens produced acceptaible
wear charac ter is tics.

2- The wear of the chrome plated surface was characterized by
light scratches while the wear of the molychrome surface
was characterized by a slight depression in the plated
surface.24



3. No appreciable benefit in wear characteriaLics or reduction
in coefficien~t of friction was noted during testing of the
various lubricatior, coat.ngs. A comparison of the wear
characteristics of the baseline conftguration (,.000l-inch
thick chrome) as compared to the 0.001-.inch thick chrome at4
the 0.0015-inch thick molychrome surface3 Lg shown in
Figu~ea 247, 246, and 249.

d. Piston Ring Pressurc Balance Study

(1) General

(U) Duri•ng Phase I (Contract AF04(611).-114,)) cryogenai endurence vesting
of the preburner oxidLzer valve, It was found thit'the lower pistni r'ng
wore Lnro)ugh the chrome coating of tht train housing. 4, analysis of
the pressure loading effects of piston eings was made to determine if a
piston ring redesign to balan,.e the loading would improve the wear

characteristics. The analysis was based on a procedure outlined in
Engineers Piston Ring Handbook, Koppers Co., Inc., whichl states that for
a unit cross section of the ring, the axial force per circumferential
inch (FAý and the radial force (FR) can be determ'ined from the pres'sure
distribution around the sealing surfaces. An illuatration of this i's
shown in Figure 250. The determinatioi4 of FR includes the atatti, fric-
tion effects from the axial sealing surface. A coefficient of friction
for Berylco 25 (AMS 4650) on either steel alloy '•AMS 5735) or chrome plate
in the presence of liquid oxygen was aesumed, to be 0.25. A ratio of
LA/FR of less than 3.0 is desirable to ensure that' the piston ring will
not bind on the axial sealing surface.

(2) Analysis Summaty

(a) As Designed Upper Piston Ring

(U) For a given pressure differential (PH PL), the upper seal is loaded
radially at the following rate:

FR - 0.065 (PH - PL) lb/in, circumference.
At a pressure differential of 1000 psi, the radial loading of the upper

seal is:

FR - 0.065 (1000) ib/in. circumference,

FR - 65 ib/in. circumference,

or, unit pressure, UP - 620 pci.

(U) The upper piston ring demonstrated acceptable wear characteristics
during previous testing at a pressure differential of up to 1000 psi.
Therefore, a radial unit pressure of 620 psi and FR - 65 lb/in, circum-
ference, were used as design criteria. This seal to housing loading was
assumed to be satisfactory providing the valve housing is chrome plated to
0.001 inch maximum thickness to approach the hardness of the valve sleeve.
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Sta~inless St.1 (AMS MO4) Disk With 0.0001 Inch nhick
Clkrome Plate (PWA 48)

Derryloo 26 (AM$ 46W.), Rider

(U iPgure 247. Wear Charec'teristics of FD) 2.5590A
0.0001-inch Thick Chrome Plate
(FIJA 48)

Staiaowss Steel (AMS 5640) Dik With Q.001 -In~ch
Thick CNh'omn Plate (FWA 43)

Kt 75Mf

GDFigure 248. Wear1. Inarcheitc Chof PFt D 25591IA

(PWA 48) ij
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(U) Figure 249. Wear Characteristics of FD 25532A
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(b) Reworked Upper Piston Ring

(U) The rework configuration of tho tipper ieal recomimen4aed for the wear
rig tests at prassure 'diifeen;tals of up to 2000 psi is shown in
Figure 251. The radial and 4xial. Wuading conditions of the dewtgn are:

SFl 0.032 (P H PL

F A G..O77 (Pt P1)

FA/Fr- 2.4

0.32 (P1 -

IUP 11 -
0.87

Therefore, for a pressure differential of 2000 psi.-

R 64 lb/in.

UP • 736 psi

This unit presiuru exceeds the maximum design criteria of 620 psi, but
represents the minim'mr value obtainable using existirg hardware, with-
out reducing the sealing land below a minimum of 0.035 inch.

(c) Reworked Lower Piston Ring

(U) The rework configuration of the lower seal recommended for the wear
rig Lests ao pressure differantiala of up to 2000 psi is represented by
Figure 251. The radial and axial loaJing conditions of this design for
complete seal to housing contact are:

Fp ý 0,039 (P P

FA = 0.090 (FH PL)

F A/F = 9.3

0.039 ýP P')
0.147

Therefore, for a pressure differential at 2000 psi:

FI- 78 Wb/in.

UP 530 psi.
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Gage Dia .. 72 in.
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45 del
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Upper Secondary Piston IRing Lower Secondary Piston Rin#

(U) Figure 25!. Pressure Balance Piston Ring FD 24097

e. Cryogenic Testing

(1) Test Procedures

(U) The preburn?-r oxidizer valve rig illistrated in Figure 2M2 was used
to evaluate the housing coatings and redesigned piston rings. Tests
were conducted on the B-22 test stand, which is shown in Figure 253
The test procedures were similar for all fou- tests except that for

Rigo F-33458-7 and -8 additional procedures were required to det',xmine
actuation force from the specially installed strain gages.

(U) Piston ring leakage was measured from the tecorndary discharge valve
through the heat exchanger with the priamary discharge valve closed. The
rig was cold soaked wits LN2 until the dome temperature was less than
180"R. With the rig cold, the prir.,ury discharge valve closed, and the
seconda-:y discharge valve opened, the rig was cycled with a siia wave
input of 3 to 6 cps. The cooldown procedures were repeated before each
cycle set. The cycles per set, stroke range, secondary differential
pressure and valve position for repeating piston ring leakage were
recorded as shown in Table XXV.
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Secondary Sloewe Valve

Valve Shtmn ,-

Flow Rafm*

$ecodaryMeteing ortupper Piston Ring Seal

Valve Cavity Blood-: :e g

S~tztoffPiston Ring

Primary Flow Passages

Primary Spool Valve SolVleSa

Secondary Flow Passage

Jgniter Oxidizer Soipply-

(U) Figure 252. Preburner Oxidizer Valve Rig FD 18909D
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72• (C)(i•) Table XXV, Dato Recorded During Tests

4~ a-

CyrCe Cycles Stroke Range Secondary Valve*

Set (in.) AP Po8 icn

A 3334 0.470 t 0.050 1000 0.470

B 3334 0.580 ± 0.050 1500 0.580

G 3334 0.690 t 0.050 2000 0.690

*The valve positions for Rig F-33469-7B were 0.450 with AP of 1000 psig,
0.600 with AP of 2000 psig, and 0.750 with AP of 1500 psig. These points
were set because the pzimgry port location did not allow a position below
approximately 0.400-inch valve stroke and because the secondary pfrrt gave
a maximum approximate valve position of 0.750 inch where the ports
were uncovered thus providing a leakage path and t:he required piston
ring AP was unattainable.

(2) Cyclic Endurance Tcsts;

(a) Rig F-33469-7B

(C) Rig F-33469-7B had chrome coatings applied to the valve housing and
the sleeve, and had the !ower and upper piston ring pressure balanced.
The valve nousing had a 0.001-inch thick precision chrome coating that
did not require subsequent machining. The sleeve had a 0.001- to
0.0015-inch thick chrome coating, (per AMS 2406) that required machining
to the final dimensions. The lower piston ring was pressure balanced
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to provid, a unit bearing load uf 500 psi at 2000 paid. The upper
piston ritig was pressure balanced to provide a unit bearing load of
'736 psi at 2000 paid. Figure 251. shows both piston rings so they were
after balancing. Tho valve vas cycled a total of 10,000 cycles and the
pis ton ring leakages are shown in Figure 254.

V IWO

(U) Figure 254. Piston Ring Leakage on DFC 62512
Rig F-33469-7B

(U) Pretest and post-test views of the housing are shown in Figure 255.
The post-.test view shows a light BeCu plate as a result of the cyclic
wear of the lower secondary piston rings. Figure 256 provides pretest
and post-test closeup views of the housing area where piston ring wear
occurred.

PrNtge Condi" pio Post-Trest Condition
(U) Figure 255. Pretest and Post-Test Condition FD 24098

of the Housing
257



Pissst 0=4111 Peas-Test Condition

(U) Figure 256. Pretest and Post-Test Views FD 24099
of Housing Showing Piston
Ring Wear Area

(U) The upper secondary piston rings wear area is shown in Figure 257,.
The wear pattern is characterized by a light deposit of BeCu. The wear
on the upper and the lower BeCu piston rings is illustrated by comparing
the pretest and post-test conditions in Figures 258 and 259,~

Protest Condition Post-Test Condition

(U) Figure 257, Pretest and Post-Test Condition FD 24077
of Sleeve Showing Wear from
Upper Secondary Piaton Ring
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Pftgt~m (CONdUon Past.T1t cotrditio

(U) F~igure 2589. Pretest a.d Post-Test Condition FD 24100

c'* Lover PLtcon Ring

(U) A comparison enlargement of' ;,h lus.&g in che prez~est condition
and the thren~ sets of wear patterns ;auserl by tLhe lower secondary ring
is shown in Pigu3.e 2'60. Thea Be~.ylaliwt copper deposits from the cyclic
enduirance test. w-ýce removed from the valve and secondeary sleeve by
light-polishing viLh aluminum oxide.
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1000 Psi AP Rsn1500 psi AP Lto

2000 psiA P FL 13034 Pretest R 1303?

65X Magnification

(U) Figure 260. Closeup Views of Main Housing FD 24102A
Wear
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(b) Rig F-33469-8

(C) The'valve housing and stleove for Rtio P-33469-8 had Ohroume coatings
applied in Lb. same manner as iAig Y-,33469-7B:. T'he unbalanced upper and
lower pistoni rings, shown in ligure 261, Orovided unit bearing loadu I
of 1240 psi and 990 psi, vespe~tivily at 2000 poid.

MW3S in

0,11 i.t wsw to igLw eOd~ ~t~)

(U) Figure 261.6 Unaacd kso iga 47

Fi Ure Fiue21262.ae 11tnRng D291

perature. Th tetwstriae fe 66 ylsbcueo ~sf

,.........
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(U) The overal'J1 prt.cat and post-toalt vievet of the boUSiug obfr'wn in,
Figure 26.1 sho. 41 'light BeCu plate resulting fr~om wear of the lower
aeoodary piston ring. rigure 264 alhowr a protest and post-test closeup
of this wear area.

Prtst ConD&Lion Post.Tmt Condition

(U) Figure 263. Pretest and Post-Test FD 24975
Condition of Housirig,
Rig F-33469-8

P~htEt Cou4dt~ou P'.4t-Tt CvndMt~u

(U) Figure 264. Preterit and Post-TeaL 'tows FD lb'
of Hc~uzing Showing Piscoi
Ring W~as Area, Rig F-3?4+69-.8
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I(U) Tbek pretek'At anwe post-test upper soacondary pistoft rintg wear area is
in ~~tgure ~ Vie wear pj.Lterai r characterized b ih

dsk"ýU`Ait o P'.The wear on the upper and lower BuCiN piston ri~ngs
hcrr seeo50f by c~p~aru% the pretest and post-ot condition in Fi.-

crtrs, 26(ý anda 2A 7, rpec zive ly.

Pwetqt Condition Post-Test Condftion 0 o

(i)Figure 255. Pretest and Post-Test Condition FD 24974
of Sleeve Showing Wear from
Upper Secondary Piston Ring,
Rig F-33469-8

Protest Condition Post-Test Condition

(U) Figure 266. Pretest and Post-Teqt Condition FD 24977
of Upper Piston Ring, Rig
F -33469?-8
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ftet~t Ca40tioln Pot-Tat Condition

(U), Figure 267. Pretest and Post-Test FD 24978
Condition of Lower Piston
Ring, Rig F-J3469-8

(c') Rig P-33458-'.

(C) The Rig F-33458-7 valve housing had 0.001-inch thick mclychromic
coating applied without subsequent machining. The sleeve was chronte
pl~ated 0.001- to 0.0015-inch thick (per AM1S 2406) and ground to the final
d~imensions. The unbalanced upper and lower piston rings, shown in Fig-
I ue 261, provided unit bearing loads of 1240 psi and 990 psi, respectively,
al. 2000 psi. The valve wa; cycled a total of 10,000 cycles and the

pi~rling~ leakages are shown~ in Figure 268.

GNI&OS&S*L -t 140'R 0 1Ig0 A?

1120 AP

20

Cf;NFIKflA
5 7 R 9 10

(U) Figure 268. P~stor. R1.ng Leakages on DFC 65291
Rig F-33438-7
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(U) The overal! preteat and post-tesL views of the hust.ng, shr-in i~n
Figure 269, show a light BeCu plate resulting fromi wear of th', lo'-Ier
secondary piston ring. Figure 27C' shows a Pretest and post-..esr closeip
of thits wear area. The weAr pattern of tne lower piston irtig -t the
valve h Jsing indicates a surface waviness conditiori Oat comnF--t1'e
the apparenit piston ring wear by increasing the un4 .t loadi.ig

F1?"I F4N 77726

Prflest Con~dition Post-lest Condit`., q

(UT) Figure 269. Pretest and Post-Test iED 24979
Condition of Housing,
Rig F-33458--7

A I,'

Protest Condition Post-Tast Conditiorn

(U) Figure 2.70. Pretest arid Post-test Views FD 24980
of Housing Showing Piston Ring
Wear Area, Riý F-33458-7

UNCLASSI"iED
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(U) The pretest and post-test upper se:condary piston ring war area is
showt ifn Flgure 271. The. wear pattern is characterized by a light
deposiLt of BeCu. The wear On the upper and lower 3e*Cu piston rings
. be seen by compa•.ing to tho pretest and posL-test condition in
F',g•r•s 272 and 273, vespecti~valy.

N T•4 N 77721)

Prttett Condition Poet-Test Condition

(U) Figure 271. Pretest =Gd Post-Test FD 24981
Condition of Sleeve Showing
Wear from Upper Secondary
Piston Ring, Rig F-33458-7

F1 76636N773

Pretest Candition Post-Test Condition

(U) Figtur 272. Pretest and Post-Test FD 24982
Condition of Upper Piston
Ring, Rig F-33458-7
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Pr*tAt COndidon Poet-T4et Condition

(U) Figure 273. Pretest and Post-Test FD 24983
Condition of Lower Piaton
Ring, Rig F-33458-7

(U) The aztuator shaft and the secondary sleeve shaft were strain gaged

by the Materiel Developmea•t Laboratory of FRDC to determine force require-

ments of the valvp- The results are shown in Figure 274.

'oC) To Cto.0".

_�___ F~'~o.Rg. n#tng 'Test

KIM iIEKIN

VAIV Ap p I

(U) Figure 274. Rig F-33458-7 Actuation DFC 65290
Force Requirements During

Cycle Endurance
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(d) Rig F-33458-8

(C) The valve housing and sleeve for Rig F-33458-8 had coatings applied
in the ýiame manner as Rig V-33458-7. The balanced upper and lower
piston rings, shown in Figure 251, provided unit bearing loads of
736 psi and 500 psi, respectively, at 200C poid. The valve was cycled
a total oZ 10,000 cycles end the piston ring leakages are shown in
Figure 275.

(U) The overall post-test view of the housing shu-,m in Figure 275 shows
a light BeCu plate due to wear of the lower secondary piston ring.
Figure 277 shows a post-test closeup of this wear area.

(U) The post-test: upper secondary piston ring wear area is shown in
Figure 278. The wear pattern is characterized by a light deposit of
BeCu. The wear on the upper and lower BeCu piston rings is shown in
Figures 279 and 280 respectively.

(U) The actuator shaft ann the secondary sleeve shaft were strain
gaged by the Materials Development Laboratory of FRDC to determiine
force requirements of the jalve. The results are shown in Figure 281.

3. Translating Seal Rig F-33435

a. Introduction

(C) It was desired to Yw.duce the seal package size of the ?reburner
oxidizer valve by eliminatin,3 one shaft seal and changing the seal
configuration to a Kapton-Teflon lip seal. To deterninhc the best
laminate for sealing translating shafts, five 10,000-cycle endurance
tests were conducted.

b. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendatinns

(U) The KTTTK (a five layer laminate of Kapton and Teflon with the outer
layerr' being Kapton) laminate used in Build lOB did not exceed the vent
shaft seal limit of 10 sccs as shown in Figure 282; nowever, the same lami-
nate tested on Build 14 had wear of t&i e Teflon inner layer. An additional
laminate of Kapton on the shaft should eliminate wear of th.. Teflon inner
layer. The test results obtained ft,'. Build 12, which was conducted with
a KKTTK laminate, were doubtful because of a one day delay that may have
vesulted in rig icing and a boil-off problem. A laminate configuration
of KKTTK is recommended for application at the primary and vent shaft
seal locations. The primary bidw!L qr, -k.s , •hcwn iN Figure 283.

(U) A secondary test was conducted as Build 13B to determine the effect
of inlet pressure on leakages. As shown in Figures 284 and 285 the
inlet pressure effect will be negligible.

(U) Because of the high leakage sho.n in Figure 286, a lip seal is not
recommended for the balance piston. The Omni seal (glass-filled Teflon)
tested during Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401) had better .:ear character-
istics and lower leakage.
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IgZ7772ZZ POCC AMA WrIG TO~

0 lorca to op.en

'000

5~0 00 1000 1500 2000

VALVE 40 -pa

(U) Figure 281. Rig F-33458-8 Actuation DFC 65294
Force Requirements During

Cycle Endurance
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(U) Because of the high leakage shown in Figure 286, an 00 pealing lip
iseal is not recomnended for the balance piston. The ID sealing lip seal
is designed so it will saal around a shaft that translater through it.
This application provides a uniform radial stretch about the surface
where sealing is desired. In the opposite application where the OD of
a lip seal is used for the sealing surface, the seal is held by the
translating shaft and sealing is obtained on the housing bore. The OD
of the lip seal tends to gather and provide a scalloped sealing surface.
Therefore, ID sealing lip seals should be used for the balance pistin
as well as the actuator shaft.

c. Hardware Description

(1) Translating Seal Rig

(U) The translating seal rig was designed Lo evaluate lip seals for
application to high pressure, cryogenic translating shaft and piston
applications. The rig duplicates the preburner oxidizer valve shaft
and housing configuration designed during Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401).
An exploded view of the rig is shown in Figure 287. The test rig is trans-
lated a total stroke of 1,375 inches at a rate of I cps by a pneumatically
actuated piston.

(2) Shaft Lip Seals

(C) Tests of this type seal in a rotary, 1.000-inch shaft seal rig at
LN2 temperature and 6000 psig GN2 pressure during Phase I (Con-
tract AF04(611)-11401) shorwed maximum primary and vent shaft (axial)
leakages of 0.37 sccs and less than 0.008 sccs, respectively, after
10,000 shaft cycles. Static (radial) leakages were less than 1.4 sccs.
This sealing effectivenes3 allows a reduction La the number of seals
required for shaft sealing and eliminates separate static seals in the
seal package because the lip seal seals radially as well as axially.

0 0 aavo" ..

*0 0

* 0 '- - '-- -- "

00 0

0 C)C00@

(U) Figure Z87. Traaslating Seal Test Rig FE 76099
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MUNDENI!
(U) Scaling down the rotary lip ~el~resulted in a 1.098-itich OD,
0.600-inch ID, 0.025-inch thick aeal of laminated layers of 0.005-inch
FEP Teflon and 0,005-inch Kapton. The stacking of these materials i'as
varied during testing to determine the best combination.

(U) The shaft: seal package is illustrated in Figuire 288. The primary
seat antiextrusion backup leaves 0.001--inch clearance between the seal
gland and the shai t. The secondary, seal i~s forced against the shaft by
the primary gland coniftguration, thuo, acting as a bearing for the
floating seal package. This prevents metal-to-metal contact between
the primary gland and rig shaft.

(0.00 goal Compression) &aen 4A "

0.016R (Tyi$

lfryS 46M 96p"U 060.1

0.055I I igh ~mur
(TP) Cho.05 Plot. Pet.06wOSSm

0.007 Toos 0.027hlh~ omrmi

(3) T Piston Sea0Pakag

duigaomingt anlfrctte sea agans the1 segment boe s ati
acsasabarn ndpeensth el ln adsaft 06-4Copistson)fo

d U) Sel Fainate Fabrichaftion acaeFD231

(U) Pithe lpSeals ParkaefarctdfoFE Teln nd5F- Kp:o

0.005-einchtiak dsheet stock.on The 50h-e3 pipton consists wfra 0.003-inch
shee of5-ic type Faptnd with000-inch thickn aesilws oFETelomnaton eac

suide. Thein folwng porcedure outlaginest the fabricatibonre ss:h i

1. IndivLaiduale searilamionatsaectit .- nhdaee

cutting tool.
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2. The laminates and molding t %,-Is artv i nic c leaned In
trichlorethylenc at 70"'F.

3. The desired laminate stackup is jlaced in a mole housing
as shown in Figure 289. TFE 'Ieflon sheet stock 0.005-inch
thick i.s placed between Li10 individual ,vals nnd the mold
housing to prevent honding,

4, A weight is placed on the mold plunger to provide 10 psi
unit loading, and the seals are baked at 525'F I 10OF
for 1 hour.

5. The seal blanks are removed and separated by peelitig off
the TFE Teflon separators. Individual seals are then cut
by dies.

Ded
Weight Mold7b P•rovide Phlunger

10 a

-WTE Teflon
Lip Seod Separators

-Ve,. k--Mold Housing

(U) Figure 289. Lip Seal Mold FD 24092

c. Endurance Tests

(C) Five 10,00 cycle endurance tests were conducted to evaluate the
laminated lip seals. The test results are summarized in Table XXVI.
A coding is used to identify the seal configuration. A KTTTK laminate
is two 0.005-inch thick sheets of Kapton and three 0.005-inch thick
sheets of Teflon. The material next to the dynamic sealing surface
is identified first.

(1) Build OB

(U) This build incorporated the same seal construction and laminate
used in Build 1OA; however, the balance piston seal had an increased
seal lip.
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(C)(U) Table ,AXVI, Sunmiary of Test ".i--lts

Test Number Sean Mealsti Laage Set Wer After iuzet
Confllu'atior Retocdd burIng test (sccc) Test fgrama) of

Balance Primary Vent Balance Primary Vent Walance Primety Vent CyclIs

33435-IOA KTT K K1iK K rK Ter-inat• d Test Tcrminated Test

33435.10B IKrrrK 'grTK KTTTK 3400 78 2.4 0.00127 0.00271, 0.CO?701 10,000

33435-11 TTK TTrKK TTTr.Jt 21CC 660 200 0.001648 0.00029 0,000751 10,000

33435-12 KTK KKTTK KKTrK 10110 70 28 0.011065 O.U07348 0.000941 '0.000

33435.-13 KIr KTT KTT 1800 140 11,5 0.007721 0,001625 no westa 10,000

33435-14 KTK KTTTK KT•TK 2100 1350 94 0.0077?7 0,09078 0.002012 10,030

The maximum allowable vent seal leakage is 10 acce. Balance piston and primary zeal Tea'lg(i re vtret•d
to contrlled areas.

(C) A total of 10,000 shaft cycles and 500 pressure cycles with the rig
at LN2 temperatures was completed. The rig inlet pressure was maintained
at 5900 to 6000 psig GN2 except during pressure cycling. The leakages
from the test are corrected to a nominal 6000 psig inlet pressure and
are shown in Figure 290.

(U) Teardown inspection revealed the following:

1. The primary shaft lip seal had fatigue cracks and slight

wear on the lip, as shown in Figure 291.

2. The vent shaft lip seal exhibited little wear, as shown
in Figure 292.

3. The balance piston lip seal exhibited little wear, as

shown in Figure 293.

(2) Build 11

(U) The primary and vent seals tested were TTTKK and the balance piston
seal was TTK. The balance piston seal incorporated a thinner seal
laminate and an increased seal lip as compared to the configuration
tesLed in Build lOB.

(C) A total of 10,000 shaft cycles and 500 pressure cycles with the rig
at LN2 temperatures was completed. The rig inlet pressure was maintained
at 5900 to 6000 psig GN2 except during pressure cycling. The leakage
from the test are corrected to a nominal 6000 psig inlet pressure and
are shown in Figure 294.
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(U) Figure 293. Balance Piston Lip Seal FE 75832
After Test of Build l0B
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(U) Teardown inspection revealed the following;

1. The primary shaft lip seal showed moderate wear. (See
Figure 295.)

2. The vent shaft lip seal showed slight wear. (See Fig-
ure 296.)

3. The balance piston lip seal showed very little wear.
(See Figure 297.)

(U) Figure 295. Primary Shaft Lip Seal FE 75904
After Test of Build 11
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(3) Build 12

(U) The primary and vent tools tested were KKTTrl and balance piston seal
was KTK.

(C) A total of 10,000 shaft cycles and 500 pressure cycles with the rig
at LN2 teemperature& t-as completed. Ile rg itnlet pressure was maintained
at 5900 to 6000 psIg GN2 except during pressur6 cycling. The leakages
from the test ar'e shown in Yigure 298. At 7000 cycles the test was stopped
and the rig &llowed to warm to ambient. When the test 4as resuwed, a stoep
increase in the balance piston leakage was observed, which teay have boen
caused by icing in the rig. At some points the vent leakage was above
primary leakage .ndicating boiloff in the vent lines.

(U) A teardown inspection revealed the following:

1. The primary shaft lip seal showed moea'rate wear. (See
Figure 299.)

2. The vent shaft lip seal showed slight wear. &,See Fig-
ure 300.)

3. The balance piston lip seal showed moderate. erer. (See

Figure 301.)

(4) Build 13

(U) All veals tested were KTT laminate.

(C) A total of 10,000 shaft cycles and 500 pressure cycles with the rig
at LN2 t4emperatures was completed. The rig inlet pressure was maintained
at 5900 to 6000 psig GN2 except during pressure cycling. The leakages
from the test are shown in Figure 302. Balance piston seal leakage shows
a degradation as a function at cycles indicating the affects of wear. Vent
seal leakage exceeded the 10 sccs lImit at only one data point during the

4 test.

(U) A teardown inspection revealed the following:

1. The primary shaft lip seal showed owderate wear. (See
Figure 303.)

2. The vent shaft lip seal showed slight wear. (See Fig-
ure 304.)

3. The balance piston lip seal showed heavy wear. (See
Figure 305.)
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(U) Figure 301. Balance Piston Lip FE 76477
Seal After Test of
Build 12
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(U) Figure 305. Balance Piston Lip FE 77098
Seal After Test of
Build 13

(5) I~til! 14

(U) The primary and vent shaft seals tested were KTTTK and the balance
piston was KTK. This tcst was conducted with the stand configuration
as shown in Figure 306. The test procedure prevents a buildup of liquid
in the seal vent lines by maintaining a vacuum on the lines at all times.

f. Test Summary

(C) A total of "10,000 shaft cycles and 375 pressure cycles with the rig
at LN2 temperatures was completed. The rig inlet pressure was maintained
et 5900 to 6000 psig GN2 except during pressure cycling. The pressure
cycles at the 8000 cycle point were omitted because primary lip seal
leakage was excessive (above 5000 sccs) during pressured cycles. Seal
wear produced some shredded material that lodged between the sealing
surface and shaft during pressure cycling. The leakages are shown in
Figure 307.
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(U) A teardown laspectlon revealed the following:

I. l•e primary shaft lip seal showed heavy we•.r. (See Fig-
ure 308.)

2. The vent sbaft lip seal showed slight wear. (See Fig-
ure 309. )

3. The balance piston lip seal showed heavy wear. (See
SFigure 310.)!
St--Submerp Heet Ezchanger Coil

[ in tNs Tub to &•.ur, )40"R LNs
/ at Rig F-3343&-I4 Inlet

• •::J I Iv. _sll "°""

r•tm i ! • • A•ao, I"-"- F',o,.net.m

MauifoldJ --Wortbtni•on
Reetproeatinl; Pump

(U) Figure 306. PlumbLng Schematic for FD 24986A

Testing Build 14
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(U) Figure 308. Primary Shaft Lip Seal FE 78381
After Test of Build 14
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4. Static Seals

a. Introduction

(U) During seal rig, component, and staged combustion rig testing con-
ducted during Phase I (Contract AF04(611)-11401), excessive overboard
static seal leakage was experienced. The measured overboard primary seal
l.eakae at maximum thrust during the staged combustion rig test firings
was equivalent to an impulse loss of approximately 2 seconds, and some
addittional uncontrolled overboard leskage was visible. Static pressure
tests on the main chamber oxidizer valve indicated that the leakage
problem was aggravated by excessive flange separation and inadequate
static seals.

(C) During this report period, under the current demo!4..trator engine
design program, hydrostatic test rigs with high-pressure joints were
designed and tested. These rigs did not incorporate double seals with
interseal vents because of the attendant weight penalty. The design
goal for the rigs was for zero axial deflection at the seal diameter
with 7500 psig internal pressures at liquid nitrogen temperature.
Neither of the hydrostatic test rigs met the deflection criteria, but
agreement with finite element computer program predictions was satis-
factory. The computer program model was improved to provide a good

,stress and deflection analysis capability for the seal rigs to be designed
under the component development phase of this program.

b. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

(U) Supporting data for satisfactory seal rig design was accomplished
during this phase. The finite element computer program, as adapted
to coupling analysis, will be satisfactory for optimiz:ing coupling
flanges.

(U) It Ls recommended that static seal test rigs be designed for the
minimum deflection consistent with the demonstrator engine weight goals.
The finite element computer program should, be used to analyze all demon-
strator engine flanges to limit deflection to the values selected tor
the static seal test rigs. Both axial and radial type static seals
should be procured and tested in the rigs designed under the component
development phase of this program.

c. Design Analysis

(U) During this report period, the primary effort was expended on obtaining
information for a high pressure static seal rig design. Several initial
configurations were sketched for specialized flange and seal combinations
before calculation difficulties indicated that design effort should be
concentrated on basic coupling configurations with analysis directed
toward minimum weight and deflection with demonstrator engine materials.

(U) A 6-inch diameter aluminum (ANS 4127) pipe coupling wan chosen for
analysis because of its relatively poor deflection characteristics when
compared to those of the same. diameter stee) or smaller diameter aluminum
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or skeel couplings. A high-pressure coupling design analysis of five

basic coupling types was completed. The configurations that were toA-
sidered are shown an sketches A through E, in Figure 311. Basic groundI
rules for the analyses were as follows:

1. S3tarsiard desig n c riteri a for the engine with regard to
allowable stresses, weight, etc., were to be followed.

2. Pipe and coupling designs were based on stress limits
for axial (blowoff) and hoop loads only,. No vibration
or mechavical bending load factzors were added.

3. All couplings were assumed to have a perfect seal (not
defleretion limited) at the coupling inside diameter.

(C) The results of the coupling spring rate deflectioai calculations,
as shown in Figure 312, indicated that increasing the number of bolts
had a minor effect on bolted coupling overall spring rate, whereas

weight increase was significant. Calculations to determine the initial

a5 minimnum of 460 lbin. seal load at 7500 psi resulted in the clamping
load to~bowoff load ratio (FC/FA) values shown in Figure 311 (sketcl-tes A
througbý E). Aside from the impracticality of attempting to obtain such
1',h clamping loads, the. numbers indicated that some method o mrvn

the clamping load trancfer to the seal nrea was required.

(U) Sketches F through I in Figure 311 show some meLhods of providing I
this seal force, while sketch J shows a pressure-assisted coupling
intended to maintain seal load when flange defiection is present.
Another method, not shown, of providing more effective seal loading
,would be to move. the seal closer to the clamping load circle'. lit this
case, part of the improved load transfer advantage would be lost because
of the increased blowoff load. No detailed analyses of these or other'
variations f rent standard flat flange couplings have been corupleted, soF
no clear choice of ciupling type for high pressu'te test was possible.
The apparently obvious advantages and disadvantage~s of each coupling
type for -ýmgine application were coaisidered, and the small bolt flanged
coupling was selected for detailed analysis and initial seal rig design.
Analysis required for optimizing the flange configuration or seal 4

location to provide satisfaztery seal load characteristics over the
full pressurle range was undertaken as primary effort.

(U) A study computer program was developed to analyze proposed coxupling
rig designs for stress Iond deflectfon characteristics. Initial. rig
designs were found to be unsoitable for the intended application. A
6-inch aluminxza hydrostatic coupling stress and deflection test rig
was then desig;~ed to evaluate the computer program predictions. Con-
currently, a finite element~ comapute~r progamn developed for disk analysis
was modified for coupling an~alysis..

(U) A reanalysis of the hydrost~tic~aluminura coupling layout using this
deck on the TIBM 360 computer resulted in lower t~dctdmxmmfage .
stresses and higher deflectious than thte previous program.
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(U1) F iure 312. Pr-edicted Coupling Deflection DF 68872
at Seal vs Weight

(U) Cantilever and simple bean flange seal loading schemses we'-e then
analysed using the computer program. This analysis indicat~ed t~hat
the cantillever design would be lighter than the simple beau designfor the s~•. deflect~ion liit. A cantilever flange rework of the

initial flat faced flange test rig was designed axv1 added to the test
•arig layout..
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(U) As testing of the hydrostatic rig progressed, the compuper programs
were revised to improve agreement with the test results.

(U) An additional flange design analysis based on shear center theory
was completed. The application of this theory is that the load must
pass through the shear center, or center of flexure to prevent twisting.
Preliminary calculations indicated that the shear center design would
improve flange stiffness but would probably be more bulky than a con-
ventional flange design. Further analysis of the shear center flange
design calculations indicated that effective coupling weight reduction
by removing flange material that is not highly stressed may be possible
without significantly affecting flange stiffness.

d. Testing

(1) Flange Tests

(U) Hydrostatic flange test rig housings and bolts were procured and
delivered to the Materials Development Laboratory for assembly and
testing. Rig 351.20, Build 2 (Build I was used to test main chamber
oxidizer valve inlet and outlet flange seals) was assembled as shown
in Figure 313. Stresscoat was used to determine strain gage locations.
Sixteen bi-axial strain gage rosettes were installed on the interior &
and exterior of the test rig according to the stresscoat patterns
(Figure 314). Preliminary Materials Development Laboratory tests
indicated that X-ray inspection would be feasible to determine flange
separation during the hydrostatic tests. A review of the X-ray tech-
niques revealed that separation at various radii could be measured if
actual separation was known at one or more points. Consequently,
magnetic proximity probes (Fipvre 315) were used to determine housing
deflections at two points. The hydrostatic test rig was then assembled
for testing. Six of the coupling bolts were strain &aged and calibrated
for strain at the required load. All other bolts were then torqued
sufficiently to obtain the average stretch obtained for the instrumented
bolts. Assembly torque variation was too great to be useful for specific
load application. During the test, readouts from allp internal strain
gages were lost due to potting material creep. The external strain
gages and the proximity probes operated satisfactorily.

(C) Maxim=m axial tensile stress of 58,200 psi (0.9" strain) occurred
in the flange radius at straina gage rosette location 11 (Figure 314)
under 5300 psig internal pressure. Maximum axial tensile stress of
31,700 psi (elastic) occurred in the straight wall section at strain
gage rosette location 6 under 5300 psig internal pressure. Hoop stress
at this point was 25,000 psi tension. The flanges began to separate
at 2500 psig internal pressure where internal pressure blow-off load
was approximately 25i of the assembly bolt load. Maximu, flange
separations at the inside diameter wall and seal groove were 0.025 inch
and 0.018 inch, .respectively, under 5300 psig internal pressure.
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(U) Figure 313. Flange Test T ig FE 78045
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(U) Figure 314. Locations of Strain Gage FD 25606
Rosettes
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(U) Figure 315. Magnetic Proximity Probe FD 25607
Locations Rig 35120-2

(U) The hydrostatic test rig data indicated reasonably good agreement with
the finite element computer program predictions for both stress and deflec-
Zion as shown in Figure 316. The program was revised to improve matching
by expansion to include both coupling members, multipoint bolt loading, and
consideration of the effects of the bolt holes. The revised model was used
to predict stress and deflection of a cantilevered flange coupling.

'C) The hydrostatic test rig flanges were reworked to the cantilevered
design configuration for Rig 35120-3. Sixteen strain &*gages and six
proximity probes were installed, as shown in Figure 317, and the rig
was assembled for test. Hydrostatic pressure testing was conducted at
ambient temperature up to 5300 psig. Bolt loads were nearly constanc
and deflection at the inside diameter was essentially as predicted by
the finite element program (Figure 318).

(C) Maximum indicated axial tensile stress (above yield) occurred in
the flange radius at strain gage rosette location 5 (Figure 317). The
flanges did not separate under 5300 psig internal pressure but pivoted
at the raised face outer diameter so that deflection at the seal diameter
reached a value of approximately 0.004 inch. Maximum flange separation
at the inside diameter wall was 0.008 inch at this pressure.

(C) Review of the stress, load, and deflection curves for the cantilevered
flange hydrostatic pressure test rig revealed that maximum surface stresses
(below yield) near the flange were still somewhat below the finite element
program predictions but agreement was improved as shown in Figurp- 319.
Both bolt loads and proximity probes indicated flange separation was
imminent at the maximum pressure applied but bolt load was nearly con-
stant up to that point. Bolt loads were then reduced to approximately
4000 pounds and the rig was pressurized to 3800 psig. Bolt loads
remained essentially constant up to 3000 psig and calculated joint
efficiency (blowoff load/bolt load) was essentially the same as in the
previous test.
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